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Abstract 
 

Background: Medication non-adherence is a global issue of major public health 

concern highlighted by the causal link between non-adherence, increased disease 

prevalence and health care resource use. Cost assessment of the economic burden 

lacks uniformity and consistency in determination. The use of a standardised 

methodology to determine the cost associated with medication non-adherence is 

required to facilitate international comparisons and demonstrate a reliable estimate 

of the magnitude of the problem on a global scale.   

Objectives: To explore, analyse and estimate the economic impact of medication 

non-adherence.  The research aimed to conceptualise and define a cost estimation 

framework to streamline the cost outcome indicators that are employed to evaluate 

the monetary burden linked to non-adherence. Additionally, a monetary estimate of 

the medication non-adherence burden in Australia was quantified whilst 

simultaneously exploring the potential role community pharmacists play in reducing 

the associated burden.  

Methodology: A series of discrete studies were undertaken: (1) a systematic review 

of studies assessing the economic impact of medication non-adherence across 

disease groups; (2) development of a medication adherence cost estimation (MACE) 

framework through secondary analysis of the systematic review data; and (3) analysis 

of a large database of patient dispensing records appraising the cost of medication 

non-adherence in Australia and the cost saving effect community pharmacist led 

intervention had on adherence. 

Results: The systematic review identified wide scoping cost variations reported 

across 79 studies, with lower levels of adherence associated with higher health care 

costs. Annual adjusted disease specific economic cost of non-adherence per person 

ranged from USD2015 $949- $44190 (chapter 3). Collation of outcomes resulted in 

the development of the MACE framework through identification of two core cost 

outcome indicators (direct and indirect costs), seven subcategories (hospital, primary 
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care, medical test, pharmacy, direct non-medical, societal and productivity costs) and 

35 cost outcome indicator examples. The most utilised cost categories were hospital 

(68%, n=54), primary care (18%, n=15) and pharmacy costs (72%, n=57) (chapter 4). 

The national cost of medication non-adherence in Australia across hypertension, 

dyslipidaemia and depression was AUD2018 $10.4 billion. Community pharmacist led 

intervention was estimated to save the Australian health care system AUD2018 $1.9 

billion annually. Application of the MACE framework post pharmacist intervention 

highlighted the greatest cost contributors to be associated with direct costs, 

particularly, outpatient expenses $2.1 billion, inpatient admissions $1.9 billion, 

prescription medications $1.8 billion and medical related expenses $1.6 billion 

(chapter 5).       

Conclusion: Medication non-adherence is a costly burden placing financial drain on 

health care systems that has failed to be adequately prioritised by governments and 

health care organisations within national policy. The incorporated framework has 

been proposed to homogenise international measures and applied to the Australian 

landscape to demonstrate the scope of the problem and highlight the potential role 

of community pharmacists moving forward to counteract the rising economic 

encumbrance. The MACE framework facilitates the strengthening of adherence 

research and provides a strong foundation for evidence based costing studies to be 

incorporated into economic evaluations to aid decision making. Decision makers 

should seek to utilise pharmacists as an integrated member of the health care team 

to help curb the rising burden of medication non-adherence and generate cost 

savings to the health care system.   
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Preface 
 

This thesis is presented in fulfilment of the doctoral degree (Doctor of Philosophy) 

requirements of the University of Technology Sydney, Australia.  

The thesis is structured as a PhD by compilation. Chapter 1 contains a research 

overview and general disposition of the thesis. An outline of the overall rationale, 

objectives and organisation of the thesis is included. Chapter 2 provides the 

background and reasoning for the topic. Chapters 3-5 comprise the sequential results 

including a systematic review outlining the economic impact of medication non-

adherence across disease groups, development of the medication adherence cost 

estimation framework and a national estimate of the cost of medication non-

adherence in Australia. The chapters have been structured as research articles 

containing all corresponding references, figures, tables and appendices related to the 

research activity.  This is followed by Chapter 6, which discusses the results, 

summarises the contribution of work and provides recommendations for future 

research.  

Rachelle L. Cutler is the primary author of each publication. Additionally, co-authors 

contributed to the conception or design of the work, data collection, data analysis 

and interpretation, or revision of the manuscripts.   
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Research Overview 

This thesis presents a series of discrete but interconnected studies, to address the 

overarching aim of determining the economic impact of medication non-adherence. 

Six chapters are presented throughout the thesis, with chapters 3-5 in the form of 

peer reviewed journal articles (published) to enhance readability. To meet journal 

requirements for manuscript submission spelling may vary between US English and 

British English for these chapters.  

The specific objectives of this thesis were achieved through development of a 

theoretical framework to address the heterogeneity in methodological approaches 

used to quantify the economic burden of medication non-adherence internationally. 

Thus, facilitating the application of quantitative methodologies to determine the 

impact community pharmacist led intervention has on the national cost of 

medication non-adherence in Australia. Chapter 1 provides an overview of the 

dissertation, followed by chapter 2 presenting the contextual background 

information, including the purpose of this thesis. The subsequent chapters present a 

series of work, each chapter addressing specific objectives.    

 Chapter 3 uses systematic review methodology to study the economic 

impact of medication non-adherence across multiple disease groups and 

determine the range of costs reported within the literature and varying 

methodologies employed.   

 Chapter 4 is a theoretical paper using secondary data from the systematic 

review in chapter 3 to develop a medication adherence cost estimation 

framework. 

 Chapter 5 utilises quantitative methodologies to retrospectively analyse de-

identified patient dispensing data, to extrapolate the national cost of 

medication non-adherence in hypertension, dyslipidaemia and depression 

pre and post community pharmacist led intervention.  

Chapter 6 details the implications for practice, policy and research. The chapter 

includes the implications of the body of research and the effect the findings will have 
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moving forward on a national and international level. Conclusions drawn from the 

research are also examined.  

Appendices including copies of Research Ethics Committee clearance, copies of 

published works and copyright permissions are included at the end of this thesis. A 

summary of acronyms and abbreviations used throughout this thesis are included at 

the beginning.  
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Rationale 

Medication adherence has been identified as a major health concern impacting 

society, governments, patients and health care systems on a global scale (Sabaté 

2003). The magnitude of the problem continues to expand with ageing populations 

and the growing disparity between developed and developing countries access to 

health care. While there is an abundance of evidence surrounding adherence 

research, the utilisation of such knowledge remains limited and of varying quality 

(Marie-Schneider & Aslani 2010; Nieuwlaat et al. 2014).  

Consensus exists within the literature that medication non-adherence places a 

significant cost burden on health care systems and leads to wastage and inefficient 

utilisation of health care resources (Elliott 2013; Roebuck et al. 2011). However, the 

methodological approaches employed to determine these outcomes exhibit 

tremendous heterogeneity rendering the comparison of studies challenging and 

futile. Heterogeneity across studies and countries impedes the inclusion of 

adherence enhancing measures to be incorporated in national health policy.  

Loeppke et al estimated that health related productivity loss costs are 2.3 times 

higher than direct health care costs, nonetheless the majority of existing adherence 

literature only considers direct health care costs (Loeppke et al. 2009). Furthermore, 

some studies may consider costs associated with increased health care utilisation 

such as hospitalisations, ED visits, outpatient appointments while others only 

examine the effect on prescription medication or purely workplace productivity 

(Bagalman et al. 2010; Buysman et al. 2017; Joshi et al. 2006). A uniform framework, 

incorporating direct and indirect cost categories, including cost category examples 

involved in determining the economic burden of medication non-adherence is 

required to streamline the current disarray of costing methodologies to facilitate 

evidence based research to inform policy decisions.  

In Australia, there is no estimate of the economic impact medication non-adherence 

places on the health care system. In order for a sustainable system to remain, review 

of the current levels of funding are required and removal of inefficiencies and waste 
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within the system needed (Taylor 2013).  Application of a uniform framework will 

enable a systematic and evidence based methodology to determine the cost burden 

of non-adherence in Australia. Extrapolation of the cost burden medication non-

adherence places on the Australian health care system, will highlight to policy makers 

the potential savings obtainable and encourage future research within the Australian 

context.  

Numerous stakeholders across the health care system play a pivotal role in improving 

medication adherence. Community pharmacists are just one of the involved 

stakeholders who are ideally placed to provide patient centred medication 

adherence interventions (Pringle & Coley 2015). Reviewing the impact pharmacist 

led medication adherence interventions have on health care utilisation and costs, 

demonstrates the underutilisation of pharmacists and one of many solutions as to 

how inefficiencies and cost wastage within the system can be decreased moving 

forward. Determining the economic benefit community pharmacists contribute 

through provision of professional services within the Australian landscape will 

provide supportive evidence to explore expansion of their role moving forward.  
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Objectives 

This thesis covers the exploration, analysis and estimation of the economic impact of 

medication non-adherence.   

Specific Objectives 

 Synthesise the literature to determine the economic impact of medication 

non-adherence across multiple disease groups, identifying the extent to 

which methodological approaches contribute to the variation in reported 

outcomes, cost calculation and adherence classification.   

 Explore the methodological approaches used to determine the economic 

impact of medication non-adherence, in order to develop a framework to 

standardise the terminology of cost outcome indicators and rationalise the 

estimation of the cost of medication non-adherence utilising the identified 

cost outcome indicators.   

 Estimate the national cost of medication non-adherence in Australia through 

utilisation of population based and pharmacy claims data.  

 Examine the impact community pharmacist led intervention has on 

adherence rates and economic burden attributed to non-adherence.  

 

The remainder of this chapter will provide an overview of the body of work 

encapsulated in this thesis, with the main research findings highlighted.
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Economic impact of medication non-adherence by disease 

groups (chapter 3) 

Annual costings of medication non-adherence range from US$100-$290 billion in the 

United States (New England Healthcare Institute 2009), €1.25 billion in Europe 

(Pharmaceutical Group of the European Union 2008) and approximately $7 billion in 

Australia (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2016; Institute for Healthcare 

Informatics 2012).  These costs place a strain on health care systems and compromise 

the effective use of medicines, decrease quality of life, increase the risk of medication 

misadventures, lead to poor health outcomes, result in preventable hospitalisations 

and substantially increase health care costs (Sabaté 2003).  In order to 

comprehensively assess the economic impact of medication non-adherence across 

multiple disease groups at an international level a review of the literature was 

undertaken.  

Wide scoping cost variations in the reported onus medication non-adherence places 

on health care systems, patients and society at large makes the international 

comparison of the associated burden challenging (Hiligsmann et al. 2012; Hughes et 

al. 2001; Roebuck et al. 2011). For example in addiction studies Ruetsch et al reports 

the total cost of non-adherence as $16,555 (US2013) per patient per annum while 

Tkacz et al reports the burden as $47,868 in US2010, while in parkinsons disease 

Davis et al reports $18,511 (US2001) while Delea et al reports $19,686 (US2005) and 

Wei et al reports $45,867 (US2007) (Davis, Edin & Allen 2010; Delea, Thomas & 

Hagiwara 2011; Ruetsch et al. 2017; Tkacz et al. 2014; Wei et al. 2014). This disparity 

is demonstrated across multiple disease states. To aid in understanding the variations 

amongst studies the methodological approaches that were applied to determine the 

cost calculation and classification of non-adherence were appraised.  

For this purpose, a systematic search was undertaken in PubMed and Scopus in 

September 2017. Studies quantifying the cost of medication non-adherence in 

relation to economic impact were included. Costs were defined as any indicator 

associated with medication non-adherence that was quantified with a monetary 

value in the original study. All costs were converted to US$2015 to facilitate 
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meaningful comparisons between data.  The Drummond checklist for economic 

evaluations was utilised to analyse applied methodologies.   

Database search retrieved 2909 potential articles, with manual review identifying a 

further 27 studies. From the 2768 articles screened by title and abstract, 2479 studies 

were excluded with 289 proceeding to full text review. Seventy nine studies were 

included in the review with the majority of papers excluded as no monetary value 

was provided for non-adherence.  

Fourteen disease groups across the 79 studies were evaluated, with lower levels of 

adherence associated with higher total costs.  The annual adjusted disease specific 

economic cost of non-adherence per person ranged from US$949-$44,190. Costs 

attributed to “all causes” non-adherence ranged from US$5,271 to $52,341. The 

developed framework aimed to address and minimise such variations (chapter 4). 

Medication possession ratio was the metric most utilised to calculate patient 

adherence, with varying cut-off points defining non-adherence. The main indicators 

used to measure the cost of non-adherence were total cost or total healthcare cost 

(83% of studies), pharmacy costs (70%), inpatient costs (46%), outpatient costs 

(50%), emergency department visit costs (27%), medical costs (29%) and 

hospitalisation costs (18%). Drummond quality assessment yielded 10 studies of high 

quality with all studies performing partial economic evaluations to varying extents.   

Key findings from the systematic review highlighted that medication non-adherence 

places a significant cost burden on health care systems.  Current research assessing 

the economic impact of medication non-adherence is limited and of varying quality 

due to the wide variations in methodologies and resultant costs attributed to non-

adherence, often failing to provide adaptable data to influence health policy and 

change due to significant variations in costs and their economic implications. 

Differences in methods make the comparison amongst studies challenging and 

makes an accurate estimation of true magnitude of the cost impossible. 

Standardisation of the metric measures used to estimate medication non-adherence 

and development of a streamlined approach to quantify costs is required.  
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An evidence based model to consolidate Medication 

Adherence Cost Estimation: the MACE framework (chapter 4) 

The successive part of the research addressed the methodological limitations of the 

original studies included in the systematic review and utilised the results to develop 

a theoretical framework to standardise the approach in determining the economic 

impact of medication non-adherence.  

Identification of medication non-adherence as a major clinical and economic concern 

has accelerated significant growth of research in the field. Despite this growth, 

inconsistency remains in the outcomes of research findings, with only some 

interventions aimed at improving adherence resulting in better health outcomes and 

overall adherence (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 2014). Standard 

approaches in guidelines for reporting adherence terminology and minimum 

reporting criteria exist to help minimise this variability (De Geest et al. 2018; Fraser 

2010; Vrijens et al. 2012). However, it appears methodological approaches to 

homogenise the way medication non-adherence costs are measured and reported in 

economic evaluations have been overlooked. This study developed a theoretical 

framework to rationalise the estimation of the cost of medication non-adherence, 

through utilisation of identified cost outcome indicators from the systematic review.  

The methodology employed to design the medication adherence cost estimation 

(MACE) framework consisted of three phases: 

 Phase 1- extraction and classification of costs 

 Phase 2- comparison and aggregation of cost outcome indicators 

 Phase 3- weighted average analysis 

From this analysis, thirty five different cost outcome indicators were used to report 

the economic impact of medication non-adherence. Costs were classified as direct or 

indirect. Direct costs refer to transactions and expenditures for medical and/or non-

medical products and services, including hospitalisations, prescription medications, 

physician fees, laboratory tests, radiological procedures as well as expenditures such 

as transportation, lodging, family care and home aides. Indirect costs were defined 
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as those that occur because of loss of life or livelihood and may result from morbidity 

or mortality. The majority of studies reported direct costs only (n=73).  

To determine which cost outcome indicators contributed the greatest proportion to 

total cost a weighted average analysis was performed. Across both adjusted and 

unadjusted cost analysis studies, medical costs associated with hospital costs, 

primary care costs and pharmacy costs contributed the greatest.  

As a result of this analysis the MACE framework was developed around the core cost 

outcome indicators that emerged from the data. The two core categories in the 

framework, direct and indirect costs can be further subcategorised into seven classes 

(hospital, primary care, medical test, pharmacy, direct non-medical, societal and 

productivity) and 35 cost outcome indicator examples. The indicator examples are 

not exhaustive to the categories outlined in the framework but serve as a guide for 

potential expenses that fall within each category. The framework provides a guide to 

cost estimation and can be applied in its entirety or utilising only those categories 

that are relevant to the study objectives.  

The development of the MACE framework provides the foundations to ensure the 

generation of quality costing studies that can be used to inform economic 

evaluations. Economic evaluation can be used to assess the effectiveness of 

interventions and inform health policy. In order to guide policy makers on how to 

best allocate limited health care resources in the most efficient and effective manner, 

it is imperative that a comparable method be developed to accurately estimate the 

economic impact of medication non-adherence. The MACE framework streamlines 

the current disarray of cost outcomes that exists in the literature and provides 

structure via building on existing foundations to create a classification system taking 

into account direct and indirect costs. The adoption of this framework will help to 

standardise the cost outcome indicators utilised, hereby facilitating health policy 

decisions based on consistent evidence, terminology and reporting standards.  
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Pharmacist led medication non-adherence intervention: 

reducing the economic burden placed on the Australian 

health care system (chapter 5) 

Medication non-adherence remains a neglected element of patient therapeutic 

management despite the mounting evidence of its association with increased 

morbidity and mortality, disease progression and increased utilisation of health care 

resources and accompanying expenditure (DiMatteo et al. 2002; Sokol et al. 2005). 

In Australia, inappropriate use of medicines represents 2-3% of all hospital 

admissions annually (Roughead, Semple & Rosenfeld 2013). Internationally, 

medication non-adherence has been estimated to cost US$100-$290 billion annually 

(NewEngland Health Institute 2009), however absence of a directly measured 

estimate of medication non-adherence for the Australian population remains. This 

study aimed to indirectly estimate the national cost of medication non-adherence in 

Australia, through utilisation of a large prescription data set.  

Knowing the burden medication non-adherence places on health care systems, it 

begs to reason what can be done to reduce this burden? Community pharmacists are 

a key stakeholder who could contribute to trying to solve this problem. Examination 

into the effect community pharmacists are having on improving medication non-

adherence is required. Therefore, this study further investigated the effect 

community pharmacist led intervention had on patient adherence rates and applied 

the MACE framework to assess the breakdown of cost outcome indicators 

contributing to the extrapolated annual cost of medication non-adherence.  

In Australia, most illnesses and deaths are caused by chronic conditions, with an 

estimated 50% of Australians suffering from at least one chronic condition 

(Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2018). Mental health and cardiovascular 

disease are two of the most prevalent conditions with 1 in 5 Australians experiencing 

one of these (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2018). Suboptimal 

adherence to medications within these conditions leads to disease progression and 

mortality (Chowdhury et al. 2013; Ford et al. 2007; Krivoy et al. 2015; Shoval et al. 

2017). As such three prevalent chronic conditions hypertension, dyslipidaemia and 
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depression were chosen to extrapolate the annual cost of medication non-adherence 

in Australia.  

Retrospective analysis of de-identified patient pharmacy dispensing data was 

conducted. The database was used to identify non-adherent patients who received 

an educational community pharmacist led intervention across Australia.  One year of 

dispensing history was analysed for each patient to determine adherence rates as 

determined by proportion of days covered (PDC), six months prior to the intervention 

and six months following the intervention. Patients with a PDC of 80% or greater 

were classified as adherent. The national cost of medication non-adherence in 

Australia was extrapolated through adaption of the methods proposed by Nasseh et 

al (Nasseh et al. 2012). Utilisation of disease prevalence and comorbidity, non-

adherence rates and per patient disease specific adherence related costs were 

applied. All costs were converted to 2018 Australian dollars using the Cochrane 

Economics Methods Group- Evidence for Policy and Practice Information and 

Coordinating- Centre Cost Converter tool (Shemilt, Thomas & Morciano 2010).  

The community pharmacist led adherence intervention increased PDC across 

hypertension, dyslipidaemia and depression. On average PDC increased by 9.3% from 

baseline to six months post intervention. Generally, medication adherence 

decreased from baseline to intervention time point, peaked in the three months 

following the intervention before slowly decreasing and plateauing (rosuvastatin 

62.4%, irbesartan 62.9%, desvenlafaxine 59.5%). Similar results were demonstrated 

across all three conditions.  The total national cost of medication non-adherence 

across three prevalent disease states was $10.4 billion per annum. Pharmacist led 

intervention resulted in a $1.9 billion saving annually. Depression exhibited the 

greatest saving as a proportion of original expenditure (22%), while dyslipidaemia 

displayed the greatest dollar value saving ($1.1 billion).  

Applying the MACE framework to extrapolated costing data revealed 85% ($7.2 

billion) of the $8.5 billion cost attributed to medication non-adherence post 

pharmacist led intervention was attributable to medical related expenses. The 

largest cost burden stemmed from hospitalisations in both the outpatient ($2.1 
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billion) and inpatient ($1.9 billion) setting. This highlights that the reported $1.2 

billion cost associated with inappropriate use of medicines within the Australian 

public hospital system is substantially underestimated.  

In order for a viable and cost effective health care system to remain in Australia, 

changes need to be made to streamline health policy decisions and better allocate 

limited funding. Removal of wastage and inefficient usage of the current system is 

imperative. Medication non-adherence is one component where substantial cost 

savings are available and community pharmacists are ideally placed to coordinate 

and implement interventions to address this issue.   
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Chapter 2 
Introduction and background 
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“Drugs don’t work in patients who don’t take them” 

      C. Everett Koop, US Surgeon General 

 

Appropriate use of medications remains sub-optimal despite their proven 

effectiveness in preventing and managing chronic conditions. In an outpatient setting 

this is one of the principal obstacles in successful pharmacotherapy, yet often fails to 

be clinically recognised (Sabaté 2003). While highly prevalent, medication non-

adherence is associated with increased morbidity and mortality, disease progression 

and increased utilisation of health care resources and accompanying expenditure 

(DiMatteo 2004; Sokol et al. 2005). Nevertheless, medication non-adherence 

remains a neglected element of patient therapeutic management.  

 

Defining medication adherence  

The World Health Organisation (WHO) defines adherence as “the extent to which a 

person’s behaviour- taking medication, following a diet, and/or executing lifestyle 

changes, corresponds with agreed recommendations from a health care provider” 

(Sabaté 2003). Medication adherence is composed of initiation, implementation and 

discontinuation.  Initiation occurs when the patient takes the first dose of a 

prescribed medication. Discontinuation occurs when the patient stops taking the 

prescribed medication, without the prescriber’s recommendation. Implementation 

is the extent to which the patient’s actual dosing corresponds to the prescribed 

dosing regimen, from initiation until the last dose. While persistence refers to the 

length of time between initiation and the last dose, which immediately precedes 

discontinuation (Vrijens et al. 2012).  

Medication non-adherence further manifests in two distinct behaviours; 

unintentional and intentional adherence. Unintentional non-adherence occurs when 

the patient wants to adhere but is unable to because they lack capacity resources 

(e.g. difficulty remembering, unable to afford co-payments). Intentional non-
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adherence occurs when the patient decides not to follow the recommendations and 

is closely associated with a patient’s perceptual factors such as beliefs and 

preferences influencing their motivation to start or continue treatment (Horne et al. 

2013). Additionally, there can be situations in which there is overlapping between 

both unintentional and intentional adherence.  Motivation may overcome resource 

barriers and resource barriers may reduce motivation (Heaney 2013). These 

classifications are used in addition to subjective and objective determinations of 

adherence.  

 

Measuring medication adherence 

Despite semantic variation in adherence terminology, current estimates indicate that 

between 20-30% of medication prescriptions are never filled (Fischer et al. 2010).  In 

developed countries it is estimated that among patients suffering from chronic 

conditions 50% do not take their medications as prescribed (Brown & Bussell 2011; 

Haynes et al. 2002; Sackett et al. 1978) with the magnitude of the problem assumed 

to be even higher in developing countries. Such large fluctuation in adherence rates 

is dependent upon the context of the study and the measure used to estimate 

adherence (Haynes et al. 2008). 

Multiple methods and tools are available for measuring adherence but guidance for 

the most suitable measure for health care professionals and researchers is still 

lacking (Whalley Buono et al. 2017). Moreover, measures of adherence must also 

take into consideration the different components of the medication taking process 

defined by the ABC taxonomy (initiation, implementation, discontinuation and 

persistence). Each of these components both individually and jointly carry insight into 

patient medication use behaviour (Vrijens et al. 2012).  

Measuring the improvement in medication adherence associated with particular 

intervention studies remains challenging, as there is no ‘gold standard’ approach to 

determine rates of adherence. Ratings of medication adherence are classified as 

subjective or objective (Williams et al. 2013). Subjective measures require the 
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assessment of the patient’s medication taking behaviour by the provider or patient. 

Utilisation of self-report or health care professional assessment tools generally 

results in the drawback of patient under reporting (Velligan et al. 2007; Vik, Maxwell 

& Hogan 2004). Objective measures do not rely on the patient or provider’s opinion 

and instead assess adherence through examination of measures such as pill counts, 

secondary database analysis such as health care claims data or prescription 

dispensing data and biochemical measures (Sabaté 2003).  

Increased accessibility of health system data and advancements in electronic 

information of medication use has facilitated insights into patients’ medication taking 

behaviour or at least the dispensing of those medications. The ease of use and 

scalability of these big data sets has resulted in pharmacy dispensing databases 

becoming the mainstay in both evaluation of adherence interventions and design of 

adherence programs across a multitude of settings (Whalley Buono et al. 2017). A 

limitation with use of this data is that it is impossible to determine whether the 

patient actually takes the medication as prescribed (Haynes et al. 2008; Osterberg  & 

Blaschke 2005; Peterson 2003). 

The two most common validated measures to calculate medication adherence from 

dispensing data are the Medication Possession Ratio (MPR) and Proportion of Days 

Covered (PDC) (Pednekar et al. 2017).  The most commonly used method for claims 

based adherence is MPR, however there tends to be significant variation in the 

operational definition across studies in addition to the likelihood measure to 

overestimate the true rate of adherence (Nau 2011). Overestimation predominately 

results from duplication, since the average MPR does not account for the number of 

medications, the frequency of medication switching and overlapping days’ supply 

due to early refills (Arnet et al. 2014). It is generally defined as the sum of day’s supply 

for all fills of a given medication, in a particular time period divided by the number of 

days in the period (Sperber, Samarasinghe & Lomax 2017). Depending on the 

definition used will determine if discontinuation is taken into consideration.  

𝑀𝑃𝑅 =  
𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
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The PDC calculation is based on the fill dates and days’ supply for each fill of a 

prescription, it differs from MPR in that it is not a simple summation of the days’ 

supply, accounting for discontinuation and non-persistence (Nau 2011). PDC 

examines each day in the period to determine if the patient has the drug on hand, it 

provides a more conservative estimate of adherence compared to MPR when 

patients are switching drugs or using dual therapy in class, additionally it is more 

complex to calculate than MPR (Nau 2011).  

𝑃𝐷𝐶 =  
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 "covered" 𝑏𝑦 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
 

Successful strategies to improve medication adherence on a large scale are 

dependent upon the improved efficiency and effectiveness of interventions and the 

measures of adherence. The benefits to patients, practitioners, payers and policy 

makers needs to be taken into consideration in addition to the perspective of the 

study to determine the most appropriate medication adherence measures to inform 

decision making about design, implementation and evaluation of adherence 

interventions (Lam & Fresco 2015). Consideration of the intended pharmacological 

effect of a medication is also required, with further investigation into the economic 

impact discontinuation versus suboptimal use has on the health care system. As 

stakeholders in the health care market contemplate solutions for non-adherence, 

success at both patient and population level will depend upon an educated 

understanding of adherence measures and interventions (Whalley Buono et al. 

2017).  

 

Clinical impact of medication non-adherence 

It has been suggested that the magnitude of medication non-adherence is much 

larger than perceived, with non-adherent patients more likely to experience poor 

health outcomes, health complications, premature death, increased hospitalisations 

and increased use of health care services (Khan & Socha-Dietrich 2018).  
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Medication non-adherence is said to contribute to nearly 200,000 premature deaths 

annually in Europe (Pharmaceutical Group of the Eurpoean Union 2018), 125,000 

avoidable hospitalisations in the United States (US) (McCarthy 1998), 2-3% of all 

hospital admissions in Australia (Roughead, Semple & Rosenfeld 2013) and 23% of 

nursing home admissions (National Pharmaceutical Council 1992).  

Across prevalent chronic conditions medication non-adherence results in significant 

increases in hospitalisation rates, with adherent patients experiencing 1.18-5.72 

fewer inpatient hospital days compared to non-adherent patients (Roebuck et al. 

2011). Among diabetes patients the one year risk of hospitalisation was more than 

double for patients with low adherence compared with high (Jimmy & Jose 2011). 

Non-adherent hypertensive patients have 1.5 times greater hospitalisation risk 

compared to adherent patients (Khan & Socha-Dietrich 2018), while in dyslipidaemia 

patients, the risk of emergency department visits was 30% higher among non-

adherent patients relative to adherent ones (Gatwood & Bailey 2014; Li & Huang 

2015). Additionally, the mortality rate for non-adherent patients with diabetes and 

heart disease is twice as high as adherent patients (Brown & Bussell 2011; Cramer 

2004). Hypertensive patients who fail to adhere to their beta blocker medication to 

manage blood pressure are 4.5 times more likely to suffer complications from 

coronary heart disease (Psaty et al. 1990). Poor adherence to asthma medication 

among elderly patients with moderate to severe asthma has been associated with a 

5% increase in annual physician office visits (Balkrishnan & Christensen 2000). 

Depression has been associated with a two-fold increase in non-adherence rates in 

coronary artery disease patients (Gehi et al. 2005) with patients suffering depression 

more likely to miss medical appointments resulting in decreased continuity of care 

and increased likelihood of relapse and rehospitalisation (Gonzalez et al. 2008).  

Medications represent the cornerstone of chronic disease management; medication 

non-adherence increases the burden of illness on patients and health care systems 

through worsening clinical conditions and outcomes and ultimately results in the 

avertable use of health system resources leading to significant economic strain. 

Addressing non-adherence as a serious health concern will facilitate greater 
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allocation and access to health care across populations in addition to cost savings for 

the health care system.  

 

Barriers to improving medication adherence 

Medication non-adherence is a complex process, highlighted by a lack of consistency 

across adherence intervention study design, resulting outcomes in varying degrees 

of adherence rate changes, clinical outcome modification and costing analysis 

utilised. A Cochrane review analysing randomised control trial (RCT) adherence 

interventions determined that only a minority of lowest risk bias RCTs improved both 

adherence and clinical outcomes, concluding that non-effectiveness may be 

attributable to a lack of thorough understanding of adherence problems (Nieuwlaat 

et al. 2014).  

Multiple dimensions affect an individual’s adherence, with each interplaying on one 

another to contribute to the potential sources of medication non-adherence. 

Evidence suggests a combination of five interacting dimensions (social and economic, 

health care team and system related, condition related, therapy related and patient 

related) determine adherence (Sabaté 2003).  In the majority of cases medication 

non-adherence results from the culmination of factors rather than one isolated 

barrier. The most commonly identified barriers are those associated with patient 

related factors. A patient’s level of education has been closely linked with their 

beliefs about the condition or treatment, particularly a lack of knowledge about the 

condition, has exhibited a positive correlation with poor adherence due to a lack of 

motivation from the patient (Jaam et al. 2018). A systematic review of systematic 

reviews across 19 disease categories identified 771 individual factor items that 

potentially impacted adherence. Determinants of adherence to medication were 

further classified into treatment duration, components of adherence to medication 

(implementation vs. persistence), dimensions of adherence and direction of effect 

(Kardas, Lewek & Matyjaszczyk 2013). Elimination of a single barrier in the voyage to 

overcome the challenge of medication non-adherence will prove futile in the large 
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scheme of the overarching problem. Future interventions require the targeting of 

multiple themes of barriers to improve patient outcomes.  Bearing in mind the 

number of identified determinants and their inconsistent effect on adherence, 

prediction of non-adherence of individual patients remains difficult. While not an 

absolute solution, adherence enhancing interventions are worth considering given 

their ability to help minimise the clinical, economic and humanistic burden 

associated with medication non-adherence.  

In addition to the preceding barriers there also exists a value misalignment in the 

adherence landscape further impeding development. The question of whose 

responsibility it is to improve adherence comes to light. Improving patient outcomes 

while reducing or managing costs is a problem that must be tackled from multiple 

angles, in part by focusing on specific areas of health care to identify sustainable 

solutions both in delivery and long term impact (Brown & Bussell 2011). While the 

costs of non-adherence are significant, activity to address this is comparatively small, 

with limited initiatives despite the identified need. The patient is not well equipped 

to undertake adherence initiatives in isolation, but rather requires an interplay of all 

stakeholders within the health care system to forge the path forward.  Until the 

mismatch between individual, providers, health care systems and social values of 

adherence activities become aligned, improvements in medication adherence will 

remain unlikely. Stakeholders need to identify appropriate and innovative funding 

mechanisms across the entire health ecosystem and take steps to holistically 

implement them. Community pharmacist led intervention provides one option 

moving forward (Centre for Business Innovation Medical Adherence Consortium 

2018).  

 

Interventions targeting medication non-adherence  

Medication adherence problems persist despite a number of interventions available 

to address the problem. This results as there is no single or dominant approach to 

measuring and improving adherence in addition to the vast array of intervention 
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design methodologies that have been employed (Nieuwlaat et al. 2014). To date 

intervention studies have been fragmented with a tendency to focus on 

unidimensional factors (primarily patient related factors). Single factored 

interventions display limited effectiveness when compared with multi-level 

interventions (Tonin et al. 2018).  Increased understanding of the barriers influencing 

adherence has resulted in development of refined frameworks and methodologies 

targeted at improving patient adherence.  

To improve medication adherence there must be an intervention to effect a change. 

Interventions to promote adherence require several components aimed at targeting 

barriers associated with one or more of the contributing factors. Current methods of 

improving adherence for chronic health problems are mostly complex and not very 

effective, such that the full benefits of treatment cannot be realised. Nieuwlaat et al 

recommend advances in the improved design of feasible long-term interventions, 

objective adherence measures, and sufficient study power to detect improvements 

in patient important clinical outcomes (Nieuwlaat et al. 2014).  

A recent network meta-analysis conducted by Wiecek et al in 2019 identified that 

multicomponent interventions displayed the most promising results in maintenance 

of long-term medication adherence. Technical and reward components enhanced 

adherence on a short-term basis, while educational and attitudinal interventions 

evolved over time to be more effective where follow up was greater than seven 

months. All intervention types proved more effective than standard care (Wiecek et 

al. 2019). Analysis within clinical conditions revealed the most effective interventions 

were educational plus technical in circulatory system and metabolic diseases, and 

infectious diseases. Attitudinal intervention had the greatest effect in 

musculoskeletal disease and finally educational plus attitudinal interventions proved 

highest results for mental, behavioural and neurodevelopmental disorders (Torres-

Robles et al. 2018). This highlights that to ensure the effectiveness of interventions 

one may need to take into consideration the clinical condition the intervention is 

targeting.  
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A growing body of evidence highlights the positive contribution community 

pharmacist led intervention can have on improving patient’s medication adherence 

and health outcomes (Aguiar et al. 2012; Blenkinsopp et al. 2000; Mes et al. 2018; 

Milosavljevic, Aspden & Harrison 2018; Sturgess et al. 2003; Svarstad et al. 2013; 

Tommelein et al. 2014). Community pharmacists are one of the most accessible 

health care providers and have regular contact with patient’s experiencing chronic 

health conditions. A systematic review conducted in 2018 demonstrated that 

community pharmacist led intervention was effective in improving blood pressure 

control, cholesterol management, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) 

and asthma control, however did not report statistically significant effects of 

interventions on diabetes or depression control (Milosavljevic, Aspden & Harrison 

2018). Additionally, a pharmacist led intervention in the United Kingdom targeted at 

patients receiving the first prescription for a newly prescribed medication for a 

chronic condition has been described as both effective and cost-effective. Self-

reported non-adherence was significantly lower in the intervention group (9% vs. 

16%, p=0.032) at four week follow up (Clifford et al. 2006; Elliott et al. 2008). This 

intervention was subsequently adopted to form the New Medicines Service delivered 

through community pharmacies across England and Wales. A 31% increase in 

adherence rates over a 24 month period was also observed with a pharmacist led 

educational intervention targeted at COPD patients (Abdulsalim et al. 2018).  

Pharmacists are well placed within the health care system to provide a range of 

medication adherence interventions targeted across a wide scope of clinical 

conditions.  

Interventions targeted at enhancing medication adherence provide a cost effective 

treatment modality to improve the health outcomes of patients with chronic 

conditions whose adherence is suboptimal (Congressional Budget Office 2012; 

Viswanathan et al. 2012). At a time when new pharmacological entities are scarce 

and highly expensive, improving adherence to appropriate and efficacious treatment 

options represents the best investment for improving the self-management of long-

term medical conditions.  
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Economic impact of medication non-adherence 

The association between medication non-adherence and health care costs 

demonstrates an increasingly unnecessary burden being placed on health care 

systems (Cutler et al. 2018). Waste in health care is estimated to consume up to 30% 

of total health care budgets (McGinnis, Grossmann & Olsen 2011). Exposing patients 

to ineffective health care not only causes harm but wastes scarce taxpayer dollars 

which could be used towards improving the health of all Australians (Carpenter et al. 

2014). It is estimated that spending on health care by the Australian government as 

a percentage of gross domestic product will nearly double by 2050 (Australian 

Treasury & Swan 2010). Subsidisation of the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) 

represents 30% of funds administered by the Department of Health and the Medical 

Benefits Scheme (MBS) 52% (Australian Government Department of Health 2017). 

Approximately 41% of Australian’s are reported to having stopped taking their 

prescribed medication before they were meant to, on at least one occasion (The 

Pharmacy Guild of Australia 2010). Australia has the second highest amount of self-

report non-adherence out of 11 Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD) countries (Morgan & Lee 2017) thus, improving medication 

adherence presents an opportunity to ease the rising burden and allows the better 

allocation of budgetary resources. 

International grey literature reports reveal that health care costs attributed to the 

improper use of medications can result in costly consequences that are often more 

expensive than the initial medication expense. In 2009 the New England Healthcare 

Institute (NEHI) noted that medication non-adherence in addition to suboptimal 

prescribing, drug administration and diagnosis could result in as much as US$290 

billion per year in avoidable medical spending (New England Healthcare Institute 

2009). In 2013 the IMS Institute for Healthcare Informatics estimated the annual cost 

attributed to medication non-adherence in the US to total $105.4 billion (Aitken & 

Valkova 2013). While in Europe non-adherence is estimated to cost the European 

Union €125 billion annually (Pharmaceutical Group of the European Union 2018). 

These reports provide an overview of the magnitude of the non-adherence problem 
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on a global scale. However, and critically the grey literature estimates of non-

adherence provide limited transparency in the approaches utilised to quantify the 

cost of non-adherence. 

Nationally, the Australian non-adherence landscape does not have a directly 

estimated cost of non-adherence but rather projects that 4.7% of total Australian 

health expenditure is avoidable due to suboptimal medicines use, extrapolating to 

approximately AUD$8 billion annually (Aitken & Valkova 2013; Australian Institute of 

Health and Welfare 2017). Inappropriate use of medicines costs the Australian public 

hospital system AUD$1.2 billion per year representing 2-3% of all hospital admissions 

(Roughead, Semple & Rosenfeld 2013). These costs and projections take into 

consideration additional variables in conjunction with adherence making the true 

estimation of medication non-adherence difficult nationally.   

Patient non-adherence is among the largest factors associated with wasteful and 

avoidable health care spending. Projections estimate that globally non-adherence 

results in US$900 billion annually, based on the US accounting for approximately a 

third of health expenditure (DiMatteo 2004). Chronic conditions represent the 

largest contributor to medication non-adherence cost burden, with lower adherence 

rates among individuals’ with chronic conditions compared to acute conditions (New 

England Healthcare Institute 2009). Chronic conditions refer to a broad range of 

complex and multiple cause health conditions across the spectrum of illness; they are 

generally long-term and persistent and often lead to gradual deterioration of health 

and loss of independence. They are the most common and leading cause of 

premature mortality (Australian Government Department of Health 2017).  With 

changing lifestyles and ageing populations, chronic conditions have become 

increasingly common and now cause majority of the burden of health illness 

(Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2014).  

Individual disease state studies highlight the opportunity cost associated with 

addressing the non-adherence problem. The three most prevalent chronic 

conditions- diabetes, hypertension and dyslipidaemia provide the greatest prospect 

for cost avoidance. For every extra dollar spent on medications for adherent patients 
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a cost saving between US$3-13 in avoidable emergency department visits and 

inpatient hospitalisations is achievable (Roebuck et al. 2011). Among diabetes 

patients, those with low levels of adherence have double the health care costs 

compared with adherent patients (US$16,498 vs. $8,886) (Sokol et al. 2005). Annual 

per person savings attributable to adherence levels greater than 80% amounted to 

US$7,823 for congestive heart failure, US$3,908 for hypertension, US$3,756 for 

diabetes and US$1,258 for dyslipidaemia (Roebuck et al. 2011). Additionally, in COPD 

patients who were non-adherent had higher health care spending than those who 

were adherent (US$2,185) and those who discontinued therapy had even higher 

Medicare spending (US$3,764) (Simoni-Wastila et al. 2012). Non-adherent 

depressive patients were more likely to cease treatment early exhibiting greater 

mean ER visits, hospital visits and total number of hospital days compared with 

adherent patients, resulting in higher mean medical charges than non-adherent 

patients (US$10,692 vs. $9,411) (White 2003). Thus, highlighting the lost opportunity 

and contributing to the inefficiencies across health care systems. 

Costs of non-adherence go beyond simple measurable components, including 

elements such as reputational damage and frustration of drug and therapy discovery 

processes thus hindering the capacity to precisely quantify the economic impact of 

medication non-adherence (Centre for Business Innovation Medical Adherence 

Consortium 2018). Moreover, many estimates do not include avoidable costs of long 

term care, diagnostic testing, broader societal costs of increased disability, reduced 

productivity and sick leave suggesting that the proposed economic impact of 

medication non-adherence may be severely underestimated (Khan & Socha-Dietrich 

2018).  

Substantial variations in the reported economic impact medication non-adherence 

has on populations, health care systems and governments exist in the literature. 

Majority of studies have focused on single disease state investigations to estimate 

the cost of non-adherence. Additionally, the methodologies employed to determine 

the economic impact contrast substantially. Further investigation is required to 

streamline the methodological approaches used to assess the economic impact of 
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medication non-adherence in order to determine the true economic magnitude of 

the problem.  

 

Implications of medication non-adherence moving forward 

Lack of medication non-adherence leads to unnecessary disease progression, disease 

complications, reduced functional abilities, lower quality of life and premature death 

with the end result of overall increasing health care expenditures. The current 

unacceptable levels of non-adherence will continue to be compounded by an ageing 

society and correlation between ageing and increased chronic disease prevalence. 

The combined threat of poor adherence and higher rates of multiple chronic 

conditions requires immediate attention and action (National Council on Patient 

Information and Education 2013).  

Medication non-adherence remains a global problem of striking magnitude, despite 

the growing body of research examining all aspects of adherence. Moving forward 

there are a number of areas within the adherence landscape that require further 

investigation.  

1. What is the true economic magnitude of medication non-adherence? 

2. How has the economic magnitude of non-adherence been determined? 

3. What is the economic impact of medication non-adherence in Australia? 

These identified gaps constitute the foundations of the presented thesis.  
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Chapter 3 
Economic impact of medication non-adherence 

by disease groups: a systematic review 
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Abstract 

Objective: To determine the economic impact of medication non-adherence across 

multiple disease groups.  

Design: Systematic review. 

Evidence Review: A comprehensive literature search was conducted in PubMed and 

Scopus in September 2017. Studies quantifying the cost of medication non-

adherence in relation to economic impact were included.  Relevant information was 

extracted and quality assessed using the Drummond checklist.  

Results: Seventy nine individual studies assessing the cost of medication non-

adherence across fourteen disease groups were included. Wide scoping cost 

variations were reported, with lower levels of adherence generally associated with 

higher total costs. The annual adjusted disease specific economic cost of non-

adherence per person ranged from $949-$44,190 (in 2015 US dollars). Costs 

attributed to “all causes” non-adherence ranged from $5,271 to $52,341. Medication 

possession ratio was the metric used to calculate patient adherence, with varying 

cut-off points defining non-adherence. The main indicators used to measure the cost 

of non-adherence were total cost or total healthcare cost (83% of studies), pharmacy 

costs (70%), inpatient costs (46%), outpatient costs (50%), emergency department 

visit costs (27%), medical costs (29%) and hospitalization costs (18%). Drummond 

quality assessment yielded 10 studies of high quality with all studies performing 

partial economic evaluations to varying extents.   

Conclusion: Medication non-adherence places a significant cost burden on 

healthcare systems.  Current research assessing the economic impact of medication 

non-adherence is limited and of varying quality, failing to provide adaptable data to 

influence health policy. The correlation between increased non-adherence and 

higher disease prevalence should be used to inform policy makers to help circumvent 

avoidable costs to the healthcare system. Differences in methods make the 

comparison amongst studies challenging and an accurate estimation of true 

magnitude of the cost impossible. Standardisation of the metric measures used to 
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estimate medication non-adherence and development of a streamlined approach to 

quantify costs is required.  

Registration: CRD42015027338 

 

Strengths and Limitations of this study: 

 This is a novel attempt to use existing studies to broaden the scope of 

knowledge associated with the economic impact of medication non-

adherence via quantifying the cost of medication non-adherence across 

different disease groups.  

 A large comprehensive review – 2,768 citations identified, 79 studies 

included.  

 Inability to perform a meaningful meta-analysis- insufficient statistical data 

and considerable heterogeneity according to outcome/indicators.   

 Robust application of adapted Drummond checklist to evaluate the quality of 

economic evaluations.   
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Introduction 

Nearly half of all adults and approximately 8% of children (aged 5-17 years) 

worldwide have a chronic condition[1].  This, together with ageing populations, is 

increasing the demand on healthcare resources[2]. Medications represent a cost-

effective treatment modality[3], but with estimates  of 50% non-adherence to long 

term therapy for chronic illnesses[4], intentional and unintentional medication non-

adherence signifies a prevalent and persistent healthcare problem. Medication 

adherence is defined as ‘the extent to which the patients’ behavior matches agreed 

recommendations from the prescriber’, emphasising the importance on the patients’ 

decisions and highlighting the modifiable aspect of non-adherence[5].  

Given the proportion of the population who do not adhere to their medication efforts 

to improve medication adherence represent an opportunity to enhance health 

outcomes and health system efficiency. Annual costings of medication non-

adherence range from US$100-$290 billion[6] in the United States, €1.25 billion[7] in 

Europe and approximately A$7 billion[8 9] in Australia.  Additionally ten percent of 

hospitalisations in older adults are attributed to medication non-adherence [10 11] 

with the typical non-adherent patient requiring three extra medical visits per year 

leading to $2000 increased treatment costs per annum[12]. In diabetes the 

estimated costs savings associated with improving medication non-adherence range 

from $661 million to $1.16 billion [13]. Non-adherence is thus a critical clinical and 

economic problem[4]. 

Healthcare reformers and payers have repeatedly relied on cost effectiveness 

analysis to help healthcare systems deal with the rising costs of care[14]. However 

there is still a budgetary problem that needs to be considered, especially given the 

widespread policy debate over how to best bend the healthcare cost curve 

downward[15] and the proportion of healthcare budgets spent on prescription 

medication[16]. Quantifying the cost of medication non-adherence will help 

demonstrate the causal effect between medication non-adherence, increased 

disease prevalence and healthcare resource use. Justification of the associated 

financial benefit may incentivise health policy discussion about the value of 
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medication adherence and promote the adoption of medication adherence 

intervention programs [15].   

The objective of this systematic review was, first, to determine the economic impact 

of medication non-adherence across multiple disease groups, and second, to review 

and critically appraise the literature to identify the main methodological issues that 

may explain the differences among reports in the cost calculation and classification 

of non-adherence.      

 

Methods 

The protocol for this systematic review was registered on the PROSPERO: 

International prospective register of systematic reviews database 

(CRD42015027338) and can be accessed at 

http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/display_record.asp?ID=CRD42015027338. 

The systematic review was undertaken in accordance with PRISMA guidelines[17]. 

Search strategy and selection criteria 

A literature search was conducted in September 2017. Studies reporting the cost of 

medication non-adherence for any disease state were included. Searches were 

conducted in PubMed and Scopus.  Neither publication date nor language restriction 

filters were used. The search used in PubMed was: (non-adherence[TIAB]) OR  

(“Patient Compliance”[MH] AND (“Drug Therapy”[MH]) OR medication[TIAB])) OR 

“Medication adherence”[MH] AND (costs[TIAB] OR “Costs and Cost Analysis”[MH] 

OR burden[TIAB]). This was adapted for other databases (eTable 1).  Duplicate 

records were removed.  

To identify relevant articles, an initial title and abstract screening was conducted by 

the lead reviewer (RLC) to identify studies appropriate to the study question. This 

process was over-inclusive. In the second phase appraisal, potentially relevant full 

text papers were read and excluded based on the following criteria: i) papers not 

reporting the cost of medication non-adherence as a monetary value, ii) systematic 
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reviews, iii) papers not reporting a baseline cost of medication non-adherence prior 

to the provision of an intervention and iv) papers not reporting original data. Any 

uncertainty was discussed amongst two adherence experts (RLC and VGC) and 

resolved via consensus.  

Extracted information 

A data extraction form was developed based on the Cochrane Handbook for 

systematic reviews[18] and piloted on a sample of included studies. The extracted 

information included the source (study identification, citation and title), eligibility 

(confirmation of inclusion criteria), objective, methods (study design, study groups, 

year data extracted, follow up period, comparison, adherence measure, adherence 

data source and adherence definition), population (sample size, setting, country, 

disease state/drug studied, inclusion/exclusion criteria and perspective), 

impact/outcome indicators (indicators measured, indicator data source, indicator 

definitions and characteristics of the method of assessment), results (costs reported, 

standardised costs, type of costs, non-cost findings, sub-group analysis and statistical 

significance), conclusions and miscellaneous (funding source, references to other 

relevant studies, limitations and reviewers comments).    

Costs were defined as any indicator associated with medication non-adherence that 

was quantified with a monetary value in the original study. This included direct costs 

(those costs borne by the healthcare system, community and patients' families in 

addressing the illness), indirect costs (mainly productivity losses to society caused by 

the health problem or disease) and avoidable costs (those costs incurred for patients 

suffering complications, resulting from suboptimal medicines use, and patients with 

the same disease who experienced no complications). The indicators were grouped 

for analysis based on the original studies classification of the cost.  All costs were 

converted to US dollars (2015 values) using the Cochrane Economics Methods Group 

- Evidence for Policy and Practice Information and Coordinating -Centre Cost 

Converter tool [19],  allowing meaningful comparisons between non-adherence cost 

data.  This online tool uses a two stage computation process to adjust estimates of 

costs for currency and/or price year using a Gross Domestic Product deflator index 
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and Purchasing Power Parities for Gross Domestic Product[19]. The PPP values given 

by the International Monetary Fund were chosen. If details of the original price year 

could not be ascertained from a study the mid-point year of the study period was 

used for calculations. The mean cost was calculated and reported where studies 

separated out costs for different confounding factors within the one outcome 

measure in a disease state. Annual costs were extrapolated from the original study 

data if results were not presented in this manner.  

The definition of medication non-adherence was derived from the included studies; 

with non-adherence referring to differing degrees of adherence based on the studies 

metric of estimation. Multiple non-adherence costs from individual studies may have 

been included where further sub-classification of non-adherence levels was defined. 

The analysis assessed non-adherence costs within disease groups, with disease group 

and cost classification derived from the study. Total healthcare costs included direct 

costs to the healthcare system while total costs incorporated direct and indirect 

costs.  

Quality criteria and economic evaluation classification 

Economic evaluation requires a comparison of two or more alternative courses of 

action, while considering both the inputs and outputs associated with each [20]. All 

studies were classified in accordance with Drummond’s distinguishing characteristics 

of healthcare evaluations as either partial evaluations (outcome description, cost 

description, cost-outcome description, efficacy or effectiveness evaluation, cost 

analysis) or full economic evaluations (cost benefit analysis, cost utility analysis, cost 

effectiveness analysis, cost minimization analysis) by team consensus (RLC and VGC).  

The Drummond checklist [21] for economic evaluation was used to assess the quality 

of studies. The original checklist was modified to remove inapplicable items (4, 5, 12, 

14, 15, 30 and 31) as no full economic evaluation met all inclusion criteria.  A score 

of 1 was assigned if the study included the required item and zero if it did not with a 

maximum potential score of 28. The study was classified as high quality if at least 
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75% of Drummond’s criteria were satisfied, medium quality if 51-74% were satisfied 

and low quality if 50% of the criteria or less were satisfied. 

Meta-Analysis 

Outcome/indicator costs were independently extracted using predesigned data 

extraction forms (total healthcare costs, total costs, inpatient costs, outpatient costs, 

pharmacy costs, medical costs, emergency department costs, and hospitalisation 

costs) for the purpose of integrating the findings on the cost of medication non-

adherence to pool data and increase the power of analysis.  
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Figure 1: Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram. The PRISMA diagram details the search and selection process 
applied during the overview. The search yielded a total of 2768 citations. Studies were selected based on the inclusion criteria; studies reporting the cost of medication 
non-adherence using original cost data. Intervention studies were required to report baseline data. Seventy nine original studies met the inclusion criteria.   
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Results 

Study Selection 

Search strategies retrieved 2768 potential articles after duplicates were removed. 

Two hundred and eighty nine articles were selected for full text review. Seventy nine 

studies were included in the review (Figure 1). Numerous other papers do discuss 

non-adherence costs however addressed tangential issues or did not present primary 

relevant data. Many studies failed to report the monetary value of medication non-

adherence associated with a range of cost estimate indicators.    

Characteristics of individual studies  

Sixty-six studies (83%) were conducted in the Unites States[10 22-86], four in 

Europe[87-90], four in Asia[91-94], three in Canada[95-97], one in the United 

Kingdom[98] and one across multiple countries throughout Europe and the United 

Kingdom[99].   Publication years ranged from 1997 to 2017; in accordance with the 

Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews no date restriction filters were used[18] 

with earlier studies following the same pattern of association between medication 

non-adherence and increasing healthcare costs. Individual studies reported a large 

variety of costs, calculated by varying means. Forty-four studies (56%) reported 

unadjusted costs[22 26 27 30 32-36 38-43 46 48-50 52-56 58 63-68 72 75 81-83 86 

88-90 92-94 99], 21 (26%) adjusted costs[10 23-25 29 31 44 51 57 59-61 71 73 76-78 

84 85 87 91], 11 a combination of adjusted and unadjusted[28 37 45 47 62 69 70 74 

79 80 97], two unadjusted and predicted[95 96] and one predicted costs[98]. The 

method of determining non-adherence ranged significantly between studies with 

majority of papers using pharmacy and/or healthcare claims data (97%)[10 22-29 31-

52 55 57 59-88 92-97]. Some studies used a combination of surveys or 

questionnaires, observational assessment, previous study data and disease state 

specific recommended guidelines. Medication possession ratio (MPR) was the most 

used method to calculate patient non-adherence with 51 studies (63%) reporting 

non-adherence based on this measure[24 25 28 29 32-36 40-44 46 47 49-51 55 57 58 

60-64 67-78 81 82 86-88 92-97]; however, the cut-off points to define medication 
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non-adherence differed with some studies classifying non-adherence as less than 

80% medication possession and others through sub-classification of percentage 

ranges  (e.g., 0-20%, 20-40%, 40-60%, 60-80%, 80-100%). The proportion of days 

covered (PDC) was the next most common measure of non-adherence (11%)[31 37 

45 48 52 79 80 83-85], with all other studies using an array of measures including 

self-report[98], urine testing[56], observational assessment[99], time to 

discontinuation[59], cumulative possession ratio[23], disease specific medication 

management guidelines[66 89], Morisky 4-Item scale[53], medication gaps[38], 

prescription refill rates[22 27] and medication supplies[10]. The main characteristics 

of the included studies are summarised in online supplementary eTable 2. 

Quality assessment and classification of economic evaluations  

The quality assessment of economic evaluations yielded 10 studies of high[33 37 40 

50 51 57 71 75 87 93], 59 of medium[10 22-26 28-32 34-36 38 39 41-48 53-56 58 59 

61-64 66 67 69 70 72 73 76-82 84-86 88 89 91 94-99] and ten of low quality[27 49 60 

65 68 74 83 90 92].  Scores ranged from 26.1% to 87.5% (mean 62.63%). Only one 

study identified the form of economic evaluation used and justified it in relation to 

the questions that were being addressed [71]. The item ‘the choice of discount rate 

is stated and justified’ was applicable only to studies covering a time period of more 

than one year; all studies that cover more than one year failed to identify or explain 

why costs had not been discounted. Details of the analysis and interpretation of 

results were lacking in the majority of studies resulting in medium or low quality 

scores.  

Through use of Drummond’s distinguishing characteristics of healthcare evaluations 

criteria[20] it is apparent that no full economic evaluation was conducted in any of 

the included studies.   All studies performed partial economic evaluations of varying 

extents. The classification of economic evaluations resulted in 59 cost description 

studies (74% of those included), 15 cost outcome descriptions and five cost analysis 

studies (online supplementary eTable 2).  
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Medication non-adherence and costs   

The cost analysis of studies (figure 2 and figure 3) reported annual medication non-

adherence costs incurred by the patient per year. The adjusted total cost of non-

adherence across all disease groups ranged from $949 to $52,341, while the 

unadjusted total cost ranged from $669 to $162,699. Figure 2 and figure 3 highlight 

the minimum, maximum and interquartile range of annual costs incurred by patients 

across disease groups where three or more studies were included for review. All 

cause costs encompass non-adherence costs incurred in mixed disease state studies, 

taking into account other confounding factors such as comorbidities.  

Many different indicators were used to estimate medication non-adherence costs 

with no clear definition of what was incorporated in each cost component. The 

composition of included costs to estimate total cost or total healthcare cost varied 

significantly between studies, thus indicators were grouped for analysis based on the 

original studies classification of the cost. The main ones were total cost or total 

healthcare cost (83%), pharmacy costs (70%), outpatient costs (50%), inpatient costs 

(46%), medical costs (29%), emergency department costs (27%), and hospitalisation 

costs (18%) (online supplementary eTable 2).  Avoidable costs (e.g., unnecessary 

hospitalisations, physician office visits and healthcare resource use) were not well 

defined with majority of studies failing to quantify these costs.  

Lower levels of adherence across all measures (e.g., MPR, PDC) were generally 

associated with higher total costs. From those that reported total or total healthcare 

costs, 39 studies (49%) reported non-adherence costs to be greater than adherence 

costs[24 25 27 29 31 32 34 37-39 42 43 47 49 50 55 56 58 61-65 70-78 84 86 87 96-

99] and 11 studies (15%) reported non-adherence costs to be less than adherence 

costs[23 26 36 44 59 63 66 81 92 94 95]. Four reported fluctuating findings based on 

varying non-adherence cost subcategories[33 48 67 93] and two studies reported 

conflicting findings between adjusted and unadjusted costs [79 80]. Higher all cause 

total non-adherence costs and lower disease group specific non-adherence costs 

were reported in four studies[41 68 85 91], whereas Hansen et al[47] reported all 
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cause total non-adherence costs to be lower ($18540 vs. $52302) but disease group 

specific non-adherence total costs to be higher ($3,879 vs. $2,954).  

The association between non-adherence and cost was determined through use of a 

variety of scaling systems. The most used methods were MPR and PDC. These 

measures could then further be subcategorised based on the percentage of 

adherence/non-adherence. The 80-100% category was classified as the most 

adherent group across both scales, with the most common definition of non-

adherence being <80% MPR or PDC.   

Cost of medication non-adherence via disease group 

Cancer exhibited more than double the cost variation of all other disease groups 

($114,101).  Osteoporosis ($43,240 vs. $42,734), diabetes mellitus ($7,077 vs. 

$6,808) and mental health ($16,110 vs. $23,408) cost variations were similar 

between adjusted and unadjusted costs while cardiovascular disease adjusted costs 

were more than double unadjusted costs ($16,124 vs. $6,943). Inpatient costs 

represented the greatest proportion of costs contributing to total costs and/or total 

healthcare costs for cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, osteoporosis, mental 

health, epilepsy and parkinson’s disease. HIV/AIDS, cancer and gastrointestinal 

disease groups highest proportion of costs were attributed to pharmacy costs while 

outpatient costs were greatest in musculoskeletal conditions. Direct costs had 

greater economic bearing than indirect costs across all disease groups. Cost 

comparisons across disease groups are summarised in online supplementary eTable 

3.     
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Figure 2: Annual adjusted medication non-adherence costs per patient per year. Encompasses the 
minimum, maximum and interquartile range of adjusted annual costs incurred by patients across 
disease groups where three or more studies were included for review. Gastrointestinal only included 
three studies limiting the range of costs.  All cause costs encompass non-adherence costs incurred in 
mixed disease state studies, taking into account other confounding factors such as comorbidities.  
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Figure 3: Annual unadjusted medication non-adherence costs per patient per year. Encompasses 
the minimum, maximum and interquartile range of unadjusted annual costs incurred by patients 
across disease groups where three or more studies were included for review. Epilepsy and addiction 
only included three studies limiting the range of costs. All cause costs encompass non-adherence 
costs incurred in mixed disease state studies, taking into account other confounding factors such as 
comorbidities.  
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1. Cardiovascular Disease 

Twelve studies measured the economic impact of medication non-adherence in 

cardiovascular disease [10 24 31 61 62 65 67 76 81 93 95 96]. Six studies reported 

adjusted costs [10 24 31 61 62 76] with annual costs being extrapolated for two of 

these[31 61]. Total healthcare costs and/or total costs were assessed in all of the 

studies with the major indicators measured including pharmacy costs[10 31 61 62 

76], medical costs[10 24 31 61 76] and outpatient costs[31 62].   The annual economic 

cost of non-adherence ranged from $3,347 to $19,472. Sokol et al[10] evaluated the 

economic impact of medication non-adherence across three cardiovascular 

conditions; hypertension, hypercholesterolemia and chronic heart failure. For all 

three cardiovascular conditions examined, pharmacy costs were higher for the 80-

100% adherent group than for the less adherent groups.  Total costs and medical 

costs were lower for the adherent groups of hypertension and hypercholesterolemia 

patients.  However, for chronic heart failure patients, total costs and medical costs 

were lower for the 1-19% and 20-39% adherent groups than for the 80-100% 

adherent groups.   

Unadjusted costs were measured in six studies with the annual total healthcare costs 

and/or total costs of non-adherence ranging from $1,433 to $8,377 [65 67 81 93 95 

96]. Rizzo et al[65] reported cost findings through subgroup analysis of  five 

conditions.  For all conditions the total healthcare costs were higher for non-

adherent groups compared with adherent. While Zhao et al[81], categorised 

participants into adherence subgroups; finding that total healthcare costs were lower 

for the non-adherent population. The remaining studies used five key indicators to 

determine the economic impact: inpatient costs[67 93], outpatient costs[67 93], 

pharmacy costs[67 95 96], medical costs[95 96] and hospitalisation costs[95 96].  

2. Mental Health 

The analyses used to report the economic impact of medication non-adherence in 

mental health varied widely. Also, 11 of 14 studies provided a total non-adherence 

cost estimate in mental health[23 25 27 52 59 66 73 82 91 98 99], with annual cost 
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data being extrapolated for 4 of these[27 66 82 99]. Six studies used adjusted costs, 

finding that the total annual cost of non-adherence per patient ranged from $3,252 

to $19,363 [23 25 59 60 73 91]. Bagalman et al[25] focused primarily on the indirect 

costs associated with non-adherence – short-term disability, workers compensation 

and paid time off costs  while Robertson et al[82] highlighted the association 

between medication non-adherence and incarceration, with findings indicating 

incarceration and arrest costs are higher for worsening degrees of non-adherence. 

All other studies addressed direct costs. The main indicators used to measure the 

direct economic impact of medication non-adherence were pharmacy costs[23 39 52 

59 60 66 73 99], inpatient costs[39 60 66 98 99], outpatient costs[23 39 59 66 99] and 

hospitalisation costs[22 23 59 99].  

The total unadjusted cost for medication non-adherence ranged from $2,512 to 

$25,920 as reported in four studies [52 66 82 99]. Becker et al[27] used a subgroup 

analysis to classify patients based on their adherence level. For every 25% decrement 

in the rate of adherence (75-100%, 50-74%, 25-49%, <25%), non-adherence total 

costs increased. The negligible adherence group (<25%) incurred annual costs that 

were $3,018 more than those of the maximal adherence group (75-100%).  

Knapp et al[98] outlined the predicted cost of non-adherence with reference to 

relative impact and other factors associated with resource use and costs in patients 

with schizophrenia. Total costs ($116,434) were substantially higher than the other 

two indicators, which were inpatient costs ($13,577) and external services costs 

($3,241).  

3. Diabetes mellitus: 

Eleven studies reported a cost measurement of the impact of medication non-

adherence with reference to the health system and the individual[40 45 47 51 74 76 

83 84 92 94 97].  One study estimated that the total US cost attributable to non-

adherence in diabetes was slightly >$5 billion[51]. Five studies reported the adjusted 

total healthcare costs and/or total costs with annual costs per patient ranging from 

$2,741 to $9,819 [47 51 74 76 84 97]. One study reported total costs in relation to 
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subgroup analysis based on MPR level[74], and another reported total healthcare 

costs through subgroup analysis of commercially insured and Medicare supplemental 

patients[76]. Curtis et al[84] used a diabetic population to report all cause costs, with 

non-adherence costs being higher than adherence costs across all outcome 

indicators bar pharmacy costs.  

A further four studies reported unadjusted cost findings[40 83 92 94] with an 

additional four studies reporting unadjusted costs in in combination with adjusted 

values[45 47 74 97]. Unadjusted total healthcare costs and/or total costs ranged from 

$1,142 to $7,951. Extrapolated annual costs were determined for two studies based 

on cost data presented [40 94].  

The most prominent indicators used to determine costs were pharmacy costs[40 45 

47 74 76 83 84 97], outpatient costs[40 47 76 84 94 97], inpatient costs[47 76 97] and 

hospitalisation costs[51 92 94]. All studies assessed the direct costs associated with 

medication non-adherence.  One study evaluated the relationship between non-

adherence and short term disability costs in addition to assessing direct costs[45]. 

4. Osteoporosis: 

The cost of medication non-adherence in relation to osteoporosis was predominately 

examined through analysis of the direct costs associated with non-adherence using 

total healthcare costs and/or total costs, inpatient costs, outpatient costs, pharmacy 

costs and emergency department costs. Two studies further assessed the economic 

impact of non-adherence through evaluation of fracture related costs [48 88]. Also, 

4 out of 11 studies reported the adjusted cost of medication non-adherence in 

addition to reporting unadjusted costs [28 79 80 87]. Three studies further classified 

non-adherence through subgroup analysis, with Briesacher et al[28] using MPR 20% 

interval increases and the two studies conducted by Zhao et al[79 80] using PDC, with 

≥80% classified as high adherence, 50-79% medium adherence and <50% low 

adherence . In the studies conducted by Zhao et al[79 80], total healthcare costs were 

highest for the medium adherence group ($41,402 and $44,190) followed by the 

highest adherence group ($37,553 and $43,863), and lowest for the low adherence 
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group ($34,019 and $43,771). These annual costs were extrapolated from study data. 

In contrast, Briesacher et al[28] modelled the subgroup analyses against the lowest 

adherence group (<20% MPR), finding that costs decreased as adherence increased.  

Overall, the unadjusted total healthcare costs and/or total costs of non-adherence 

ranged from $669 to $43,404. Studies that further classified patients based on 

subgroups had the wider cost ranges. In the three studies that reported the lowest 

level of non-adherence to be PDC <50%, the cost of this category ranged from 

$16,938 to $43,404 [48 79 80].  

One study examined only the medical costs of non-adherence through MPR subgroup 

analysis in commercial and Medicare supplemental populations.  The findings were 

that, for all levels of non-adherence, costs of non-adherence were higher for 

Medicare supplemental patients [46].  

5. Respiratory Disease: 

The majority of studies reported unadjusted cost of medication non-adherence, with 

significant variation in the method of adherence classification[36 38 53 64 89]. Two 

studies used MPR[36 64], one the Morisky 4-Item scale[53], one the Global Initiative 

for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) 2007 Guidelines[89]  and one a 37 day 

gap in claims data[38]. Joshi et al[53] reported on the indirect costs of medication 

non-adherence through consideration of losses in total productivity costs, 

absenteeism costs and presenteeism costs, while all remaining studies examined 

direct costs. Delea et al[36] reported a direct relationship between decreases in 

medication non-adherence level and total costs, whereas Quittner et al[64] reported 

an inverse relationship between decreases in medication non-adherence level and 

total healthcare cost.  The total expenses associated with the lowest subgroup of 

adherence across all measures ranged from $804 to $36,259. In contrast Davis et 

al[85] used adjusted costs across four subclassifications of PDC adherence ranges to 

demonstrate that non-adherence costs were lower than adherence costs in all 

costing outcomes reported except hospitalisation costs.  

6. Gastrointestinal Disease: 
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Three of five studies reported the adjusted annual cost of medication non-adherence 

per patient using the MPR method [44 57 71]. Of these, two reported the total cost 

($12,085 and $37,151)[44 71] with the main contributors to the overall total cost 

being inpatient costs (22% and 37%), outpatient costs (57% and 17%) and pharmacy 

costs (20% and 45%).   

The remaining two studies used infusion rates to assess non-adherence with neither 

reporting the total cost nor total healthcare costs[30 54]. Carter et al[30] reported 

hospitalisation costs to be $42,854 while Kane et al[54] reported a significantly lower 

cost at $5,566 in addition to other direct cost contributors.  

7.  Epilepsy: 

Three studies reported the economic impact of medication non-adherence in 

epilepsy.  All reported unadjusted costs using an MPR cut off of <80%[35 42 43]. The 

main economic indicators used to assess total costs were inpatient costs ($2,289 to 

$6,874), emergency department visit costs ($331 to $669) and pharmacy costs ($442 

to $1,067).  Davis et al[35] modelled the costs of the non-adherent group against the 

adherent group.  The annual costs reported by Faught et al[43] were extrapolated 

from original cost data. The total cost of non-adherence in epilepsy ranged from 

$1,866 to $22,673.  

8.  HIV/AIDS: 

The economic impact of medication non-adherence for HIV and AIDS patients 

reported amongst all three studies was similar [26 32 63]. Two of the three studies 

examined the costs only for HIV[26 32], while Pruitt et al[63] assessed the cost in 

AIDS as well as HIV. The total unadjusted costs for non-adherent HIV patients ranged 

from $16,957 to $30,068 with one study further categorising patients with HIV as 

having either a high viral load or low viral load[26]. The total cost of non-adherence 

in AIDS was $30,523[63]. All studies used comparable indicators (total cost, inpatient 

cost, outpatient cost, pharmacy cost) to determine the cost of non-adherence.  
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9.  Parkinson’s Disease: 

The direct costs associated with Parkinson’s disease were assessed in all three 

studies.  The unadjusted total cost ranged from $10,988 to $52,023 [34 37 72]. Wei 

et al[72] further subgrouped patients into MPR adherence percentage categories, 

and found that costs increased in all economic indicators (inpatient costs and 

outpatient costs) as adherence decreased, except for pharmacy costs which 

decreased with non-adherence. One study additionally reported the adjusted cost, 

estimating that $10,290 could be attributed to medication non-adherence 

annually[37].  

10.  Musculoskeletal Conditions: 

Differing subgroup analyses was used to measure the impact of medication non-

adherence on the annual cost incurred by patients. One study assessed both the 

direct and indirect costs of non-adherence[50], one assessed only the medical 

costs[69] and one examined the direct costs in commercial and Medicare 

supplemental patient populations[78]. Zhao et al[78] reported the adjusted annual 

cost in the commercial population to be $22,609, and in the Medicare supplemental 

group,  $28,126. Ivanova et al[50] reported only  unadjusted costs and the annual 

total cost of $3,408. This figure was extrapolated from study data provided. The main 

indicators used to evaluate the economic impact of non-adherence were inpatient 

costs, outpatient costs, pharmacy costs and medical costs.  Outpatient costs made 

the largest contribution to the overall total.  

11.  Cancer: 

Two studies evaluated the effects of medication non-adherence in cancer[33 75]. 

One study reported total annual costs of $119,416[75], while the other gave a 

subgroup analysis based on classified adherence levels[33]. In general, the lowest 

two adherence subgroups (<50% and 50-90%) reported the highest total healthcare 

costs ($162,699 and $67,838). This trend followed for inpatient costs, outpatient 

costs and other costs, but the reverse relationship was found for pharmacy costs. 
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12.  Addiction: 

The adjusted annual total healthcare cost of medication non-adherence was 

reported as $53,504[56] while the unadjusted cost ranged from $16,996 to $52,213 

[56 70 86].  Leider et al[56] reported the main contributors to this cost to be 

outpatient costs ($10,829) and pharmacy costs ($8,855), whereas Tkacz et al[70] and 

Ruetsch et al[86]reported them to be inpatient costs ($28,407 and $5,808) and 

outpatient costs ($15,460 and $5,743).  

13.  Metabolic conditions other than diabetes mellitus: 

One study measured the influence of medication non-adherence on direct healthcare 

costs in metabolic conditions, reporting an unadjusted attributable total cost of 

$138,525[55]. The economic indicators used to derive this cost were inpatient costs 

($16,192), outpatient costs ($111,100), emergency department visit costs ($801) and 

pharmacy costs ($3,538).  

14.  Blood conditions: 

Candrilli et al[29] reported cost findings on the relationship between non-adherence 

and healthcare costs, giving an adjusted total cost estimate of $13,458 for non-

adherence classified as MPR <80%.  

15.  All causes: 

In addition to disease-specific studies of the economic impact of medication non-

adherence, 28 studies reported the all-causes costs, encompassing cost drivers such 

as comorbidities. In seven of these studies, annual costs were extrapolated from the 

original data[47 50 61 64 66 85 99].  Eleven studies reported on economic indicators 

without giving total cost or total healthcare cost[22 45 46 54 55 57 60 81 83 90 99], 

and one study reported on costs per episode of non-adherence[90] . 

The adjusted cost of medication non-adherence was reported in 14 studies with an 

estimated range of $5,271 to $52,341 [10 29 31 57 59-61 71 76 77 84 85 87 91]. Sokol 

et al[10] reported the all-cause cost of non-adherence through subgroup analysis of 
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disease states and MPR levels, while Pittman et al[61] reported only using MPR level 

breakdown.  

Fifteen studies reported the unadjusted economic impact of medication non-

adherence with an estimated range of $1,037 to $53,793 [22 41 46 50 54 55 58 64-

66 68 81 83 90 99].  A further four studies reported adjusted and unadjusted costs[37 

45 47 97]. The most frequent indicators used to measure the economic impact were 

total healthcare costs and/or total costs (71%), pharmacy costs (75%), inpatient costs 

(46%), outpatient costs (46%), medical costs (28%) and emergency department visit 

costs (25%).  

Meta-Analysis 

Statistical analysis was attempted to collate the large collection of results from 

individual studies for the purpose of integrating the findings on the cost of 

medication non-adherence. However, the criterion for a meta-analysis could not be 

met due to the heterogeneity in study design and lack of required statistical 

parameters in particular standard deviation[100]. Combining studies that differ 

substantially in design and other factors would have yielded meaningless summary 

results.  

 

Discussion 

This systemic review broadens the scope of knowledge associated with the economic 

impact of medication non-adherence across different disease groups while building 

upon previous reviews where greater focus was on targeting overall risk factors or 

conceptual issues associated with medication non-adherence. Medication non-

adherence was generally associated with higher healthcare costs. A large variety of 

outcomes were used to measure the economic impact including total cost or total 

healthcare cost, pharmacy costs, inpatient costs, outpatient costs, emergency 

department costs, medical costs and hospitalisation costs. 
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The costs reported reflect the annual economic impact to the health system per 

patient. None of the studies estimated broader economic implications such as 

avoidable costs arising from higher disease prevalence with studies failing to quantify 

avoidable costs separately to direct and indirect costs possibly due to coding 

restraints in healthcare claims databases. The majority of studies took the patient or 

healthcare provider perspective, estimating additional costs associated with non-

adherence when compared with adherence. Current literature identifies and 

quantifies key disease groups that contribute to the economic burden of non-

adherence, but no research has attempted to synthesise costs across disease states 

within major healthcare systems. Comparisons across disease groups would benefit 

the development of health planning and policy yet prove problematic to interpret 

due to the varying scope of their inclusion (e.g., mental health vs. Parkinsons 

disease). Similarly, there is substantial variation in the differential cost of adherence 

amongst disease groups with certain diseases requiring greater cost inputs (e.g., 

cancer and supportive care costs). Further exploration of non-adherence behaviour 

and associated costs is required to adequately quantify the overall cost of non-

adherence to healthcare systems as the available data are subject to considerable 

uncertainty. Given the complexity of medication non-adherence in terms of varying 

study designs, methods of estimation and adherence definitions there is a limitation 

as to the ability to truly estimate costs attributed to non-adherence until further 

streamlined processes are defined.  

Significant differences existed in the range of costs reported within and amongst 

disease groups. No consistent approach to the estimation of costs or levels of 

adherence has been established.  Many different cost indicators were used, with few 

studies defining exactly what that cost category incorporated, so it is not surprising 

that cost estimates spanned wide ranges. Prioritisation of healthcare interventions 

to address medication non-adherence is required to address the varying economic 

impact across disease groups. Determining the range of costs associated with 

medication non-adherence facilitates the extrapolation of annual national cost 
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estimates attributable to medication non-adherence thus enabling greater planning 

in terms of health policy to help counteract increasing avoidable costs.  

The economic, clinical and humanistic consequences of medication non-adherence 

will continue to grow as the burden of chronic diseases grows worldwide. Evolution 

of health systems must occur to adequately address the determinants of adherence 

through use of effective health interventions. Haynes et al [101] highlights that 

“increasing the effectiveness of adherence interventions may have a far greater 

impact on the health of the population than any improvement in specific medical 

treatments”. Improving medication adherence provides an opportunity for major 

cost savings to healthcare systems. Predictions of population health outcomes 

through use of treatment efficacy data needs to be used in conjunction with 

adherence rates to inform planning and project evaluation[4]. The correlation 

between increased non-adherence and higher disease prevalence should be used to 

inform policy makers to help circumvent avoidable costs to the healthcare system.  

The metric of adherence estimation varied substantially within and across disease 

groups; likely affecting the comparisons between studies.  However, Hess et al [102], 

who compared six key adherence measures on the same study participants, found 

that the measures produced similar adherence values for all participants, although 

PDC and continuous measure of medication gaps produced slightly lower values. 

While this highlights the comparability of the measures of medication non-

adherence, it further justifies the need to agree on consistent methods for estimating 

non-adherence through use of pharmacy claims data.  

MPR was the most commonly used measure to estimate medication non-adherence.  

MPR was used in 63% of studies, followed by PDC, which was used in 11%.  These 

percentages were consistent with those found recently by Sattler et al [103]. Even 

though the measures of medication non-adherence may be comparable, the 

definition of MPR and the cut-off points to define non-adherence differed 

significantly. Dragomir et al[95] defined MPR as the total days’ supply of medication 

dispensed in the period, divided by the follow up period, with the assumption of 

100% adherence during hospitalisation; Wu et al[76] removed the number of 
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hospitalised days from the calculation; and Pittman et al[61] calculated the total 

number of days between the dates of the last filling of a prescription in the first six 

months in a given year and the first filling of a prescription in the 365 days before the 

last filling. Non-adherence could also be further classified into subcategories within 

MPR and PDC based on percentages. Thirty studies defined non-adherence as MPR< 

80%, and 12 studies categorised non-adherence into varying percentage subgroups. 

While Karve et al[104] validated the empirical basis for selecting 80% as a reasonable 

cut-off point based on predicting subsequent hospitalisations in patients across a 

broad array of chronic diseases, 76 of the 79 studies included in this review examined 

more than just hospitalisation costs as an indicator metric. Further research is 

required to identify and standardise non-adherence thresholds using other outcomes 

such as laboratory, productivity and pharmacy measures.  

Within the 79 studies covered, 35 different indicators were used to measure the cost 

of non-adherence and 19 reporting styles were identified.  Because of the resultant 

heterogeneity, a meta-analysis was impossible.  It is imperative that a standardised 

approach be established to measure and report the economic impact of medication 

non-adherence. The core outcome set must take into consideration the perspective 

of the intended audience and the proportion of non-adherence cost that is 

attributable to each outcome to determine an appropriate model[105]. The critical 

indicators based on the findings of this review include total costs, pharmacy costs, 

inpatient costs, outpatient costs, emergency department visit costs, medical costs 

and hospitalisation costs for analysis based on direct costs. For indirect analysis the 

core outcomes include short term disability costs, workers compensation costs, paid 

time off costs, absenteeism costs and productivity costs. We suggest that further 

analysis of the contribution of each outcome to the overall cost of non-adherence be 

undertaken to help develop a tool that can be used for future research.   

Many studies have examined the relationship between non-adherence and economic 

outcomes using a cross-sectional analysis[51]. The implications of this are that 

potentially crucial confounders such as baseline status are ignored. In addition, a 

cross-sectional analysis may obscure temporality: for example, did greater 
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adherence result in reduced costs and improved health outcomes, or was the patient 

healthier initially and more capable of being adherent? A longitudinal design is 

needed to overcome this limitation. 

Economic evaluations inform decisions on how to best make use of scarce societal 

health resources through offering an organised consideration of the range of possible 

alternative courses of action and the evidence of the likely effects of each[20]. While 

none of the studies taken separately could inform a choice between alternative 

courses of action, they did provide key evidence for decision makers about costs 

associated with medication non-adherence. Pharmacy claims data were used by the 

majority of studies to model cost estimates.  Three-quarters of the studies were 

classified as cost descriptions, providing a cost or outcome overview of the health 

consequences associated with non-adherence.  Ten studies garnered a high quality 

classification, potentially limiting the overall conclusions that are able to be drawn 

and emphasised the need for future study design to incorporate elements allowing 

full economic evaluations to be conducted. Hughes et al[106] highlighted the need 

for more information on the consequences of non-adherence, so that economic 

evaluations could reflect the potential long-term effect of this growing problem.  

Of the 79 included studies, 66 of the studies were conducted in the United States. 

Conversion of costs to a common currency (US dollars) facilitated the comparison of 

studies and disease groups. Comparison of costs between healthcare systems is 

difficult as no two are the same and as healthcare is generally more expensive in the 

United States cost estimates may not reflect average values.  Thus caution needs to 

be taken when interpreting results however findings help to represent the 

significance of the economic burden medication non-adherence plays. Analysis of 

studies not conducted in the United States support the finding that generally 

medication non-adherence incurs greater costs for all cost indicator outcomes other 

than pharmacy costs.    

Due to the advances in technology available to record and assess medication non-

adherence, the inclusion of studies undertaken in the late 1990s and early 2000s may 

have affected the comparability of results, despite the fact that these studies met the 
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inclusion criteria[22 23 65 73 74 98]. The quality of data presents a limitation. 

Information on disease groups with fewer included studies may be less reliable than 

information on those with more.  However, our findings affirm the pattern of 

association between non-adherence and increasing healthcare costs.  

 

Conclusion 

Medication non-adherence places a significant cost burden on healthcare systems. 

However, differences in methodological strategies make the comparison amongst 

studies challenging and reduce the ability for the true economic magnitude of the 

problem to be expressed in a meaningful manner. Further research is required to 

develop a streamlined approach to classify patient adherence. An economic model 

that adequately depicts the current landscape of the non-adherence problem using 

key economic indicators could help to stratify costs and inform key policy and 

decision makers. Use of existing data could help to better define costs and provide 

valuable input into the development of an economic framework to standardise the 

economic impact of medication non-adherence.  
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1 In accordance with the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews no date restriction filters were 
used.  

Database Search Strategy 

PubMed ((costs[TIAB] OR "Costs and Cost Analysis"[MH] OR burden[TIAB]) 

AND (nonadherence[TIAB] OR ("Patient Compliance"[MH] AND 

("Drug Therapy"[MH] OR medication[TIAB])) OR "Medication 

adherence"[MH])) 

Scopus ( TITLE-ABS-KEY ( medication  AND compliance  OR  patient  AND 

compliance ) )  AND  ( TITLE-ABS-KEY ( statistical  AND model ) )  AND  

( TITLE-ABS-KEY ( health  AND care  AND cost ) )   
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eTable 2: Studies identified with costs reported by adherence level and disease group 

Author, Year, 
Country 

Objective  Study Characteristics Adherence 
(as reported 
in paper) 

Outcomes/ 
Indicators  

Results (USD, 2015) Quality 

Cardiovascular 
Disease 

      

Aubert et al[1]  
2010 
US 

To investigate whether 
compliance during the first 2 
years of statin therapy is 
associated with reduced 
hospitalisation rates and direct 
medical costs during year 3. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 3 years 
Sample Size: 10227 
(A:3512, NA:6715) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification:  
MPR < 80 = 
non-compliant 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total 
Healthcare 
costs  
Medical Costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific 
Currency Year: USD, 2002 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
THC:$5289.61 ($6865.90), 
MC:$4908.09 ($6370.60) 
 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Casciano et 
al[2] 
2013 
US 

To assess the economic burden 
of underuse and nonadherence 
of warfarin therapy among 
patients with non-valvular atrial 
fibrillation in a commercially 
insured population. 

Design: Retrospective, 
observational, quasi-
experimental study 
Follow Up: 18months 
Sample Size: 13289 
(A:2852, NA:4184, 
NE:6253)  

Measure: PDC 
Classification: 
PDC <80 = low 
adherence , 0 = 
no warfarin 
exposure 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total Costs 
Inpatient Costs 
Outpatient 
Costs 
Pharmacy Costs 
Medical Costs 

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: all cause 
Currency Year: USD, 2005 
Cost of Nonadherence*: 
TC:$16612.44($19936.70), 
IC:$9382.56 ($11260.10), 
OC:$8605.92 ($10328), 
PC:$2388.24 ($2866.20),  
MC:$15235.80($18285) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Dilokthornsakul 
et al[3] 
2012 
Thailand 

To determine the effects of 
medication supplies on 
healthcare costs and 
hospitalisations in patients with 
chronic heart failure receiving 
angiotensin converting enzyme 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 393 
(A:168, NA:219, OA:6) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR < 80 = 
undersupply, 
MPR >120 = 
oversupply 

Total 
Healthcare 
Costs 
Inpatient Costs 
Outpatient 
Costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific 
Currency Year: USD, 2004 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
THC:$1157 ($1433.06),  
IC:$1019 ($1262.13),  

Quality: high 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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inhibitors or angiotensin 
receptor blockers. 

Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

OC:$138 ($170.93) 

Dragomir et 
al[4] 
2010 
Canada 

To evaluate the impact of low 
adherence to antihypertensive 
agents on cardiovascular 
outcomes and hospitalisation 
costs. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 3 years 
Sample Size: 56896 
(A:38217, NA:18679) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR≥80 = 
adherent, MPR 
< 80 = 
nonadherent 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 
 

Total 
Healthcare 
Costs 
Pharmacy Costs 
Medical Costs 
Hospitalisation 
Costs 

Type of Costs: unadjusted and 
predicted  
Classification: disease state 
specific and hospitalized 
patients 
Currency Year: CAD, 2006 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
Unadjusted Disease state 
specific: THC:$7165 
($6900.87), PC: $1800 
($1733.64),  
MC: $1370 ($1319.50), HC: 
$3995 ($3847.73) 
Unadjusted Hospitalized 
patients:  
THC: $17397 ($16755.67), 
PC:$2685 ($2586.02), 
MC:$2608 ($2511.86),  
HC: $12104 ($11657.79)  
Predicted disease state 
specific: HC:$3877 ($3734.08) 
Predicted hospitalized patient: 
HC:$11715 ($11283.13) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Dragomir et 
al[5] 
2010 
Canada 

To evaluate the impact of low 
adherence to statins on clinical 
issues and direct healthcare 
costs. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 3 years 
Sample Size: 55134 
(A:28549, NA:26585) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR≥80 = 
adherent, MPR 

Total 
Healthcare 
Costs 
Pharmacy Costs 
Medical Costs 

Type of Costs: unadjusted and 
predicted 
Classification: disease state 
specific and hospitalized 
patients 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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< 80 = 
nonadherent 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 
 

Hospitalisation 
Costs 

Currency Year: CAD, 2005 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
Unadjusted Disease state 
specific:  
THC:$6243 ($6175.76), 
PC:$2506 ($2479.01), 
MC:$1241 ($1227.63), 
HC:$2496 ($2469.12) 
Unadjusted Hospitalized 
patients:  
THC:$14725 ($14566.40), 
PC:$3374 ($3337.66), 
MC:$2475 ($2448.34), 
HC:$8876 ($8780.40) 
Predicted disease state 
specific: HC:$2669 ($2640.25) 
Predicted hospitalized patient: 
HC$9214 ($9114.76) 

Pittman et al[6] 
2011 
US 

To examine the relation among 
statin adherence, subsequent 
hospitalisations and healthcare 
costs. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 18 months 
Sample Size: 381422 
(A:258013, MA:65795, 
LA:57614) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR ≥ 80 = 
adherent, MPR 
>60<79% = 
moderate 
adherence, 
MPR <59 =low 
adherence 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 

Total 
Healthcare 
Costs 
Pharmacy Costs 
Medical Costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2009 
Cost of Nonadherence*: all 
cause:  
THC(>80):$6798.67 
($7505.66), 
THC(60-79):$7072.67 
($7808.16), 
THC(<59):$7401.33 
($8170.99),  
PC(>80):$1767.33 ($1951.11), 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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 PC(60-79):$1789.33 
($1975.40), PC(<59):$1937.33 
($2138.79),  
MC(>80):$4472.67 ($4937.78), 
MC(60-79):$4840.67 
($5344.05, MC(<59):$5138.67 
($5673.04) 
Disease state specific:  
PC(>80):$558.67 ($616.77), 
PC(60-79):$442.67 ($488.70), 
PC(<59):$325.33 ($359.16),  
MC(>80):$1596.67 ($1762.71), 
MC(60-79):$1722 ($1901.07), 
MC(<59):$1792.67 ($1979.09) 

Pittman et al[7] 
2010 
US 

To evaluate the relationship 
between adherence to 
antihypertensive medications 
and subsequent hospitalisations, 
emergency department visits 
and costs of care. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 2 years 
Sample Size: 
625620(A:467006, 
MA:96226, LA:62388) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR ≥ 80 = 
adherent, MPR 
>60<79% = 
moderate 
adherence, 
MPR <59 =low 
adherence 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 
 

Total 
Healthcare 
Costs 
Outpatient 
Costs 
ED Costs 
Pharmacy Costs 
Hospitalisation 
Costs 

Type of Costs: adjusted and 
unadjusted  
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2008 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
Adjusted:  
THC(>80):$7261 ($8077.79), 
THC(60-79):$7530 ($8377.05), 
THC(<59):$7370 ($8199.05),  
OC(>80):$3390 ($3771.34), 
OC(60-79):$3705 ($4121.77), 
OC(<59):$3776 ($4200.76),  
EDC(>80):$101 ($112.36), 
EDC(60-79):$134 ($149.07), 
EDC(<59):$172 ($191.35),  
PC(>80):$2383 ($2651.06), 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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PC(60-79):$1932 ($2149.33), 
PC(<59):$1509 ($1678.75),  
HC(>80):$1386 ($1541.91), 
HC(60-79):$1759 ($1956.87), 
HC(<59):$1913 ($2128.19) 
Unadjusted:  
THC(>80):$7182 ($7989.90), 
THC(60-79):$7560 ($8410.42), 
THC(<59):$7995 ($8894.35),  
OC(>80):$3396 ($3778.01), 
OC(60-79):$3635 ($4043.90), 
OC(<59):$3887 ($4324.25),  
EDC(>80):$102 ($113.47), 
EDC(60-79):$131 ($145.74), 
EDC(<59):$172 ($191.35),  
PC(>80):$2317 ($2577.64), 
PC(60-79):$2034 ($2262.80), 
PC(<59):$1880 ($2091.48),  
HC(>80):$1366 ($1519.66), 
HC(60-79):$1759 ($1956.87), 
HC(<59):$2057 ($2288.39)  

Rizzo et al[8] 
1997 
US 

To investigate variations in 
compliance with four classes of 
antihypertensive agents- 
diuretics, ACEIs, CCBs and ẞ-
blockers and the health care 
costs associated with various 
degrees of compliance. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 12 months 
Sample Size: 
7211(P:2668, 
NC:3101, NP:649, 
T:793) 

Measure: 
ordinary least 
square 
regression 
analysis 
Classification: 
>80% = 
persistent, 
≥30<80% = non-
compliance, 

Total 
Healthcare 
Costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted  
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 1994 
Cost of Nonadherence: All 
cause: THC(>80):$341 
($509.66), 
THC(30-80):$694 ($1037.26), 
THC(<30):$735 ($1098.53) 
Disease state specific:  
Renal:  

Quality: low 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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<30% = non-
persistence 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 
 

THC(>80):$2135 ($3190.98), 
THC(30-80):$2488 ($3718.58), 
THC(<30):$2529 ($3779.86),  
Acute MI:  
THC(>80):$1358 ($2029.67), 
THC(30-80):$1711 ($2557.27), 
THC(<30):$1752 ($2618.55),  
Diabetes:  
THC(>80):$770 ($1150.85), 
THC(30-80):$1123 ($1678.44), 
THC(<30):$1164 ($1739.72),  
CHF:  
THC(>80):$698 ($1043.23), 
THC(30-80):$1051 ($1570.83), 
THC(<30):$1092 ($1632.11),  
Angina:  
THC(>80):$702 ($1049.21), 
THC(30-80):$1055 ($1576.81), 
THC(<30):$1096 ($1638.09) 

Sokol et al[9] 
2005 
US 

To evaluate the impact of 
medication adherence on 
healthcare utilisation and cost 
for 4 chronic conditions that are 
major drivers of drug spending: 
diabetes, hypertension, 
hypercholesterolemia, and 
congestive heart failure. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort observational 
study 
Follow Up: 12 months 
Sample Size: 137277 
Diabetes:(≥80: 1801, 
60-79: 599, 40-59: 
419, 20-39: 259, <19: 
182) 
Hypertension:(≥80: 
5804, 60-79: 921, 40-
59: 562, 20-39: 344, 
<19: 350) 

Measure: 
medication 
supply  
Classification: 1-
19%, 20-39%, 
40-59%, 60-
79%, 80-100% 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 
 

Total Costs 
Pharmacy Costs 
Medical Costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted  
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 1998 
Cost of Nonadherence: All 
cause: Diabetes: 
TC(1-19):$16498 ($23071.58), 
TC(20-39):$13077 
($18287.49), 
TC(40-59):$12978 
($18149.05), 
TC(60-79):$11484 
($16059.77), 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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Hypercholesterolemia: 
(≥80: 1754, 60-79: 
520, 40-59: 324, 20-
39: 216, <19: 167) 
CHF: (≥80: 518, 60-79: 
107, 40-59: 82, 20-39: 
70, <19: 86) 
 
 

TC(80-100):$8886 
($12426.60), 
PC(1-19):$1312 ($1834.76), 
PC(20-39):$1877 ($2624.89), 
PC(40-59):$1970 ($2754.94), 
PC(60-79):$2121 ($2966.11), 
PC(80-100):$2510 ($3510.10), 
MC(1-19):$15186 ($21236.82), 
MC(20-39):$11200 
($15662.61), 
MC(40-59):$11008 
($15394.10), 
MC(60-79):$9363 ($13093.66), 
MC(80-100):$6377 ($8917.90), 
Hypertension: 
TC(1-19):$9747 ($13630.66), 
TC(20-39):$11238 
($15715.75), 
TC(40-59):$9491 ($13272.66), 
TC(60-79):$8929 ($12486.73), 
TC(80-100):$8386 
($11272.38), 
PC(1-19):$916 ($1280.98), 
PC(20-39):$952 ($1331.32), 
PC(40-59):$1123 ($1570.46), 
PC(60-79):$1271 ($1777.43), 
PC(80-100):$1817 ($2540.98), 
MC(1-19):$8831 ($12349.69), 
MC(20-39):$10286 
($14384.43), 
MC(40-59):$8368 ($11702.20), 
MC(60-79):$7658 ($10709.31), 
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MC(80-100):$6570 ($9187.80), 
Hypercholesterolemia: 
TC(1-19):$10916 ($15265.45), 
TC(20-39):$7982 ($11162.40), 
TC(40-59):$6756 ($9447.91), 
TC(60-79):$8412 ($11763.74), 
TC(80-100):$6752 ($9442.31), 
PC(1-19):$1067 ($1492.14), 
PC(20-39):$1152 ($1611.01), 
PC(40-59):$1247 ($1743.86), 
PC(60-79):$1736 ($2427.70), 
PC(80-100):$1972 ($2757.74), 
MC(1-19):$9849($13773.30), 
MC(20-39):$6830 ($9551.39), 
MC(40-59):$5509 ($7704.04), 
MC(60-79):$6676 ($9336.03), 
MC(80-100):$4780 ($6684.58), 
CHF: 
TC(1-19):$23964 ($33512.38), 
TC(20-39):$19188 
($26833.40), 
TC(40-59):$26311 
($36794.54), 
TC(60-79):$29785 
($41652.74), 
TC(80-100):$22164 
($30995.18), 
PC(1-19):$1961 ($2742.35), 
PC(20-39):$2055 ($2873.81), 
PC(40-59):$2208 ($3087.77), 
PC(60-79):$3412 ($4771.50), 
PC(80-100):$3107 ($4344.97), 
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MC(1-19):$22003 ($30770.03), 
MC(20-39):$17133 
($23959.59), 
MC(40-59):$24103 
($33706.77), 
MC(60-79):$26373 
($36881.24), 
MC(80-100):$19056 
($26648.81) 
Disease state specific: 
Diabetes: 
TC(1-19):$8867 ($12400.03), 
TC(20-39):$7124 ($9916.90), 
TC(40-59):$6522 ($9120.67), 
TC(60-79):$6291 ($8797.63), 
TC(80-100):$4570 ($6390.90), 
PC(1-19):$55 ($76.91), 
PC(20-39):$165 ($230.74), 
PC(40-59):$285 ($398.56), 
PC(60-79):$404 ($564.97), 
PC(80-100):$763 ($1067.02), 
MC(1-19):$8812 ($12323.11), 
MC(20-39):$6959 ($9731.79), 
MC(40-59):$6237 ($8722.11), 
MC(60-79):$5887 ($8232.66), 
MC(80-100):$3808 ($5325.29), 
Hypertension: 
TC(1-19):$4878 ($6821.62), 
TC(20-39):$6062 ($8477.39), 
TC(40-59):$5297 ($7407.57), 
TC(60-79):$5262 ($7358.63), 
TC(80-100):$4871 ($6811.84), 
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PC(1-19):$31 ($43.35), 
PC(20-39):$89($124.46), 
PC(40-59):$184 ($257.31), 
PC(60-79):$285 ($398.56), 
PC(80-100):$489 ($683.84), 
MC(1-19):$4847 ($6778.27), 
MC(20-39):$5973 ($8352.92), 
MC(40-59):$5113 ($7150.26), 
MC(60-79):$4977 ($6960.07), 
MC(80-100):$4383 ($6129.39), 
Hypercholesterolemia: 
TC(1-19):$6888 ($9632.50), 
TC(20-39):$4999 ($6990.84), 
TC(40-59):$3825 ($5349.06), 
TC(60-79):$5541 ($7748.79), 
TC(80-100):$3924($5487.51), 
PC(1-19):$78 ($109.08), 
PC(20-39):$213 ($297.87), 
PC(40-59):$373 ($521.62), 
PC(60-79):$603 ($843.26), 
PC(80-100):$801 ($1120.16), 
MC(1-19):$6810 ($9523.42), 
MC(20-39):$4786 ($6692.97), 
MC(40-59):$3452 ($4827.44), 
MC(60-79):$4938 ($6905.53), 
MC(80-100):$3124 ($4368.75), 
CHF: 
TC(1-19):$9841 ($13762.12), 
TC(20-39):$7733 ($10814.19), 
TC(40-59):$11378 
($15911.53), 
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TC(60-79):$13924 
($19471.98), 
TC(80-100):$12698 
($17787.48), 
PC(1-19):$15 ($20.98), 
PC(20-39):$90 ($125.86), 
PC(40-59):$134 ($187.39), 
PC(60-79):$158 ($220.95), 
PC(80-100):$437 ($611.12), 
MC(1-19):$9826 ($13741.14), 
MC(20-39):$7643 ($10688.33), 
MC(40-59):$11244 
($15724.14), 
MC(60-79):$13766 
($19251.02), 
MC(80-100):$12261 
($17146.36) 

Stroupe et 
al[10] 
2006 
US 

To determine the rates of 
undersupply, appropriate 
supply, and oversupply of 
antihypertensive drugs as 
measured by refill adherence, 
among patient with complicated 
and uncomplicated hypertension 
and to examine the association 
of refill adherence with 
hospitalisation and healthcare 
costs among these patients. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort  study 
Follow Up: 3.3 years 
Sample Size: 15206 
(not specified) 

Measure: MPR  
Classification: 
MPR<80 = 
undersupply, 
MPR >120 = 
oversupply  
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 
 

Total 
Healthcare 
Costs 
Inpatient Costs 
Outpatient 
Costs 
Pharmacy Costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted  
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2002 
Cost of Nonadherence**: 
THC:$6032.5 ($7830.11), 
IC:$2067 ($2682.94), 
OC:$3965 ($5146.52), PC:$130 
($168.74) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description  

Wu et al[11] 
2011 
US 

To study statin adherence and 
assess associated medical 
utilisation and healthcare costs 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort  study 
Follow Up: 1 year 

Measure: MPR  
Classification: 
MPR≥80 = 

Total 
Healthcare 
Costs 

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
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in patients with type 2 diabetes, 
based on national Medicaid 
database. 

Sample Size: 1705 
(A:624, NA:1081) 

adherent, MPR 
<80 = 
nonadherent  
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Pharmacy Costs 
Medical Costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2005 
Cost of Nonadherence: all 
cause: THC:$17807 
($21370.30), PC:$4915 
($5898.52) MC:$12892 
($15471.77) 
Disease state specific:  
THC:$2789 ($3347.10), 
PC:$489($586.85) MC:$2300 
($2760.25) 

cost 
description 

Zhao et al[12] 
2014 
US 

To evaluate the associations 
between statin adherence level, 
healthcare costs, hospital 
admissions and emergency room 
visits after statin therapy is 
taken for 1 year. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort  study 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 10312 
(96-100: 2453, 90-95: 
1496, 85-89: 584, 80-
84: 768, 70-79: 960, 
60-69: 777, 40-59: 
1687, <40:1587) 

Measure: MPR  
Classification: 
<40%, 40-59%, 
60-69%, 70-
79%, 80-84%, 
85-89%, 90-
95%, 96-100% 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data, 
census data  
 
 
 

Total 
Healthcare 
Costs 
Pharmacy Costs 
Medical Costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Nonadherence: all 
cause:  
PC(96-100):$2976.80 
($3247.04), PC(90-
95):$2826.99 ($3083.63), 
PC(85-89):$2795.39 
($3049.16), PC(80-
84):$2690.89 ($2935.17), 
PC(70-79):$2192.83 
($2391.90), PC(60-
69):$2323.27 ($2534.18), 
PC(40-59):$2153.93 
($2349.47), PC(<40):$1749.18 
($1907.97)   
Disease state specific:  
THC(96-100):$6536.05 
($7129.40), THC(90-
95):$6493.80 ($7083.31), 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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THC(85-89):$6459.40 
($7045.79), THC(80-
84):$6227.47 ($6792.80), 
THC(70-79):$5713.47 
($6232.14), THC(60-
69):$5875.26 ($6408.62), 
THC(40-59):$5817.58 
($6345.70), 
THC(<40):$5249.12 
($5725.64),  
PC(96-100):$449.86 ($490.70), 
PC(90-95):$439.74 ($479.66),  
PC(85-89):$458.83 ($500.48),  
PC(80-84):$423.15 ($461.56),  
PC(70-79):$356.74 ($389.13),  
PC(60-69):$371.30 ($405.01),  
PC(40-59):$279.21 ($304.56), 
PC(<40):$133.92 ($146.08), 
MC(96-100):$3559.25 
($3882.36), MC(90-
95):$3666.81 ($3999.69), 
MC(85-89):$3664 ($3996.62), 
MC(80-84):$3586.58 
($3912.17), MC(70-
79):$3520.64 ($3840.25), 
MC(60-69):$3551.99 
($3874.44), MC(40-
59):$3663.65 ($3996.24), 
MC(<40):$3499.95 ($3817.68)  

Mental Health 
Bagalman et 
al[13] 

To examine the association 
between treatment adherence 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort  study 

Measure: MPR  Total Costs Type of Costs: adjusted Quality: 
medium 
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2010 
US 

and indirect productivity costs 
within a cohort of commercially 
insured employees with bipolar 
disorder. 

Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 1258 
(A:444, NA:814) 

Classification: 
MPR≥80 = 
adherent, MPR 
<80 = 
nonadherent  
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Short term 
disability cost 
Workers 
compensation 
cost 
Paid time off 
cost 
 

Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2005 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
TC:$6894 ($8273.53), 
STDC:$2134 ($2561.03), 
WCC:$762 ($914.48), 
PTOC:$3998 ($4798.03) 

Classification: 
cost 
description 

Becker et al[14] 
2007 
US 

Examine treatment outcomes 
and costs associated with 
adherence rates by 
antipsychotic medication class 
for Medicaid beneficiaries. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort  study 
Follow Up: 2 years 
Sample Size: 10330 
(>75%:6609, 50-
74%:1276, 25-
49%:1940, <25%:505) 

Measure: 
prescription 
refill rate  
Classification: 
75-100% = 
maximal 
adherence, 50-
74.9% = 
moderate 
adherence, 25-
49.9% = 
minimal 
adherence, 
<25% = 
negligible 
adherence 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total Costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2006 
Cost of Nonadherence*:  
TC(75-100):$13564 
($15792.91),  
TC(50-74):$13772 
($16035.09), 
TC(25-49):$15792 
($18387.03), 
TC(<25):$16156 ($18810.84) 
 

Quality: low 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Eaddy et al[15] 
2005 
US 

To evaluate the effect of partial 
compliance of patients with 
prescribed oral atypical and 

Design: Retrospective 
database analysis 
Follow Up: 1 year 

Measure: 
continuous 
multiple 

Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
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conventional antipsychotic 
agents and the corresponding 
impact on resource utilisation. 

Sample Size: 7864 
(<80%:2655, 80-
125%:5065, 
>125%:144) 

interval 
medications 
available  
Classification: 
<80% =  
partially 
compliant, 80-
125% = 
compliant, 
>125% = overly 
compliant  
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Pharmacy costs 
Medical costs 
Physician office 
visit costs 
Other costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2002 
Cost of Nonadherence*:  
IC:$3780 ($4906.39),  
OC:$504 ($654.19), 
PC:$1872 ($2429.83), 
MC:$6228 ($8083.86), 
POC:$1944 ($2523.29) 
OtC:$12 ($15.58) 
 

cost 
description 

Gilmer et al[16] 
2004 
US 

To evaluate the relationship 
between adherence to 
treatment with antipsychotic 
medication and health 
expenditures. Secondary 
objective was to identify risk 
factors predictive of non-
adherence. 

Design: Retrospective 
database analysis 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 1619 
(<49%:388, 50-
79%:259, 80-
100%:664, 
>110%:308) 

Measure: 
cumulative 
possession ratio  
Classification: 
<49% =  
nonadherent, 
50-79% = 
partially 
adherent, 80-
100% = 
adherent, 
>110% = excess 
medication 
fillers  
Method of 
Assessment: 

Total costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Hospitalisation 
costs  

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 1999 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
TC:$8168 ($11261.74),  
OC:$3464 ($4776.04), 
PC:$1542 ($2126.05), 
HC:$3413 ($4705.72) 
 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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pharmacy 
claims data 

Hong et al[17] 
2011 
UK 

To investigate clinical and 
economic consequences of 
medication non-adherence in 
the treatment of bipolar 
disorder following a manic or 
mixed episode. 

Design: Prospective 
observational study 
Follow Up: 21 months 
Sample Size: 
1341(A:1024, NA:317) 

Measure: 
assessed by 
treating 
psychiatrist  
Classification: 
adherent vs. 
nonadherent 
Method of 
Assessment: 
observational 
assessment 
 

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Hospitalisation 
costs  

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: GBP, 2008 
Cost of Nonadherence*: all 
cause: 
PC:£55.43 ($94.47) 
Disease state specific:  
TC:£5846.29 ($9964.10) 
IC:£2740.57 ($4670.88),  
OC:£1082.86 ($1845.57), 
PC:£1630.29 ($2778.58), 
HC:£337.14 ($574.60) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Jiang et al[18] 
2015 
US 

To estimate the impact of 
adherence to and persistence 
with atypical antipsychotics on 
healthcare costs and risk of 
hospitalisation by controlling 
potential sources of endogeneity 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 2 years 
Sample Size: 32374 
(A:11642, NA:20732) 

Measure: PDC 
Classification: 
(PDC≥80% = 
adherent, 
PDC<80% = 
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
medical and 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Medical 
services costs 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2011 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
Disease state specific: 
TC:$14141 ($14517.37) 
PC:$3971 ($4076.69), 
MSC:$10170 ($10440.68) 

Quality: low 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Joe et al[19] 
2016 
South Korea 

To investigate the association 
between psychiatric medication 
non-compliance and psychiatric 
and non-psychiatric service 
utilisation and costs.  

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 7848 
(A:2774, NA:2774, 
P:1956, NP:1956) 

Measure: 
percentage of 
days of 
psychiatric 
prescription 
(PDP) 

Total costs  Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2011 
Cost of Nonadherence: all 
cause: 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 
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Classification: 
PDP≥80% = 
adherent, 
PDP<80% = 
nonadherent; 
persistent = 
continued 
medication 
without 
interruption ≥ 
56 day, non-
persistent = at 
least one 
medication 
interruption > 
56 days 
 Method of 
Assessment: 
health 
insurance data 

TC:$4961 ($5271.40) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$3061 ($3252.50) 
 

Knapp et al[20] 
2004 
UK 

To assess the relative impact of 
non-adherence and other 
factors associated with resource 
use and costs incurred by people 
with schizophrenia. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 658 
(A:549, NA:109) 

Measure: self-
report  
Classification: 
adherent vs. 
nonadherent 
Method of 
Assessment: 
survey 

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
External 
services costs 
  

Type of Costs: predicted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: GBP, 2001 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
TC:£57580 ($116434.12) 
IC:£6714 ($13576.57),  
ESC:£1603 ($3241.47) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost analysis 

Offord et al[21] 
2013 
US 

To quantify early nonadherence 
to antipsychotic medications in 
patients with schizophrenia and 
its impact on short-term 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 1 year 

Measure: time 
to 
discontinuation 

Total costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs 

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2008 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
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antipsychotic adherence, 
healthcare utilisation and costs. 

Sample Size: 1462 
(A:589, NA:873) 

Classification: 
adherent vs. 
nonadherent 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 

Hospitalisation 
costs 
  

Cost of Nonadherence: all 
cause: 
TC:$15400 ($17132.34) 
OC:$5773 ($6422.40),  
PC:$3777 ($4201.87), 
HC:$5850 ($6508.06) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$5358 ($5960.72) 
OC:$858 ($954.52),  
PC:$1549 ($1723.25), 
HC:$2952 ($3284.07) 

cost 
description 

Offord et al[22] 
2013 
US 

To examine the impact of 
medication adherence on 
healthcare utilisation among 
Medicare insured schizophrenia 
patients. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 354 
(A:126, NA:228) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR ≥ 70= high 
adherence, 
MPR < 70 = low 
adherence 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Inpatient  costs 
Pharmacy costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2008 
Cost of Nonadherence: all 
cause: 
IC:$9053 ($10071.37),  
PC:$4267 ($4746.99), 
Disease state specific: 
IC:$2468 ($2745.62),  
PC:$1085 ($1207.05) 

Quality: low 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Robertson et 
al[23] 
2014 
US 

To examine the impact of the 
combination of treatment 
utilisation and medication 
possession on arrest and 
incarceration outcomes and on 
costs. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up:90 days  
Sample Size:1376 
(90/90:637, 
60/90:240, 30/90:174, 
0/90:316) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR ≥80% = 
adherent 
Method of 
Assessment: 
Medicaid claims 
data 

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Target case 
management 
costs 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific 
Currency Year: USD,2005 
Cost of Nonadherence*: 
TC(90/90):$28068 
($33495.65), 
TC(60/90):$21720 
($25920.11), 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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Psychiatric 
assessment 
costs 
Arrest costs 
Incarceration 
costs  

TC(30/90):$21084 
($25161.12), 
TC(0/90):$12516 ($14936.28), 
IC(90/90):$12168 ($14520.99), 
IC(60/90):$10068 ($12014.90), 
IC(30/90):$11376 ($13575.84), 
IC(0/90):$5592 ($6673.35), 
OC(90/90):$6468 ($7718.75), 
OC(60/90):$4152 ($4954.89), 
OC(30/90):$2916 ($3479.88), 
OC(0/90):$2136 ($2549.05), 
EDC(90/90):$96 ($114.56), 
EDC(60/90):$108 ($128.88), 
EDC(30/90):$144 ($171.85), 
EDC(0/90):$84 ($100.24), 
PC(90/90):$5316 ($6343.98), 
PC(60/90):$3468 ($4138.63), 
PC(30/90):$2232 ($2663.61), 
PC(0/90):$984 ($1174.28), 
TCMC(90/90):$2100 
($2506.09), 
TCMC(60/90):$1404 
($1675.50), 
TCMC(30/90):$1596 
($1904.63), 
TCMC(0/90):$516 ($615.78), 
PAC(90/90):$240 ($286.41), 
PAC(60/90):$228 ($272.09), 
PAC(30/90):$204 ($243.45), 
PAC(0/90):$156 ($186.17), 
ArC(90/90):$780 ($930.83), 
ArC(60/90):$1032 ($1231.56), 
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ArC(30/90):$1140 ($1360.45), 
ArC(0/90):$1200 ($1432.05), 
InC(90/90):$888 ($1059.72), 
InC(60/90):$1272 ($1517.97), 
InC(30/90):$1476 ($1761.42), 
InC(0/90):$1860 ($2219.68) 

Robinson et 
al[24] 
2006 
US 

To determine if the type of 
antidepressant drug is related to 
adherence and assess the 6 
month health care costs among 
newly diagnosed patients. 

Design: Retrospective 
claims analysis 
Follow Up: 6 months 
Sample Size: 60386 
(A:11526, NA:8860) 

Measure: 
Antidepressant 
medication 
management 
measures 
Classification: 
meeting less 
than <3 
medication 
management 
measures = 
nonadherent 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data, 
Medicaid data, 
observational 
assessment 

Total costs 
Inpatient  costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED visit costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Physician office 
visit costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2004 
Cost of Nonadherence*: all 
cause: 
TC:$12658 ($15678.21) 
IC:$3006 ($3723.24),  
OC:$6118 ($7577.76), 
EDC:$334 ($413.69) 
PC:$3200 ($3963.52), 
POC:$178 ($220.47) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$2028 ($2511.88) 
IC:$102 ($126.34),  
OC:$734 ($909.13), 
EDC:$18 ($22.29) 
PC:$1174 ($1454.12), 
POC:$120 ($148.63) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Svarstad et 
al[25] 
2001 
US 

To examine the relationship of 
medication non-adherence to 
hospital use and costs among 
severely mentally ill clients. 

Design: Retrospective 
database analysis 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 619 
(A:413, NA:206) 

Measure: 
quarter 
pharmacy 
claims 
Classification: 
one or more 
quarters 

Hospitalisation 
costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 1990 
Cost of Nonadherence: all 
cause: 
HC:$3992 ($6593.06) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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without a claim 
= nonadherent 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data, 
previous study 
data 
 

Disease state specific: 
Schizophrenia/schizoaffective 
disorder: 
HC:$3421 ($5650.01) 
Bipolar disorder: 
HC:$9701 ($16021.85),  
Other severe mental illness: 
HCD:$3024 ($4994.34) 

White et al[26] 
2003 
US 

To evaluate the economic 
impact of antidepressant 
treatment adherence among 
patients treated for depression 

Design: Retrospective 
database analysis 
Follow Up: 6 months 
Sample Size: 14190 
(A:5638, NA:8552) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR≥70% = 
adherent, 
MPR<70% = 
nonadherent  
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Medical costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 1999 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
TC:$11815 ($16290.09) 
PC:$1123 ($1548.35),  
MC:$10692 ($14741.74) 
 
 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Diabetes       
An et al[27] 
2014 
Korea 

This study evaluated the 
association between medication 
adherence and clinical/economic 
outcomes in patients with type II 
diabetes mellitus in the republic 
of Korea over 3 year period. 

Design: Prospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 3 years 
Sample Size: 608 
(A:472, NA:136) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR≥90% = 
adherent, 
MPR<90% = 
nonadherent  
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Hospitalisation 
costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2007 
Cost of Nonadherence*:  
TC:$1657.11 ($1884.14) 
OC: $1413.99 ($1608.20),  
HC: $243.11 ($276.12) 
 
 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Buysman et 
al[28] 

To examine the impact of real 
world adherence on glycaemic 

Design: Retrospective 
database analysis 

Measure: PDC Pharmacy costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted Quality: low 
Classification: 
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2017 
US 

control in type 2 diabetes 
patients treated with 
canagliflozin.  

Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 2261 
(A:1215, NA:1046) 

Classification: 
PDC≥80% = 
highly 
adherent, 
PDC<80% = less 
than highly 
adherent  
Method of 
Assessment: 
healthcare 
claims data 

Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2014 
Cost of Nonadherence: all 
cause: 
PC: $7225 ($7297.39) 
Disease state specific: 
PC: $4660 ($4706.69) 
 

cost 
description 

Curtis et al[29] 
2017 
US 

Examine the association 
between adherence to glucose 
lowering agents and patient 
outcomes in an adult type 2 
diabetes population 

Design: Retrospective 
analysis 
Follow Up: 3 years 
Sample Size: 228074 
(A:117864, 
NA:110210) 

Measure: PDC 
Classification: 
PDC≥80% = 
adherent, 
PDC<80% = 
nonadherent  
Method of 
Assessment: 
healthcare 
claims data 

Total costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Acute care 
costs 

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: all cause  
Currency Year: USD, 2014 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
TC:$38633 ($39020.09) 
OC: $16964 ($17134),  
PC: $9390 ($9484.08), 
ACC:$12153 ($12274.77) 
 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Egede et al[30] 
2012 
US 

To examine the longitudinal 
effects of medication 
nonadherence on key costs and 
estimate potential savings from 
increased adherence using novel 
methodology that accounts for 
shared correlation among cost 
categories. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 5 years 
Sample Size: 740195 
(A:427390, 
NA:312805) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR≥80% = 
adherent, 
MPR<80% = 
nonadherent  
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs  
Pharmacy costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2006 
Cost of Nonadherence*:  
IC:$14515.24 ($17886.40) 
OC: $3599.27 ($4434.16),  
PC: $1073.12 ($1322.42) 
 
 

Quality: high 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 
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Gentil et al[31] 
2015 
Canada 

To examine healthcare costs 
associated with adherence to 
oral antihyperglycemic agents 
and the effects of depression 
and anxiety disorders on these 
in older adults with type 2 
diabetes 

Design: Retrospective, 
observational cohort 
analysis 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 301 
(A:224, NA:77) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR≥80% = 
adherent, 
MPR<80% = 
nonadherent  
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Physician office 
visit costs 

Type of Costs: adjusted and 
unadjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: CAD, 2010 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
Adjusted all cause: 
TC:$11124 ($9818.67), 
IC:$7419 ($6548.43) 
OC: $2687 ($2371.70),  
PC: $504 ($444.86), 
POC:$513 ($452.80) 
Adjusted disease state specific: 
TC:$4477 ($3951.65), 
IC:$2836 ($2503.21) 
OC: $1518 ($1339.87),  
PC###: $-444 ($-391.90), 
POC:$568 ($517.24) 
Unadjusted all cause: 
TC:$14979 ($13221.30), 
IC:$6351 ($5605.75) 
OC: $4058 ($3581.82),  
PC: $3503 ($3091.94), 
POC:$1066 ($940.91) 
Unadjusted disease state 
specific: 
TC:$9008 ($7950.97), 
IC:$2854 ($2519.10) 
OC: $2654 ($2342.57),  
PC: $2498 ($2204.87), 
POC:$1002 ($884.42) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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Hagen et al[32] 
2014 
US 

To evaluate the relationships 
between compliance with oral 
hypoglycemic agents and 
healthcare/ short term disability 
costs 

Design: Retrospective, 
observational cohort 
analysis 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 4978 
(A:2820, NA:2158) 

Measure: PDC 
Classification: 
PDC≥80% = 
compliant, 
PDC<80% = 
noncompliant  
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 

Healthcare 
costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Medical costs 
Short term 
disability costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted and 
unadjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2003 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
Adjusted all cause: 
PC: $1668 ($2065.99),  
Adjusted disease state specific: 
HC:$7642 ($9465.39), PC:$614 
($760.50), MC:$5974 
($7399.40), STDC:$1840 
($2279.03) 
Unadjusted all cause: 
PC:$1727 ($2139.06) 
Unadjusted disease state 
specific: 
HC:$6919 ($8569.88), PC:$785 
($972.30), MC:$5192 
($6430.82), STDC:$1717 
($2126.68) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Hansen et al[33] 
2010 
US 

To compare all cause total 
health care costs and diabetes 
mellitus specific health care 
costs between patients who 
were adherent or non-adherent 
to monotherapy with 
metformin, pioglitazone or a 
sulfonylurea and to examine 
whether cost differences varied 
among patients using these oral 
antidiabetic drugs. 

Design: Retrospective, 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 2 years 
Sample Size: 108592 
(A:63830, NA:44762) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR≥80% = 
adherent, 
MPR<80% = 
nonadherent 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 

Total 
Healthcare 
costs 
Inpatient costs  
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted and 
unadjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2005 
Cost of Nonadherence#: 
Adjusted all cause: 
THC:$13258 ($15911.01) 
Adjusted disease state specific: 
THC:$2284 ($2741.04) 
Unadjusted all cause: 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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THC:$15448.50 ($18539.90), 
IC:$4242.33 ($5091.25),  
OC:$ 7377.83, PC:$3828 
($4594.01) 
Unadjusted disease state 
specific: 
THC:$3232.33 ($3879.15), 
IC:$873.50 ($1048.29), 
OC:$1545.67($1854.96), 
PC:$812.67 ($975.29) 

Hong et al[34] 
2011 
South Korea 

To assess the relationship 
between initial adherence to 
oral antihyperglycemic 
medications and subsequent 
health outcomes. 

Design: Retrospective, 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 3 years 
Sample Size: 40082 
(A:11800, NA:28282) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR≥80% = 
adherent, 
MPR<80% = 
nonadherent 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total costs 
Hospitalisation 
costs  
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: KRW, 2007 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
TC:₩765453 ($1142.31),  
HC:₩397549 ($593.28) 
 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Jha et al[35] 
2012 
US 

How often do previously non-
adherent patients become 
adherent and vice versa? 
Are changes in adherence 
associated with increased or 
decreased hospitalisations or 
emergency department visits? 
Are there certain subgroups of 
populations that seem to benefit 
more than others when they 
adhere to their medication? 

Design: Retrospective, 
observational claims 
analysis 
Follow Up: unclear 
Sample Size: 135639 
(A:99976, NA:36553) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR≥80% = 
adherent, 
MPR<80% = 
nonadherent 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 

Total costs 
ED costs  
Hospitalisation 
costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted  
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2011 
Cost of Nonadherence***: 
TC:$4680000000 
($5006563305.49), 
EDC:$735000000 
($786287185.80), 
HC:$3950000000 
($4225625012.11) 
 

Quality: high 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 
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What are the financial 
implications of changes in 
adherence for the nation at 
large and for Medicare? 

White et al[36] 
2004 
US 

To assess the relationship 
between diabetic medication 
adherence, total healthcare 
costs and utilisation with 
patients with type 2 diabetes 
mellitus and concomitant 
diabetes and cardiovascular 
disease. 

Design: Retrospective, 
database analysis 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 67029 
(>95:20170, 75-95: 
14074, <75:16713) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR≥95%, 
MPR>75%<95%, 
MPR<75% 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 

Total costs 
Pharmacy costs  
Non-pharmacy 
costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted and 
unadjusted  
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2000 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
adjusted: TC(≥95):$4835 
($6518.17),  
TC(75-95):$5314 ($7163.92), 
TC(<75):$5706 ($7692.38),  
PC(≥95):$1429 ($1926.47),  
PC(75-95):$1157 ($1559.78), 
PC(<75):$762 ($1027.27),  
NPC(≥95):$3406 ($4591.70),  
NPC(75-95):$4157 ($5604.14), 
NPC(<75):$4944 ($6665.11) 
Unadjusted: 
TC(≥95):$4809 ($6483.12),  
TC(75-95):$5333 ($7189.53), 
TC(<75):$5605 ($7556.22),  
PC(≥95):$1402 ($1890.07),  
PC(75-95):$1153 ($1554.38), 
PC(<75):$766 ($1032.66),  
NPC(≥95):$3407 ($4593.05),  
NPC(75-95):$4180 ($5635.15), 
NPC(<75):$4839 ($6523.56) 

Quality: low 
Classification: 
cost analysis 
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Wu et al[37] 
2009 
US 

To examine the predictors of 
duloxetine compliance and its 
association with healthcare 
costs among diabetic peripheral 
neuropathic pain (DPNP) 
patients. 

Design: Retrospective, 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 2354 
(A:830, NA:1524) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
MPR≥80%= high 
compliance, 
MPR<80% = low 
compliance  
Subgroup 
Analysis: 
commercial and 
Medicare 
supplemental 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 

Total 
healthcare 
costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs  
 

Type of Costs: adjusted  
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2006 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
adjusted all cause:  
THC(com):$32407 
($37732.29), 
THC(med):$24622 
($28668.02), IC(com):$ 
12851($14692.74),   
IC(med):$ 6754 ($7863.85),  
OC(com):$11888 ($13841.50),  
OC(med):$10598 ($12339.52), 
PC(com):$7667 ($8926.88), 
PC(med):$7270 ($8464.65) 
Adjusted disease state specific: 
Diabetes: 
THC(com):$10024 
($11671.20),  
THC(med):$5015 ($5839.09),  
IC(com):$2232 ($2598.77),   
IC(med):$2606 ($3034.23),   
OC(com):$1989 ($2315.84),  
OC(med):$1231 ($1433.28),  
PC(com):$1451 ($1689.44), 
PC(med):$1179 ($1372.74) 
DPNP: 
THC(com):$3565 ($4150.82), 
THC(med):$2384 ($2775.75), 
IC(com):$1739 ($2024.76),   

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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IC(med):$1048 ($1220.21),  
OC(com):$362 ($421.49),  
OC(med):$181 ($210.74), 
PC(com):$1464 ($1704.57) 
PC(med):$1155 ($1344.80) 

Osteoporosis       
Briesacher et 
al[38] 
2007 
US 

To assess rates of osteoporotic 
fractures and health care 
utilisation as a function of 
bisphosphonate compliance in 
usual clinical practice. 

Design: Retrospective, 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 3 years 
Sample Size: 17988  
(not specified) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
80-100% = 
adherent, 60-
79% = 
moderate 
adherence, 40-
59% = 
moderate 
adherence, 20-
39% = 
nonadherent, 0-
19% = 
nonadherent  
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 
 

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs  
 

Type of Costs: adjusted and 
unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2004 
Cost of Nonadherence****: 
adjusted:  
TC(80-100):-$859 (-$1063.96),  
TC(60-79):-$474 (-$587.10),   
TC(40-59):-$366 (-$453.33),  
TC(20-39):$151 ($187.03), 
IC(80-100):-$3233 (-$4004.40),  
IC(60-79):-$856(-$1060.24),   
IC(40-59):-$6221 (-$7705.34),  
IC(20-39):-$585 (-$724.58), 
OC(80-100):-$445 (-$551.18),  
OC(60-79):-$538 (-$666.37),   
OC(40-59):-$236 (-$292.31),  
OC(20-39):$60 ($74.32), 
PC(80-100):$997 ($1234.89),  
PC(60-79):$923 ($1143.23),   
PC(40-59):$402 ($497.92),  
PC(20-39):$160($198.18) 
Unadjusted: 
TC(80-100):-$1273 (-
$1576.74),  

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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TC(60-79):-$294 (-$364.15),   
TC(40-59):-$573 (-$709.72),  
TC(20-39):$101 ($125.10), 
IC(80-100):-$883 (-$1093.68),  
IC(60-79):-$384 (-$475.62),   
IC(40-59):-$597 (-$739.44),  
IC(20-39):-$93 (-$115.19), 
OC(80-100):-$774 (-$958.68),  
OC(60-79):-$193 (-$239.05),   
OC(40-59):-$145 (-$179.60),  
OC(20-39):$148 ($183.31), 
PC(80-100):$384 ($475.62),  
PC(60-79):$284 ($351.76),   
PC(40-59):$170 ($210.56),  
PC(20-39):$48 ($59.45) 

Eisenberg et 
a[39] 
2015 
US 

To determine healthcare 
outcomes associated with 
compliance and noncompliance 
to bisphosphonate therapy in 
women diagnosed with 
osteoporosis 

Design: Retrospective 
claims study 
Follow Up: 2 years  
Sample Size: 27905 
(A:11368, NA:16537) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥70% = 
compliant,  
<70% = 
noncompliant 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Physician office 
visit costs  

Type of Costs: unadjusted  
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2012 
Cost of Nonadherence: all 
cause: 
TC:$7237 ($7550.72),  
IC:$1986 ($2072.09),  
OC:$2057 ($2146.17),  
EDC:$258 ($269.18),  
PC:$2197 ($2292.24), 
POC:$738 ($769.99) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$674 ($703.22),  
IC:$334 ($348.48),  
OC:$77 ($80.34),  
EDC:$5 ($5.22),  

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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PC:$213 ($222.23), 
POC:$44 ($45.91) 

Halpern et 
al[40] 
2011 
US 

To examine the associations of 
adherence to osteoporosis 
therapies with occurrence of 
closed fracture, all cause 
medical costs and all cause 
hospitalisations. 

Design: Retrospective 
analysis 
Follow Up: 540 days  
Sample Size: 21655 
(≥80%:8759, 
≥50<80%:5237, 
<50%:7659)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = high 
adherence, 
≥50<80% = 
moderate 
adherence, 
<50% = low 
adherence 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Medical costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: all cause  
Currency Year: USD, 2006 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
commercial: 
MC(≥80):$4295 ($5000.78),  
MC(50-80):$4697 ($5468.84),   
MC(<50):$5596 ($6515.56)  
Medicare: 
MC(≥80):$4590 ($5344.25),  
MC(50-80):$5536 ($6445.71),   
MC(<50):$5801 ($6754.25)  

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 

Hazel-Fernandez 
et al[41] 
2013 
US 

To evaluate the healthcare 
utilisation patterns of medicare 
part D beneficiaries newly 
initiating teriparatide and to 
assess the association of 
medication adherence and 
persistence with bone fracture. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 761 
(≥80%:163, 
≥50<80%:57, 
<50%:541)  

Measure: PDC 
Classification: 
(≥80% = high 
adherence, 
≥50<80% = 
moderate 
adherence, 
<50% = low 
adherence 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total 
healthcare 
costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific and fracture related  
Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Nonadherence*:  
Disease state specific: 
THC(≥80):$21033 ($22942.39),  
THC(50-80):$25574 
($27895.62),   
THC(<50):$15528 ($16937.64),  
IC(≥80):$2198 ($2397.54),  
IC(50-80):$8448 ($9214.91),   
IC(<50):$4897 ($5341.55),  
OC(≥80):$5151 ($5618.61),  
OC(50-80):$6439 ($7023.54),   
OC(<50):$5806 ($6333.07),  
EDC(≥80):$211 ($230.15),  

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 
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EDC(50-80):$330 ($359.96),   
EDC(<50):$465 ($507.21),  
PC(≥80):$13472 ($14695),  
PC(50-80):$10358 
($11298.31),   
PC(<50):$4361 ($4756.89) 
Fracture related: 
THC(≥80):$12670 ($13820.19),  
THC(50-80):$9292 
($10135.53),   
THC(<50):$4419 ($4820.16),  
IC(≥80):$366 ($399.23),  
IC(50-80):$830 ($905.35),   
IC(<50):$1325 ($1445.28),  
OC(≥80):$1048 ($1143.14),  
OC(50-80):$955 ($1041.70),   
OC(<50):$767 ($836.63),  
EDC(≥80):$6 ($6.54),  
EDC(50-80):$9 ($9.82),   
EDC(<50):$44 ($47.99),  
PC(≥80):$10810 ($11791.34),  
PC(50-80):$7420 ($8093.59),   
PC(<50):$2068 ($2255.73) 

Huybrechts et 
al[42] 
2006 
US 

To evaluate non-compliance 
with osteoporosis medications 
as well as its implications for 
health and economic outcomes 
in actual practice. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 5 years  
Sample Size: 38120 
(A:9530, NA:28590)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
compliant,  
<50% = 
noncompliant) 
Method of 
Assessment: 

Total costs 
Medical costs 
Institutional 
costs  
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2000 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
TC:$7200 ($9706.44),  
MC:$1476 ($1989.84),   
InstC:$5736 ($7732.80)  
 

Quality: low 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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pharmacy 
claims data 

Kjellberge al[43] 
2016 
Denmark 

To estimate the rate of oral 
bisphosphonate compliance 
among Danish women and to 
examine the association of 
noncompliance with health care 
resource use and cost.   

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 1 year  
Sample Size: 38234 
(A:26806, NA:11428) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥70% = 
compliant,  
<70% = 
noncompliant) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total costs 
Medical costs 

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific   
Currency Year: Euro, 2011 
Cost of Nonadherence: all 
cause: 
TC:€4933 ($6209.58),  
MC:€3471 ($4369.20),   
Disease state specific: 
TC:€754 ($949.12),  
MC:€426 ($536.24),   

Quality: high 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 

Modi et al[44] 
2015 
US 

To evaluate compliance with 
osteoporosis treatments and 
determine fracture and 
healthcare burden associated 
with noncompliance 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 1 year  
Sample Size: 27913 
(A:23430, NA:34483) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
compliant,  
<80% = 
noncompliant) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
healthcare 
claims data 

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Medical costs  
Other costs  

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2011 
Cost of Nonadherence: all 
cause: 
TC:$11749 ($12484.12),  
IC:$8768 ($9316.60),  
OC:$3945 ($4191.83), 
EDC:$104 ($110.51), 
PC:$2981 ($3167.52), 
MC:$8768 ($9316.60),   
OtC:$997 ($1059.38) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$630 ($669.42),  
IC:$443 ($470.72),  
OC:$158 ($167.89), 
EDC:$3 ($3.19), 
PC:$325 ($345.33), 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 
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OtC:$26 ($27.63) 
Olsen et al[45] 
2013 
Denmark  

To assess the association 
between refill compliance and 
all cause health care costs. 

Design: Retrospective 
observational study 
Follow Up: 2 years  
Sample Size: 47176 
(not specified) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = optimal 
compliance, 
>50<80% = 
suboptimal 
compliance,  
<50% = low 
compliance 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Fracture costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: fracture site 
specific   
Currency Year: DKK, 2010 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
Hip fracture: 
FC(50-80):kr817575.50 
($74531.41), 
FC(<50):kr4454954 
($549987.04) 
Spine fracture: 
FC(50-80):kr174700 
($21568.12), 
FC(<50):kr226472 ($27959.14) 
Humerus fracture: 
FC(50-80):kr117776.50 
($14540.12), 
FC(<50):kr795217.50 
($98173.70) 
Forearm fracture: 
FC(50-80):-kr463024 (-
$57162.70), 
FC(<50):kr45072.50 ($8665.81) 
Other fracture: 
FC(50-80):-kr19261.50 (-
$2377.93), 
FC(<50):kr684067.50 
($84451.66) 

Quality: 
medium  
Classification: 
cost analysis 

Sunyecz et 
al[46] 
2008 

To examine the relationship 
between persistence and 
compliance with 

Design: Retrospective 
observational study 
Follow Up: 3 years  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 

Total 
healthcare 
costs 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific   

Quality: low  
Classification: 
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US bisphosphonate therapy and 
total and osteoporosis related 
costs and healthcare resource 
utilisation in a cohort of female 
bisphosphonate naïve users. 

Sample Size: 32944 
(A:12186, NA:20758) 

compliant,   
<80% = 
noncompliant) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs  
Radiology costs  
 

Currency Year: USD, 2005 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
All cause: 
THC:$23660 ($28394.52),  
IC:$18839 ($22608.81),   
OC:$10061 ($12074.27), 
EDC:$832 ($988.49), 
PC:$6941 ($8329.94), 
RC:$1079 ($1294.91) 
Disease state specific: 
THC:$1602 ($1922.57),  
IC:$14074 ($16890.30),   
OC:$501 ($601.25), 
EDC:$452 ($542.45), 
PC:$918 ($1101.70), 
RC:$184 ($220.82) 

cost 
description 

Zhao et al[47] 
2014 
US 

To examine the association 
between teriparatide adherence 
and healthcare utilisation and 
costs among hip fracture 
patients. 

Design: Retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 36 months  
Sample Size: 824 
(≥80:362, 50-80%:219, 
<50%:243) 

Measure: PDC 
Classification: 
(≥80% = high, 
50-80% = 
medium, <50% 
= low) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total 
healthcare 
costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs  
 

Type of Costs: adjusted and 
unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Nonadherence*:  
Adjusted: 
THC(≥80):$34428 ($37553.4), 
THC(50-80):$37956 
($41401.68), 
THC(<50):$31188 ($34019.28), 
IC(≥80):$7548 ($8233.20), 
IC(50-80):$11520 ($1256.80), 
IC(<50):$11556 ($12605.04), 
OC(≥80):$9312 ($10157.40), 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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OC(50-80):$12816 
($13979.40), 
OC(<50):$13044 ($14228.16), 
PC(≥80):$18864 ($20576.52), 
PC(50-80):$13116 
($14306.64), 
PC(<50):$7452 ($8128.44) 
Unadjusted: 
THC(≥80):$37464 ($40865.04), 
THC(50-80):$35076 
($38260.20), 
THC(<50):$29484 ($32160.60), 
IC(≥80):$7092 ($7735.80), 
IC(50-80):$11100 ($12107.64), 
IC(<50):$10632 ($11597.16), 
OC(≥80):$9900 ($10798.68), 
OC(50-80):$11352 
($12382.56), 
OC(<50):$11988 ($13076.28), 
PC(≥80):$20484 ($22343.52), 
PC(50-80):$12624 ($13770), 
PC(<50):$6864 ($7487.16) 

Zhao et al[48] 
2013 
US 

To examine the association 
between teriparatide (TPTD) 
adherence and healthcare 
utilisation and costs in real 
world US 
kyphoplasty/vertebroplasty (KV) 
patients. 

Design: Retrospective 
observational cohort 
study 
Follow Up: 36 months  
Sample Size: 1568 
(≥80: 783, 50-80%: 
382, <50%: 403) 

Measure: PDC 
Classification: 
(≥80% = high, 
50-80% = 
medium, <50% 
= low) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total 
healthcare 
costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs  
 

Type of Costs: adjusted and 
unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Nonadherence*:  
Adjusted: 
THC(≥80):$40212 ($43862.52), 
THC(50-80):$40512 
($44189.76), 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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THC(<50):$40128 ($43770.84), 
IC(≥80):$8136 ($8874.60), 
IC(50-80):$12060 ($13154.76), 
IC(<50):$15444 ($43404.36), 
OC(≥80):$12924 ($14097.24), 
OC(50-80):$14928 
($16283.16), 
OC(<50):$17568 ($19162.80), 
PC(≥80):$19392 ($21152.40), 
PC(50-80):$13908 
($15170.52), 
PC(<50):$8700 ($9843.24) 
Unadjusted: 
THC(≥80):$42768 ($46650.48), 
THC(50-80):$36780 
($40118.88), 
THC(<50):$39792 ($43404.36), 
IC(≥80):$7620 ($8311.80), 
IC(50-80):$12228 ($13338.12), 
IC(<50):$15768 ($17199.48), 
OC(≥80):$14580 ($15903.60), 
OC(50-80):$12108 
($13207.20), 
OC(<50):$15324 ($16715.16), 
PC(≥80):$20568 ($22435.20), 
PC(50-80):$12444 
($13573.68), 
PC(<50):$8700 ($9489.84) 

Respiratory 
Disease 

      

Davis et al[49] 
2017 

To assess the association 
between adherence levels to 

Design: Observational 
cohort study 

Measure: PDC Total costs Type of Costs: adjusted Quality: 
medium 
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US different inhaled 
corticosteroid/long acting β2-
adrenergic agonist and COPD 
exacerbation rates and costs in 
commercially insured population 

Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 13657 
(≥80%: 1898, 
≥50<80%: 1971, ≥30 
<50%: 2443, <30% 
:7345) 

Classification: 
(≥80 = 
adherent, 
≥50<80% = 
mildly 
nonadherent, 
≥30 <50% = 
moderately 
nonadherent, 
<30% highly 
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
commercially 
insured 
healthcare 
claims data 

Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Hospitalisation 
costs  
 
 

Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2014 
Cost of Nonadherence*:  
All cause: 
TC(≥80):$22546 ($22772.24), 
TC(50-80):$25545 
($25800.95), 
TC(30-50):$24303 
($24546.51), 
TC(<30):$25148 ($25399.98), 
OC(≥80):$7816 ($7894.31), 
OC(50-80):$8225 ($8307.41), 
OC(30-50):$8365 ($8448.81), 
OC(<30):$8857 ($8945.74), 
PC(≥80):$7954 ($8033.70), 
PC(50-80):$6862 ($6930.76), 
PC(30-50):$5485 ($5539.96), 
PC(<30):$4395 ($4439.04), 
HC(≥80):$6106 ($6167.51), 
HC(50-80):$9391 ($9485.09), 
HC(30-50):$9171 ($9262.89), 
HC(<30):$10849 ($10957.70) 
Disease state specific: 
TC(≥80):$8075.33 ($8156.24), 
TC(50-80):$7053 ($7123.67), 
TC(30-50):$6623 ($6689.36), 
TC(<30):$5644 ($5700.55), 
OC(≥80):$2194.33 ($2216.32), 
OC(50-80):$1947 ($1966.51), 
OC(30-50):$1997 ($2017.01), 
OC(<30):$2152 ($2173.56), 

Classification: 
cost 
description 
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PC(≥80):$4464 ($4508.73), 
PC(50-80):$3345 ($3378.52), 
PC(30-50):$2307 ($2330.12), 
PC(<30):$1569 ($1584.72), 
HC(≥80):$1074.67 ($1085.44), 
HC(50-80):$1155 ($1166.57), 
HC(30-50):$1619 ($1635.22), 
HC(<30):$1405 ($1419.08) 

Delea et al[50] 
2008 
US 

To assess the association 
between adherence with 
fluticasone 
propionate/salmeterol 
combination product in a single 
inhaler and asthma care 
utilisation and costs in asthma 
patients in typical US clinical 
practice 

Design: Retrospective 
longitudinal cohort 
study 
Follow Up: 24 months  
Sample Size: 12907 
(≥75: 2612, 50-75%: 
3608, 25-50%: 5035, 
<25%: 1652) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥75, 50-75%, 
25-50%, <25%) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

Total costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs  
Other costs  
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2003 
Cost of Nonadherence*:  
TC(≥75):$1564 ($1990.27), 
TC(50-75):$1128 ($1435.44), 
TC(25-50):$900 ($1145.30), 
TC(<25):$632 ($804.25), 
OC(≥75):$1272 ($1618.69), 
OC(50-75):$852 ($1084.21), 
OC(25-50):$600 ($763.53), 
OC(<25):$388 ($493.75), 
EDC(≥75):$32 ($40.72), 
EDC(50-75):$36 ($45.81), 
EDC(25-50):$60 ($76.35), 
EDC(<25):$48 ($61.08), 
OtC(≥75):$292 ($371.59), 
OtC(50-75):$276 ($351.22), 
OtC(25-50):$300 ($381.77), 
OtC(<25):$240 ($305.41) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Diehl et al[51] 
2010 
US 

To evaluate respiratory-related 
medical outcomes and cost for 
infants who were prescribed and 

Design: Retrospective 
claims analysis 
Follow Up: 7 months  

Measure: 37 
day gap in 
claims 

Total costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Services costs  

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific   

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
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received palivizumab in 
accordance with the dosing 
schedule recommended by the 
American Academy of 
Paediatrics in 2006 versus those 
who did not. 

Sample Size: 245 
(A:73, NA:172) 

Classification: 
(>37 day gap in 
claims = 
noncompliant) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data 

 Currency Year: USD, 2007 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
TC:$19093.46 ($21656.12), 
PC:$7647.40 ($8673.81), 
SC**:$11604.03 ($13161.45) 

cost 
description 

Joshi et al[52] 
2006 
US 

Examine the association of 
medication adherence with 
workplace productivity and 
health related quality of life in 
asthma patients. 

Design: quantitative 
analysis 
Follow Up:  
Sample Size: 385 
(high:150, medium:73, 
low: 162) 

Measure: 
Morisky scale 
Classification: 
(0= high 
adherence, 1-2 
= medium 
adherence, >2 = 
low adherence) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
questionnaire  
 
 

Total 
productivity 
cost 
Absenteeism  
costs 
Presenteeism  
costs  
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2002 
Cost of Nonadherence##:  
TPC(0):$1210.90 ($1571.73), 
TPC(1-2):$1428.50 ($1854.17), 
TPC(>2):$1073.10 ($1392.87), 
AbC(0):$633.70 ($822.53), 
AbC(1-2):$608.90 ($790.34), 
AbC(>2):$474.80 ($616.28), 
PrC(0):$577.20 ($749.20), 
PrC(1-2):$819.60 ($1063.83), 
PrC(>2):$598.30 ($776.59) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 

Miravitlles et 
al[53] 
2013 
Spain 

To analyse the economic impact 
of non-adherence to the global 
initiative for obstructive lung 
disease (GOLD) guidelines in 
patients with chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD). 

Design: multicentre, 
retrospective, 
observational study 
Follow Up: 18 months 
Sample Size: 1365 
(A:246, NA:1119) 

Measure: GOLD 
2007 Guidelines 
Classification: 
(adherent, 
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
GOLD 
guidelines   
 

ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Physician office 
visit costs 
Hospitalisation 
costs 
Primary care 
costs  
Interdisciplinary 
visit costs 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific   
Currency Year: EUR, 2009 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
EDC:€40.83 ($57.91),   
PC:€771.50 ($1094.27), 
POC:€106.29 ($150.76),  
HC:€101.61 ($144.12) 
PCC:€123.84 ($175.65),  

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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 Medical test 
costs 
Radiology costs 
Laboratory 
costs 

IntC:€321.44 ($455.92),   
MTC:€36.66 ($51.99),  
RC:€24.24 ($34.38), 
LC:€17.35 ($24.61) 

Quittner et 
al[54] 
2014 
US 

To evaluate associations of 
adherence to pulmonary 
medications, age, healthcare use 
and cost among cystic fibrosis 
patients. 

Design: retrospective, 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 2 years 
Sample Size: 3287 
(≥80%: 663, 50-80%: 
949, <50%: 1675) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = high 
adherence,  50-
80% = 
moderate 
adherence,  
<50% = low 
adherence) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  
 
 

Total 
healthcare 
costs  
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2011 
Cost of Nonadherence*:  
All cause: 
THC(≥80):$35749.50 
($38244.05), 
THC(50-80):$45031.50 
($48173.73), 
THC(<50):$50284.50 
($53793.28) 
Disease state specific: 
THC(≥80):$23764 ($25422.22), 
THC(50-80):$33132.50 
($35444.44), 
THC(<50):$33894 ($36259.07) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Gastrointestinal 
Disease 

      

Carter et al[55] 
2011 
US 

To further evaluate the impact 
of adherence to infliximab on CD 
related utilisation and inpatient 
costs in the first year of 
treatment using a different 
definition of adherence and a 
larger more diverse claims 
database. 

Design: retrospective, 
observational cohort 
claims analysis  
Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 638 
(A:466, NA:172) 

Measure: 
number of 
infusions in 12 
month period 
Classification: 
(7-9 infusions = 
adherent, <7 

Hospitalisation 
costs  
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2007 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
HC:$37783 ($42854.12) 
 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 
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infusions  = 
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
health claims 
data  

Gosselin et 
al[56] 
2009 
US 

To examine the effects of 
gastroesophageal reflux disease 
(GERD) patients compliance with 
PPI therapy on health care 
resource utilisation and costs. 

Design: retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up:  
Sample Size: 41837 
(A:28321, NA:13516) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent, <80% 
= nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs  
Medical costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2003 
Cost of Nonadherence:  
TC:$9497 ($12085.43), 
IC:$2116 ($2692.72), 
OC:$5458 ($6945.59), 
PC:$1922 ($2445.85), 
MC:$7575 ($9639.58) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Kane et al[57] 
2009 
US 

To evaluate adherence to 
infliximab maintenance therapy 
and the impact of medication 
adherence on healthcare 
utilisation and costs by patients. 

Design: retrospective 
cohort analysis 
Follow Up: 12 months 
Sample Size: 571 
(A:375, NA:196) 

Measure: 
number of 
infusions in 12 
month period 
Classification: 
(≥8 infusions = 
adherent, <7 
infusions =  
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
health claims 
data  

Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Medical costs 
Hospitalisation 
costs 
 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2004 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
All cause:  
OC:$6679 ($8272.62), 
EDC:$314 ($388.92), 
MC:$16129 ($19977.40), 
HC:$6893 ($8537.68) 
Disease state specific: 
OC:$3931 ($4868.94), 
EDC:$91 ($112.71), 
PC:$18751 ($23225.01), 
MC:$10243 ($12686.99), 
HC:$4494 ($5566.27) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 
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Mitra et al[58] 
2012 
US 

To assess the association 
between adherence to oral 5-
aminosalicylates (5-ASAs) and all 
cause costs and health care 
utilisation among patients with 
active ulcerative colitis. 

Design: retrospective, 
observational cohort 
study 
Follow Up: 12 months 
Sample Size: 1693 
(A:476, NA:1216) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent, <80% 
= nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Ancillary costs 
Non-pharmacy 
costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
All cause:  
PC:$1541.60 ($1681.55) 
Disease state specific: 
IC:$28726.65 ($31334.47), 
OC:$1145.67 ($1249.67), 
EDC:$635.95 ($693.68), 
AC:$4923.29 ($5370.23), 
NPC:$14226.32 ($15517.79) 

Quality: high 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Wan et al[59] 
2014 
US 

To examine the effect of 
adherence versus non-
adherence on healthcare costs 
in patients with inflammatory 
bowel disease. 

Design: retrospective 
cohort analysis 
Follow Up: 360 days 
Sample Size: 1646 
(A:674, NA:972) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent, <80% 
= nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total costs 
Total 
healthcare 
costs  
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2009 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
All cause:  
TC:$47411 ($52341.27), 
THC:$32522 ($35903.96), 
IC:$17634 ($19467.76), 
OC:$10909 ($12043.43), 
EDC:$458 ($505.63), 
PC:$18410 ($20324.46) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$33652 ($37151.47), 
THC:$18764 ($20715.27), 
IC:$12564 ($13870.53), 
OC:$5890 ($6502.50), 
EDC:$48 ($52.99), 
PC:$15150 ($16725.45) 

Quality: high 
Classification: 
cost 
description  
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Epilepsy       
Davis et al[60] 
2008 
US 

To assess the extent of refill 
non-adherence with 
antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) and 
the potential association 
between AED non-adherence 
and healthcare costs in an adult 
managed care population. 

Design: retrospective 
claims  analysis 
Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 10892 
(A:6644, NA:4248) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent, <80% 
= nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Other 
pharmacy costs 
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2003 
Cost of Nonadherence###: 
TC:$1466 ($1865.56), 
IC:$1799 ($2289.32), 
EDC:$260 ($330.86), 
PC:-$71 (-$90.35), 
OtPC:-$358 (-$455.57) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Ettinger et 
al[61] 
2009 
US 

To assess the extent to which 
elderly patients diagnosed with 
epilepsy are non-adherent to 
antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) and 
the potential association 
between AED non-adherence 
and seizure recurrence, resource 
utilisation and annual direct 
medical costs. 

Design: retrospective 
claims  analysis 
Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 1278 
(A:758, NA:520) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent, <80% 
= nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Physician Office 
visit costs 
Ancillary costs 
Other 
pharmacy costs   

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2003 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
TC:$17817 ($22673.06), 
IC:$2714 ($3453.71), 
EDC:$526 ($669.36), 
PC:$347 ($441.58), 
POC:$3063 ($3897.83), 
AC:$8344 ($10618.18), 
OtPC:$2822 ($3591.14) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 

Faught et al[62] 
2009 
US 

To study the impact of non-
adherence to antiepileptic drugs 
(AEDs) on healthcare utilisation 
and direct medical costs in a 
Medicaid population. 

Design: retrospective 
observational open 
cohort design 
Follow Up: 4.65 years 
Sample Size: 33658 
(A:24907, NA:8751) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent, <80% 
= nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Other 
pharmacy costs  

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific   
Currency Year: USD, 2002 
Cost of Nonadherence*: 
TC:$14417.64 ($18713.91), 
IC:$6682.28 ($6873.51), 
OC:$2172.40 ($2819.75), 
EDC:$405.96 ($526.93), 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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PC:$822.40 ($1067.46), 
OtPC:$4334.60 ($5626.26) 

HIV/AIDS       
Barnett et al[63] 
2011 
US 

To characterise the cost of HIV 
care including combination 
antiretroviral treatment. 

Design: retrospective 
observational cohort 
study 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 1896  
(not specified) 

Measure: 
antiretroviral 
taking 
behaviour 
Classification: 
(85% adherence 
with 3 
antiretroviral 
therapy 
regimen = 
adherent, all 
other use = 
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total costs 
  

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific; viral load count   
Currency Year: USD, 2006 
Cost of Nonadherence**: 
High viral load: 
TC:$25824 ($30067.54) 
Low viral load: 
TC:$20509.67 ($23879.92) 
 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description  

Cooke et al[64] 
2014 
US 

To measure adherence to 
antiretroviral therapy regimens 
in commercially insured patients 
with HIV infection and analyse 
the clinical and demographic 
factors associated with ≥90% 
adherence. 

Design: retrospective 
claims analysis 
Follow Up: 1 year 
Sample Size: 3528 
(A:1737, NA:640)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥90% = 
adherent, <90% 
= nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total 
healthcare 
costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs  
  

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2011 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
THC:$18868 ($20184.58), 
IC:$2700 ($2888.40), 
OC:$915 ($978.85), 
PC:$15253 ($16317.33) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Pruitt et al[65] 
2015 
US 

To examine Medicaid insured 
HIV positive and AIDS diagnosed 
patient groups separately to 

Design: retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 2 years 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥90% = 

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
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determine association of ART 
adherence to mean monthly 
total healthcare expenditures in 
the 24 month measurement 
period. 

Sample Size: 502 
(A:56, NA:176)  

adherent, <90% 
= nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs  
Other 
pharmacy costs  
Behavioural 
health inpatient 
costs 
  

Currency Year: USD, 2009 
Cost of Nonadherence*: 
HIV: 
TC:$15360 ($16957.32), 
IC:$3864 ($4265.76), 
OC:$3948 ($4358.52), 
PC:$4956 ($5471.40), 
OtPC:$1764 ($1947.48), 
BHIC:$840 ($927.36) 
AIDS: 
TC:$27648 ($30523.08), 
IC:$13008 ($14360.76), 
OC:$5880 ($6491.52), 
PC:$5640 ($6226.56), 
OtPC:$2580 ($2848.32), 
BHIC:$528 ($582.96) 

cost 
description 

Parkinson’s 
Disease 

      

Davis et al[66] 
2010 
US 

To assess the extent to which 
patients diagnosed with 
Parkinson’s disease are non-
adherent with antiparkinson 
therapy and the potential 
association between non-
adherence and all cause medical 
costs. 

Design: retrospective 
administrative claims 
study 
Follow Up: 12 months 
Sample Size: 3119 
(A:1211, NA:1908)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent, <80% 
= nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total costs 
Pharmacy costs  
Medical costs 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2001 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
TC:$18511 ($24262.36), 
PC:$2684 ($3537.36), 
MC:$15827 ($20859.12) 
 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 

Delea et al[67] 
2011 
US 

To assess the associations 
between adherence to 
levodopa/carbidopa/entacapone 
therapy and healthcare 
utilisation and costs. 

Design: retrospective 
historical cohort study 
Follow Up: 12 months 
Sample Size: 1215 
(A:617, NA:598)  

Measure: PDC 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
satisfactory, 

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
Pharmacy costs  
Other costs 

Type of Costs: adjusted and 
unadjusted 
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2005 

Quality: high 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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<80% = 
unsatisfactory) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Cost of Nonadherence: 
Adjusted all cause: 
TC:$19686 ($23625.30), 
IC:$5954 ($7145.43), 
PC:$6391 ($7669.88), 
OtC:$8795 ($10554.94) 
Adjusted disease state specific: 
TC:$8574 ($10289.71), 
IC:$3705 ($4446.39), 
PC:$3850 ($4620.41), 
OtC:$1884 ($2261) 
Unadjusted all cause: 
TC:$19362 ($23236.46), 
IC:$5463 ($6556.18), 
PC:$6158 ($7390.26), 
OtC:$7740 ($9288.82) 
Unadjusted disease state 
specific: 
TC:$9156 ($10988.18), 
IC:$3238 ($3885.94), 
PC:$3789 ($4547.20), 
OtC:$2129 ($2555.03) 

Wei et al[68] 
2014 
US 

To examine the associations of 
adherence to antiparkinson 
drugs with healthcare utilisation 
and economic outcomes. 

Design: retrospective 
cross-sectional study 
Follow Up: 19 months 
Sample Size: 7583 (90-
100%:3948, 80-
89%:1456, 
≤79%:2179)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(>90<100% = 
high, >80<89% 
= moderate, 
≤79% = low) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs  
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2007 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
TC(90-100):$36407 
($41293.43), 
TC(80-89):$43417 
($49244.29), 
TC(≤79):$45867 ($52023.13), 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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IC(90-100):$15294 
($17346.71), 
IC(80-89):$21603 ($24502.49), 
IC(≤79):$24727 ($28045.78), 
OC(90-100):$10155 
($11517.97), 
OC(80-89):$11838 
($13426.86), 
OC(≤79):$12889 ($14618.92), 
PC(90-100):$10957 
($12427.61), 
PC(80-89):$9976 ($11314.95), 
PC(≤79):$8251 ($9358.42) 

Musculoskeletal       
Ivanova et 
al[69] 
2012 
US 

To compare the rates of severe 
relapse and total direct and 
indirect costs over a 2 year 
period between US based 
employees with MS who were 
adherent and non-adherent to 
disease modifying drugs. 

Design: retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 2 years 
Sample Size: 648 
(A:448, NA:200)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent,  
<80% = 
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total costs  
Total 
healthcare 
costs 
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs  
Medical costs  
Short term 
disability costs  
Absenteeism 
cost  
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted 
Classification: all cause, 
disease state specific and 
indirect 
Currency Year: USD, 2007 
Cost of Nonadherence*: 
All cause: 
TC:$8079 ($9276.76), 
THC:$6022 ($6830.25), 
IC:$1030.50 ($1168.81), 
OC:$3231 ($3664.65), 
EDC:$143.50 ($162.76), 
PC:$1617 ($1834.03), 
MC:$4405.50 ($4996.79) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$3005 ($3408.32), 
IC:$505 ($572.78), 
OC:$1710 ($1939.51), 

Quality: high 
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 
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EDC:$37 ($41.97), 
PC:$753 ($854.07), 
MC:$2252 ($2554.26) 
Indirect: 
STDC:$1231 ($1396.22), 
AbC:$826 ($936.86) 

Tan et al[70] 
2011 
US 

To assess the impact of 
treatment adherence on MS 
related hospitalisations 
(inpatient), ER visits, MS 
relapses and medical costs. 

Design: retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 2446 
(A:1459, NA:987)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent,  
<80% = 
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Medical costs  
 

Type of Costs: adjusted and 
unadjusted 
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2007 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
Adjusted:  
MC:$4348 ($5062.49) 
Unadjusted: 
MC:$5179 ($6030.04) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Zhao et al[71] 
2011 
US 

To examine predictors 
associated with duloxetine 
adherence and its association 
with healthcare costs among 
fibromyalgia patients. 

Design: retrospective 
cohort analysis 
Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 5435 
(A:1744, NA:3691)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent,  
<80% = 
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total costs  
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
Pharmacy costs  
 

Type of Costs: adjusted  
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2008 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
commercial: 
TC:$20323 ($22609.12), 
IC:$4808 ($5348.85), 
OC:$9822 ($10926.87), 
PC:$5693 ($6333.40) 
Medicare: 
TC:$25282 ($28125.96), 
IC:$8604 ($9571.86), 
OC:$10068 ($11200.54), 
PC:$6611 ($7354.67) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost analysis 

Cancer       
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Darkow et 
al[72] 
2007 
US 

Estimate the association 
between treatment 
interruptions and non-
adherence with imatinib and 
healthcare costs for US managed 
care patients. 

Design: retrospective 
observational cohort 
analysis 
Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 267 
(≥95%:120, 90-
95%:25, 50-90%:69, 
<50%:53)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥95% = very 
high, >90<95% 
= high, 
>50<90% = 
intermediate, 
<50% = low) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total 
healthcare 
costs  
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Medical costs   
Other 
pharmacy costs  
Other costs  
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted  
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2004 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
THC(≥95):$42250 ($52330.90), 
THC(90-95):$39236 
($48597.76), 
THC(50-90):$54770 
($67838.19), 
THC(<50):$131357 
($162698.93), 
IC(≥95):$1156 ($1431.82), 
IC(90-95):$1362 ($1686.97), 
IC(50-90):$19096 ($23652.33), 
IC(<50):$81572 ($101035.18), 
OC(≥95):$9299 ($11517.75), 
OC(90-95):$11148 
($13807.93), 
OC(50-90):$14631 
($18121.97), 
OC(<50):$33956 ($42057.94), 
EDC(≥95):$36 ($44.59), 
EDC(90-95):$568 ($703.53), 
EDC(50-90):$104 ($128.81), 
EDC(<50):$183 ($226.66), 
PC(≥95):$29056 ($35988.80), 
PC(90-95):$23693 
($29346.18), 
PC(50-90):$18330 
($22703.56), 
PC(<50):$8733 ($10816.70), 

Quality: high 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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MC(≥95):$10731 ($13291.43), 
MC(90-95):$13452 
($16661.66), 
MC(50-90):$34202 
($42362.64), 
MC(<50):$116892 
($144782.57),OtPC(≥95):$2462 
($3049.44), 
OtPC(90-95):$2091 
($2589.92), 
OtPC(50-90):$2238 
($2771.99), 
OtPC(<50):$5732 ($7099.66), 
OtC(≥95):$241 ($298.50), 
OtC(90-95):$374 ($463.24), 
OtC(50-90):$371 ($459.52), 
OtC(<50):$1181 ($1462.79) 

Wu et al[73] 
2010 
US 

To examine the association 
between adherence with 
imatinib and direct healthcare 
costs and resource utilisation 

Design: retrospective 
observational cohort 
analysis 
Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 592 
(A:350, NA:242)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥85% = high 
adherence, 
<85% = low 
adherence ) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total costs  
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Other 
pharmacy costs  

Type of Costs: unadjusted  
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2008 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
TC:$107341 ($119415.73), 
IC:$44498 ($49503.55), 
OC:$34097 ($37932.55), 
EDC:$248 ($275.90), 
PC:$22846 ($25415.93), 
OtPC:$5652 ($6287.79) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Addiction       
Leider et al[74] 
2011 
US 

To assess the economic burden 
of chronic opioid users and to 
determine whether opioid 

Design: retrospective 
claims based analysis 
Follow Up: 12 months  

Measure: urine 
testing 

Total 
healthcare 
costs  

Type of Costs: unadjusted  
Classification: disease state 
specific  

Quality: 
medium 
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regimen non-adherence 
contributes to increased 
healthcare costs. 

Sample Size: 2100 
(A:442, NA:1658)  

Classification: 
(positive test = 
nonadherent, 
negative test = 
adherent ) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
health claims 
data  

Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Medical costs  

Currency Year: USD, 2008 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
THC:$26433 ($29406.43), 
IC:$6361 ($7076.55), 
OC:$9734 ($10828.97), 
EDC:$421 ($468.36), 
PC:$7960 ($8855.42), 
MC:$1957 ($2177.14) 

Classification: 
cost analysis 

Ruetsch et 
al[75] 
2017 
US 

To examine patient 
characteristics and outcomes 
associated with nonadherence 
to buprenorphine and to identify 
specific patterns of nonadherent 
behaviour.  

Design: cross 
sectional, 
retrospective analysis 
health claims data 
Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 477 
(A:172, NA:305) 

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent,  
<80% = 
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
health claims 
data 

Total 
healthcare 
costs  
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Physician office 
visit costs 
Medical costs  

Type of Costs: unadjusted  
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2013 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
THC:$16555 ($16995.62), 
IC:$5657 ($5807.57), 
OC:$5594 ($5742.89), 
EDC:$1147 ($1177.53), 
PC:$2365 ($2427.95), 
POC:$1765 ($1811.98), 
MC:$14190 ($14567.68) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Tkacz et al[76] 
2014 
US 

To estimate the healthcare 
service utilisation and costs 
associated with buprenorphine 
medication assisted therapy 
adherence among a sample of 
opioid dependent members. 

Design: retrospective 
cohort analysis 
Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 455 
(A:146, NA:309)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent,  
<80% = 
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total 
healthcare 
costs  
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
 

Type of Costs: adjusted and 
unadjusted  
Classification: disease state 
specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
Adjusted:  
THC:$49051 ($53503.88), 
IC:$26470 ($28872.96), 
OC:$14570 ($15892.67), 
EDC:$4439 ($4841.98), 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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PC:$3581 ($3906.09) 
Unadjusted: 
THC:$47868 ($52213.49), 
IC:$26043 ($28407.20), 
OC:$14173 ($15459.63), 
EDC:$4058 ($4426.39), 
PC:$3557 ($3879.91) 

Metabolic 
conditions 
other than 
diabetes 
mellitus 

      

Lee et al[77] 
2011 
US 

To assess the relationship 
between medication adherence 
and healthcare costs among US 
patients on dialysis given 
cinacalcet to manage secondary 
hypoparathyroidism. 

Design: retrospective 
cohort study 
Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 4923 
(A:1372, NA:1304)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = high 
adherent,  
<80% = low 
adherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Total costs  
Inpatient costs 
Outpatient 
costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Other 
pharmacy costs  
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted  
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Nonadherence: 
All cause: 
PC:$5556 ($6060.38) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$126996 ($138524.78), 
IC:$14844 ($16191.55), 
OC:$101854 ($111100.37), 
EDC:$734 ($800.63), 
PC:$3244 ($3538.49), 
OtPC:$9564 ($10432.23) 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 

Blood       
Candrilli et 
al[78] 
2011 
US 

To investigate the relationships 
among hydroxyurea adherence, 
healthcare utilisation and 
healthcare costs. 

Design: retrospective 
longitudinal study 
Follow Up: 12 months  
Sample Size: 312 
(A:110, NA:202)  

Measure: MPR 
Classification: 
(≥80% = 
adherent,  

Total costs  
Inpatient costs 
ED costs 
Pharmacy costs 

Type of Costs: adjusted  
Classification: all cause and 
disease state specific  
Currency Year: USD, 2008 
Cost of Nonadherence: 

Quality: 
medium 
Classification: 
cost 
description 
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<80% = 
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy 
claims data  

Physician office 
visit costs  
Ancillary costs  
 

All cause: 
TC:$ 20436 ($22734.83), 
IC:$9780 ($10880.15), 
EDC:$837 ($931.15), 
PC:$2579 ($2869.11), 
POC:$3483 ($3874.80), 
AC:$3911 ($4350.95) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$12097 ($13457.78), 
IC:$7315 ($8137.86), 
EDC:$552 ($614.09), 
PC:$158 ($175.77), 
POC:$1865 ($2074.79), 
AC:$2466 ($2743.40) 

All       
Alvarez Payero 
et al[79] 
2014 
Spain 

To determine the profile of 
patients who are admitted to 
hospital as a result of non-
adherence and to obtain an 
estimate of the economic impact 
for the hospital. 

Design: retrospective 
observational study 
Follow Up: 1527 days  
Sample Size: 87 (A:21, 
NA:66)  

Measure: 
pharmacy 
records 
Classification: 
(>75% = 
adherent,  
≤75% = 
nonadherent) 
Method of 
Assessment: 
pharmacy and 
hospital claims 
data  

Hospitalisation 
costs  
 

Type of Costs: unadjusted  
Classification: all cause  
Currency Year: EUR, 2012 
Cost of Nonadherence####: 
All cause: 
HC:€6275.80 ($8893.94) 
 

Quality: low  
Classification: 
cost outcome 
description 

A: adherent, NA: non-adherent, MA: moderate adherence, LA: low adherence, NC: non-compliance, NP: non-persistent, P: persistent, T: turbulent, NE: no exposure, 

CHF: chronic heart failure,  THC: total healthcare costs, TC: total costs, IC: inpatient costs, OC: outpatient costs, EDC: emergency department visit costs, PC: pharmacy 

costs, MC: medical costs, HC: hospitalisation costs, POC: physician office visit costs, NPC: non-pharmacy costs, AC: ancillary costs, OtPC: other pharmacy costs, PAC: 

psychiatric assessment costs, TCMC: targeted case management costs, ArC: arrest costs, InC: incarceration costs, RC: radiology costs, SC: services costs, InstC: 
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institutional costs, ESC: external services costs, MSC: medical services costs, PCC: primary care costs, MTC: medical test costs, FC: fracture costs, LC: laboratory costs, 

IntC: interdisciplinary costs, BHIC: behavioural health inpatient costs, STDC: short term disability costs, WCC: workers compensation costs, PTOC: paid time off costs, 

TPC: total productivity costs, AbC: absenteeism costs, PrC: presenteeism costs, ACC: acute care costs, OtC: other costs, com: commercial patients, med: Medicare 

supplemental patients, USD: United States dollar, GBP: Great British Pound, EUR: Euro, DKK: Danish krone, CAD: Canadian dollar, KRW: South Korean won 

*: extrapolated annual cost; **: subgroups averaged; ***: national estimate of cost; ****: negative value as costs modelled against lowest adherence group;     #: 

extrapolated annual cost and subgroups averaged; ##: cost represents losses in workplace productivity; ###: negative value as costs modelled against adherent group; ####: 

cost per episode of nonadherence 
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eTable 3: Total cost or total healthcare cost comparison across disease groups 

Disease State 

Min adj 
cost per 
annum 

per 
person 

Max adj 
cost per 
annum 

per 
person 

Median adj 
cost per 

annum per 
person 

Mean adj  
cost per annum 

per person 
 (SD) 

 
No. adj 
studies 

Min unadj 
cost per 

annum per 
person 

Max unadj 
cost per 

annum per 
person 

Median 
unadj cost 
per annum 
per person 

Mean unadj 
cost per annum 

per person 
 (SD)  

No. 
unadj 

studies 
Total 

studies1 

Cardiovascular 
Disease 3347 19472 8080 

 
9204 (4076) 6 1433 8377.05 5951 

 
4701 (2702) 7 12 

Mental Health 3253 19363 11262 11052 (5696) 6 2512 25920 17211.06 16486 (6848) 7 14 

Diabetes 
Mellitus 2741 9819 6907 

 
6310 (2322) 7 1142 7950 5534.34 

 
4934 (3028) 8 11 

Osteoporosis 949 44190 41402 32866 (18303) 4 669 43404 9920.985 18190 (17974) 10 11 

Respiratory 
Disease 5701 7124 6689 6505 (729) 1 804 36259 11545.78 

 
16124 (17229) 5 6 

Gastrointestin
al Disease 12085 37151 20715 

 
23317 (12734) 3     2 5 

Epilepsy     0 1866 22673 18713.91 14418 (11049) 3 3 

HIV/AIDS     0 16957 30523 23879.92 24322 (5979) 3 3 

Parkinson's 
Disease    10290* 1 10988 52023 36753.32 

 
34129 (19845) 3 3 

Musculoskelet
al conditions    25368* 2    3408.32* 2 3 

Cancer     0 48598 162699 93626.96 99638 (51589) 2 2 

Addiction    53504* 1 16996 52213 29406.40 32872 (17863) 3 3 

Metabolic 
conditions 
other than 
diabetes 
mellitus     0    138525* 1 1 
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Blood 
conditions    13458* 1     0 1 

All causes  5271 52341 17132 21257 (11265) 14 1037 53793 16307.93 19352 (15981) 10 30** 

Costs reported in $US2015 dollars 
1Some studies included both adjusted and unadjusted costs 

*Single total cost/total healthcare cost reported 

** In addition to disease-specific studies of the economic impact of medication non-adherence, studies reported the all-causes costs, encompassing cost drivers such as 

comorbidities. Alvarez Payero et al reported all cause costs only.   
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Abstract 

Aim: To develop a standardized framework to determine the economic impact of 

medication non-adherence.  

Material and methods: Secondary analysis of existing literature reported cost data, 

aggregating cost outcome indicators. Weighted-average cost analysis performed, 

determining the proportional contribution to total cost.  

Results: Direct costs were reported in 92% of studies and indirect costs in 4% of 

studies. The three most utilized cost categories were hospital (68%), primary care 

(18%) and pharmacy costs (72%). Average unadjusted direct costs ranged $625-

154,203 contributing to 88% of the total cost; adjusted medical costs ranged $565-

56,313 representing 96% of the total cost.  

Conclusion: The medication adherence cost estimation framework enables the 

comparison of costing studies, facilitating informed health policy decision-making 

based on consistent evidence and terminology.  

Keywords: health economics, health policy, pharmacoeconomics, non-adherence   
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Introduction  

Medication non-adherence is a growing epidemic with the literature and policy 

makers identifying it as a major clinical and economic concern[1-4] costing 

governments and healthcare providers $US100-290 billion annually[5]. The major 

findings from the WHO report ‘Adherence to Long-term Therapies –evidence for 

action’ indicates that the consequences of medication non-adherence compromise 

effective treatment, decrease quality of life and increase healthcare costs; increasing 

the effectiveness of adherence interventions will have a greater impact on patient 

health than improving medical treatment and health systems need to evolve to meet 

the changing needs of patients[6]. These findings have set the stage for significant 

growth in medication adherence research, including economic evaluations. 

Economic evaluations are defined as ‘the comparative analysis of alternative courses 

of action in terms of both their costs and their consequences’[7], and are conducted 

to inform healthcare resource allocation[8]. While all economic evaluations assess 

costs, the combination of cost outcome indicators (i.e. the types of costs that are 

included) and the methods used to calculate these costs exhibit substantial 

heterogeneity[9,10]. Evaluation of the costs associated with medication non-

adherence within single disease studies (e.g. Osteoporosis, HIV) as well as 

comparisons across diseases and studies highlights the existing heterogeneity in 

methodological processes, leading to wide spanning results[11]. In Osteoporosis the 

annual adjusted cost of medication non-adherence across studies ranges from $949 

to $44 190[11] per person while across multiple disease studies the range spanned 

$949 to $52 341[11] per person. Additionally, there is no gold standard in the method 

used to estimate adherence rates, with selection of the calculation of adherence 

usually being based on study attributes, clinical setting or resource availability, 

ultimately resulting in a range of differing methods, cutoff points and 

recommendations[12].  

Given the cost burden associated with medication non-adherence, it is valuable to 

develop interventions which aim to reduce costs[13-21]. The global medication 

adherence technology and intervention market continues to expand,  valued at $1.6 
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billion in 2016 and forecasted to reach $3.6 billion by 2023[22], with numerous 

interventions designed to improve medication non-adherence across clinical 

conditions. Despite such growth, inconsistency in the reporting of medication non-

adherence has resulted in only some interventions relating to better adherence and 

health outcomes[23]. A lack of consistency in costing methodological approaches 

serve as a major limitation moving forward in adherence research[12]. Standard 

approaches in terminology and reporting guidelines have been established through 

development of the ABC taxonomy representing the gold standard for defining 

medication adherence behavior across three stages and the EMERGE guidelines 

which outline the minimum reporting criteria that should be considered in every 

publication about medication adherence[24-29]. However, limited guidelines have 

been developed to standardize the way medication non-adherence costs are 

measured and reported in economic evaluations[30]. Often complete adherence is 

assumed or it is assumed that adherence in clinical trials is the same as real-world 

adherence when establishing clinical effectiveness[31]. This often leads to 

overestimation of adherence rates and cost effectiveness[32]. Hilligsmann et al, 

outlines this concept in Osteoporosis where poor (real-world) adherence to oral 

bisphosphonates resulted in a doubling of the incremental cost effectiveness ratio 

(ICER) compared with perfect (assumed) adherence levels (€3,909 vs. €10,279 

respectively)[32,33]. 

A review of the literature carried out by Hughes et al in 2001[34] and updated in 

2007[30] exploring the methodologies that may be appropriate for incorporating 

non-adherence and non-persistence in economic evaluations demonstrates that 

substantial inconsistency remains in the definitions adopted, and methods and 

inputs used in pharmacoeconomic evaluations. Moving forward this paper aims to 

streamline and provide structure to the types of costs that should be included when 

determining the economic impact of medication non-adherence. The key cost 

outcome indicators that contribute the greatest proportion to total costs have been 

incorporated into the newly proposed medication adherence cost estimation (MACE) 

framework. This facilitates the inclusion of key cost outcome indicators associated 
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with medication non-adherence into economic evaluations, enabling greater clarity 

in the economic comparison of adherence intervention studies to allow the 

establishment of meaningful conclusions across studies. 

The aim of the research is twofold: determine what cost outcome indicators are 

reported in the literature and the weighting they contribute to overall costs, and 

develop a new framework to rationalize the estimation of the cost of medication non-

adherence utilizing the identified cost outcome indicators.  

 

Methods 

Secondary analysis of data reported in a recent systematic review “Economic impact 

of medication non-adherence by disease groups- a systematic review” was 

undertaken to identify cost outcome indicators utilized to report the economic 

impact of medication non-adherence. The review quantified the cost of medication 

non-adherence across different disease groups. Studies reporting the cost of 

medication non-adherence were included, with costs defined as any cost outcome 

indicator associated with medication non-adherence that was quantified with a 

monetary value in the original study. Studies only reporting the measure of effect of 

healthcare utilization in relation to adherence were excluded, as they provided no 

cost value.  The protocol for the systematic review is available through the PROSPERO 

international prospective register of systematic reviews database 

(CRD42015027338) and the full methodology was outlined in Cutler et al[11]. 

Phase 1: Extraction and Classification of Costs 

Phase 1 consisted of extraction of the classification of cost outcome indicators 

demonstrating the economic impact of medication non-adherence[11] through 

assignment of a monetary value to an input associated with medication non-

adherence. A cost outcome indicator was defined as a category of costs that was 

associated with medication non-adherence, e.g. hospital costs encompass all costs 

associated with a hospital admission attributable to medication non-adherence. Cost 
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outcomes were classified according to the terminology utilized in the reported study. 

The following data was extracted: cost outcome indicator, monetary value assigned 

to each indicator, definition of the cost outcome, cost classification (e.g. direct or 

indirect) and disease state[11]. Three quantifiable stages of medication adherence 

were assessed utilizing the ABC taxonomy classification system, categorizing study 

measures in relation to initiation, implementation and discontinuation[24]. Initiation 

was defined as the first dose of a prescribed medication; participants were required 

to be medication naïve or reinitiating the medication regimen. Implementation 

describes the extent to which the prescription was taken as prescribed among the 

initiated cohort, examined through measures such as medication possession ratio 

and proportion of days covered. Discontinuation signifies the end of therapy, when 

a dose is omitted and no subsequent doses are taken thereafter, measured through 

medication gaps and time to discontinuation[24].  

Phase 2: Comparison and Aggregation of Cost Outcome Indicators  

Phase 2 consisted of the development of a matrix to facilitate the comparison of cost 

outcome indicators. The content of each related outcome, as assessed by analysis of 

original definitions of indicators were aggregated into subcategories. Cost outcome 

indicators that were classified differently but had the same definition were grouped. 

Costs were classified as adjusted or unadjusted based on original study reporting. All 

costs were converted to $USD2018 monetary values and reported per patient per 

annum.  

Phase 3: Weighted-Average Analysis 

Phase 3 consisted of the statistical analysis of the cost outcome indicators to 

determine what core set of costing outcomes contributed the greatest proportion to 

total healthcare expenditure. Only studies that reported cost outcome indicators in 

addition to total costs or total healthcare costs were included for weighted-average 

analysis. Monetary values reported for each cost outcome per study were extracted. 

The minimum, maximum and average value for each indicator were determined. A 

weighted-average for each cost outcome indicator was calculated by multiplying the 
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percentage of studies that included that cost component by the average cost of each 

indicator as a proportion of the studies total cost. A ranking of the cost indicators was 

then created to determine the relative importance of certain cost outcome indicators 

based on previously conducted studies.  

 

Results 

A descriptive synthesis of the extracted data was performed, and cost outcome 

indicators were identified. Given the heterogeneity in approaches used to classify 

cost outcome indicators of medication non-adherence, a framework outlining the 

key cost outcome indicators that contribute the greatest proportion to total 

healthcare expenditure was derived. This highlighted the core set of cost outcome 

indicators that have contributed substantially to the total cost of medication non-

adherence.  

Extraction, classification and aggregation of cost outcome indicators 

Across 79 studies, 35 different cost outcome indicators were used to report the 

economic impact of medication non-adherence. Table 1 demonstrates the 

terminology used to describe the cost outcome indicators and the frequency with 

which these terms were identified in the literature. It further highlights the 

classification of cost outcome indicators into broader categories to facilitate 

comparison. Analysis of original study definitions facilitated the distinction between 

direct and indirect costs. Direct costs were reported in 92% of studies (n=73) and 

refer to transactions and expenditures for medical or non-medical products and 

services. The types of costs may include hospitalizations, prescription medications, 

physician fees, laboratory tests, radiological procedures as well as expenditures such 

as transportation, lodging, family care and home aides[35]. This core category is 

further subcategorized into medical costs consisting of hospital costs, primary care 

costs, medical test costs, and pharmacy costs in addition to direct non-medical costs. 

The three most utilized cost categories were hospital, primary care and pharmacy 

costs, 68% of studies reported hospital costs (n=54), 18% of studies reported primary 
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care costs (n=15) and 72% of studies reported pharmacy costs (n=57). Eleven studies 

(13%) reported conjointly hospital, primary care and pharmacy costs, 56% (n=45) 

hospital and pharmacy costs, while only one study reported hospital, primary care, 

medical test and pharmacy costs. Indirect costs were defined as those that occur 

because of loss of life or livelihood and may result from morbidity or mortality[35]. 

Indirect morbidity costs may occur because of being absent from work, due to 

decreased earning ability when working or long term disability necessitating a change 

in work type as well as the costs associated with premature death[35].  These costs 

were reported in 4% of studies (n=3) and included societal costs (1%, n=1) and 

productivity costs (5%, n=4). Two percent of studies (n=2) examined both direct and 

indirect costs to evaluate the economic impact of medication non-adherence (see 

supplementary table 1).  

Analysis of cost outcome indicators 

Weighted-average analysis of cost outcome indicators highlighted the categories that 

contributed the greatest proportion to the overall cost of medication non-adherence. 

Of the 79 included studies, 56 reported cost outcome indicator monetary values in 

addition to total cost (see supplementary table 2). Both unadjusted (86% of total 

cost) and adjusted (96% of total cost) cost analysis determined that medical costs 

associated with hospital costs, primary care costs and pharmacy costs contributed 

the greatest proportion of total cost.  Analysis of the unadjusted cost outcome 

indicator examples determined that over 88% of costs reported in the literature were 

direct costs associated with medication non-adherence and arised predominately 

from hospital costs (53%); mainly outpatient and inpatient costs (25% and 23% 

respectively), primary care costs (21%) and pharmacy costs (21%) (figure 1). Similarly, 

for the adjusted cost outcome indicators (figure 2) over 90% of the reported costs 

were attributed to direct costs however, primary care costs contributed the greatest 

proportion 53% followed by hospital costs (30%) and pharmacy costs (17%). Average 

unadjusted medical costs exhibited the greatest cost range variability ($585 to 

$152,660) and contributed on average 86% of the total costs. Within this core 

category, the hospital costs subgroup accounted for 53% of total costs and ranged 
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from $457 to $151,118 while pharmacy costs subgroup represented 21% of total cost 

and ranged from $154 to $30,943 (figure 3). Average adjusted medical costs ranged 

from $565 to $56,313 representing 96% of the total cost while hospital costs (30%) 

and pharmacy costs (17%) ranged from $2,044 to $48,180 and $22 to $21,430 

respectively (figure 4). Hospital costs accounted for the greatest proportion of 

medical costs within the unadjusted cost analysis (53%). In the adjusted cost analysis 

primary care costs contributed the greatest proportion to total cost (53%).  

ABC Taxonomy Classification 

Medication adherence, the process by which patient’s take their medications as 

prescribed is classified into three components: initiation, implementation and 

discontinuation[24] (see supplementary table 1). Initiation marks when the patient 

takes the first dose of a prescribed regimen; 59% of studies reported initiation (n=47). 

All 79 studies examined and reported aspects of implementation (correspondence of 

the patient’s actual dosing regimen to the prescribed regimen), while 33% of studies 

(n=26) reported discontinuation. Persistence, a measure of adherence signifying the 

length of time between initiation and discontinuation was reported in 22 studies.  
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Table 1: Literature reported cost outcome indicators1 

Direct Costs Indirect Costs 

 Percentage of 
studies (%) 

 Percentage of 
studies (%) 

 Hospital                    
(68%) 

Acute care 1 Societal 
(1%) 

Arrest 1 

Inpatient 47 Incarceration 1 

Outpatient 52 Productivity 
(5%) 

Short term disability 4 

Behavioural health inpatient 1 Workers compensation 1 

Emergency department visit 29 Paid time off 1 

Hospitalization 19 Absenteeism 3 

Primary care 
(18%) 

Physician office visit 10 Presenteeism 1 

Ancillary  4    

Services 1 

Medical services 1    

External services 1    

Psychiatric assessment 1    

Institutional  1    

Targeted case management 1    

Interdisciplinary 1    

Medical tests 
(3%) 

Fracture 1    

Laboratory 1    

Radiology 3    

Pharmacy   
(72%) 

Prescription medication 72    

Other pharmacy  9    

 Direct non-medical 
(6%) 
 
 

     

 

1 “Economic impact of medication non-adherence by disease groups: a systematic review,” by Cutler et al, 2018 BMJ Open;8:e016982. doi: 10.1136/bmjopen-2017-016982
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Figure 1: Unadjusted cost outcome indicator contribution to total cost. Line represents the minimum, maximum and average percentage contribution for each core 
category, subcategory and cost outcome indicator example towards total cost. Single points indicate only one cost value, reported for that category. 
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Figure 2: Adjusted cost outcome indicator contribution to total cost. Line represents the minimum, maximum and average percentage contribution for each core 
category, subcategory and cost outcome indicator example towards total cost. Single points indicate only one cost value, reported for that category. 
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Figure 3: Unadjusted cost range $USD2018. Line represents the minimum, maximum and average cost reported for core categories, subcategories and cost outcome 
indicator examples. Single points indicate only one cost value, reported for that category.   
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Figure 4: Adjusted cost range $USD2018.  Line represents the minimum, maximum and average cost reported for core categories, subcategories and cost outcome 
indicator examples. Single points indicate only one cost value, reported for that category. 
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MACE framework  

The MACE framework (table 2) relies on two core elements, making a clear distinction 

between direct and indirect costs. Two core cost outcome indicators emerged from 

the data (direct and indirect costs), with a further 7 subcategories (hospital, primary 

care, medical test, pharmacy, direct non-medical, societal and productivity costs) and 

35 cost outcome indicator examples. The categories were derived from the 35 cost 

outcome indicators identified across 79 studies, with the indicators not being 

exhaustive to those outlined in the framework but serving as a guide for potential 

expenses that fall within each category.  

MACE Framework Definitions 

1. Direct costs 

The first core element is direct costs and refers to any cost incurred due to resource 

use that are completely attributable to the use of a healthcare intervention of illness. 

These costs can be split into direct medical costs and direct non-medical costs. Direct 

medical costs include the cost of a defined intervention and all follow up costs for 

other medication and healthcare interventions in ambulatory, inpatient and nursing 

care. All physician and specialist care, including rehabilitation, emergency care as 

well as treatment or prevention of an injury, illness or disease, including the costs of 

testing, procedures, therapies and medications[35]. It is further categorized into 

hospital, primary care, medical test and pharmacy costs.  

Hospital costs refer to the costs associated with the act or incidence of receiving 

medical care or aid at a hospital. This includes but is not limited to inpatient 

admissions, outpatient services, acute care and emergency department visits. 

Additionally, it incorporates all medical services (e.g. medication, imaging, pathology, 

specialist care) that are provided within the hospital setting.  

Primary care costs refer to healthcare and utilization of healthcare facilities provided 

in the community, outside the hospital setting for diagnosis, prevention, advice or 

treatment of an injury, illness or disease. This includes GP visits, ancillary care, 
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psychiatric assessment, interdisciplinary team management, targeted case 

management, social worker visits, home helps and volunteer workers.  

Medical test costs entail the costs of all medical procedures performed to detect, 

diagnose or monitor diseases, injury, susceptibility and determine a course of 

treatment e.g. laboratory tests, radiology costs, pathology results.  

The pharmacy cost element incorporates utilization rates and corresponding costs 

associated with obtaining prescription and non-prescription medication in the 

community setting in addition to the provision of pharmacist services. It takes into 

account both disease specific and medication costs associated with comorbidities, 

where reported. Costs associated with prescribed medications, health aides, non-

prescription medication, over the counter medications and any out-of-pocket 

expenses are measured.   

Direct non-medical costs are expenditures as the result of an illness but are not 

involved in the direct purchasing of medical services. These include expenditures 

such as food, transportation, lodging, family care, home aides and clothing as a result 

of illness.  

 

 

2. Indirect costs 

Indirect costs are those that occur due to loss of life or livelihood, and may result 

from morbidity or mortality[36]. Mortality costs are the costs associated with 

premature death, while morbidity costs are associated with lost earning and 

productivity by the patient or caregivers[35].  

Societal costs refer to the costs other than those associated with direct healthcare. 

These costs may not have been borne by the payer or provider of the healthcare 

services and include arrest, incarceration, opportunity costs of resources used and 

time spent seeking and receiving care[37]. In addition, this subcategory also 

considers costs incurred by society as a result of the additional use of time and 
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resources. It incorporates the costs imposed on society as a consequence of levies, 

taxes and charges[38,39].   

The second subcategory, productivity costs, represents the additional cost burden 

placed on workplaces and employers due to a loss of productivity. It considers the 

impact medication non-adherence has on an individual’s capacity to work; they may 

work less than they otherwise could, retire early, be absent from work more often, 

have lower productivity while at work, or die prematurely[40]. Additionally, informal 

carers may also work less or not work at all in order to care for non-adherent patients. 

Productivity costs capture the lost earnings and production due to non-adherence in 

terms of absenteeism (prolonged absence from work), disability pensions (financial 

help due to medical conditions that prevent one from working), premature death, 

early retirement, unemployment, reduced working hours and presenteeism (reduced 

capability in completing tasks in an efficient manner).  
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Table 2: Medication adherence cost estimation (MACE) framework 

Core Category Subcategory Cost Examples 

1. Direct costs 1.1 Hospital costs 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.2 Primary care costs† 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.3 Medical test costs 
 
 

1.4 Pharmacy costsǂ 
 
 
 

1.5 Non-medical costs 

1. Acute care costs 
2. Inpatient costs 
3. Behavioural health 

inpatient costs 
4. Outpatient costs 
5. Emergency 

department costs 
1. Physician office visit 

costs 
2. Ancillary costs 
3. Services costs 
4. Medical services 

costs 
5. External services 

costs 
6. Psychiatric 

assessment costs 
7. Institutional costs 
8. Targeted case 

management costs 
9. Interdisciplinary costs 
1. Laboratory costs 
2. Radiology costs 
3. Fracture costs  
1. Prescription 

medication costs 
2. Other pharmacy 

costs 
1. Transport 

2. Indirect costs        2.1 Societal costs 
       
      2.2 Productivity  
              costs 
 
 

1. Arrest costs 
2. Incarceration costs 

 1. Short term disability 
costs 

2. Workers 
compensation costs 

3. Paid time off costs 
4. Absenteeism costs 
5. Presenteeism costs  

 

†Some costs examples in primary care setting may also occur in hospital costs however these cost 

examples refer to the costs captured in this particular setting/ subcategory independently.  
ǂPrescription medication costs may also occur in the hospital setting. When this is the case they are 

captured in the setting they are dispensed. Pharmacy cost subcategory refers exclusively to costs in 

the community setting.   
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Discussion  

Increasing scarcity of healthcare resources, diminishing health budgets and 

increasing healthcare costs are compelling decision-makers to choose between 

alternative healthcare interventions. Increasingly the cost-effectiveness of 

interventions and overall healthcare gain to the population are important to 

determine the allocation of competing resources[41]. As the main goal of health 

economic analysis is to aid decisions, it is imperative that these evaluations are 

comparable in terms of the cost outcome indicators that they include to estimate the 

cost burden of medication non-adherence. Despite the growing evidence of models 

and methods examining the integration of medication adherence into 

pharmacoeconomic evaluations, limited consistency and uniformity exists in the 

methods and terminology used to estimate the cost outcome indicators. This 

dissimilarity has resulted in the generation of an array of concepts and terms being 

utilized in a variety of combinations to determine the economic impact of medication 

non-adherence. The definitions of the cost outcome indicators used vary and 

partially overlap, resulting in conceptual confusion, and contributing to 

methodological weaknesses in the field. Further methodological problems arise from 

the disparity in identification, measurement and valuation of non-adherence 

costs[42]. 

A framework identifying reported cost outcome indicators from 79 reviewed studies 

was constructed facilitating the analysis of original studies reporting the economic 

impact of medication non-adherence in addition to total cost[11]. Cost outcome 

indicators that contributed the greatest proportion to total cost, formed the 

structure categorization of the framework. The MACE framework was developed to 

provide a streamlined approach to estimate the cost of medication non-adherence. 

Lack of such a system has resulted in the heterogeneous reporting of over 35 

different cost outcome indicators, making the comparison of studies difficult and 

deficient. The consolidated framework will allow a more complete evaluation of the 

economic impact whilst simultaneously facilitating the comparison across studies 

and disease states. Use of the MACE framework (table 2) will enable understanding 
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of terms that appear to be different but incorporate the same cost components. 

Thus, it aids in the interpretation and comparison of studies that may have used 

different terminology to classify similar or the same cost outcome indicators. We 

attempted to minimize complexity by providing clear and concise category 

descriptions and examples. This resulted in an aggregated system containing two 

core categories, seven subcategories and an extensive list of examples of cost 

outcome indicators. The framework provides a guide to cost estimation and can be 

applied in its entirety or utilizing only those categories that are relevant to the study 

objectives. Additionally, validation of the framework is required to test and advance 

its viability. Applying the framework to both retrospective and intervention based 

studies across a range of disease states is required to ratify the proposed framework. 

Moving forward examining the application of the MACE framework across varying 

perspectives (e.g., government, healthcare, pharmaceutical industry and patient) 

may prove valuable in gaining a better understanding of the economic burden of 

medication non-adherence globally.    

Assessment of study methodologies and identification of significant heterogeneity 

across classification of cost outcome indicators, in addition to a varied mix of 

reporting styles made the statistical analysis of data challenging [10]. Due to the 

substantial variation in cost outcome indicators reported, the missing data and lack 

of reported standard deviations of costs a weighted average cost analysis was chosen 

to report the findings. Analysis of cost outcome indicators revealed that three key 

cost components contributed the greatest percentage to overall total cost. These 

three cost outcome indicators were grouped into ‘medical costs’ of the proposed 

framework. While ideally all cost categories should be taken into consideration when 

determining the cost of medication non-adherence, it stems to reason that the most 

influential costs that need to be considered are medical costs; particularly inpatient, 

outpatient, pharmacy costs and medical expenses incurred in the community setting, 

for example, GP visits. These costs contribute to over 85% of the cost of medication 

non-adherence. While these costs make up the largest proportion of total cost, 

further investigation is required to determine the economic impact of indirect costs 
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on medication adherence, as many studies fail to evaluate these costs. However, 

Drummond et al stipulates that it is not worth investing time into the evaluation of 

costs that are so small they are unlikely to make a difference in the study results. It 

may be worthwhile identifying these cost categories, yet the estimation of them 

need not be pursued[7]. Depending upon the perspective of the economic evaluation 

it may be important to measure both direct and indirect costs.  

Awareness of the different degrees and types of non-adherence are important when 

analyzing cost data[43]. The impact of non-adherence on, as well as the relevant 

levels of non-adherence for healthcare costs can vary across disease states with 

certain medications exhibiting greater ‘forgiveness’ than others[42,44]. The three 

dimensions of adherence; initiation, implementation and discontinuation should be 

taken into consideration when assessing costs associated with medication non-

adherence[24]. Additionally, the differences in relevant costs from different 

perspectives emphasize the importance of specifying the point of view from which 

the cost calculation is performed[42]. Which costs and consequences count, and how 

they should be measured and valued, depends on what type of decision makers in 

healthcare are intended to be informed by the economic evaluation[7]. The most 

valid cost data in terms of real resource use is collated via measuring every single 

cost item in detail and valuing it according to market price[45]. However, this may 

not be feasible as many economic evaluations are conducted using summary data, 

such as costs in the literature from previously conducted studies. In this instance 

individual patient data is not available and how the data has been summarized will 

determine whether resource quantities can be separated from prices to conduct the 

analyses[7]. The MACE framework facilitates the analysis of both direct and indirect 

costs, some or all of the categories may be relevant depending on the perspective of 

the analyses being conducted. Reporting across the two core categories supports 

transparency in the data, allowing the reader to derive results that are relevant for 

their own purpose whilst simultaneously facilitating the establishment of 

comparisons between studies. Similarly, the condition for which the economic 

evaluation is being estimated is of significant importance with certain conditions 
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carrying a greater cost burden then others. In cancer direct costs have been reported 

to be the smallest portion of total costs per patient[46] while in diabetes one study 

conservatively estimates direct costs to account for 66% of total costs[47]. 

Alternatively, in Schizophrenia one study estimated non-medical costs to account for 

65% of healthcare expenditure; 15% attributed to direct non-medical costs and 50% 

attributed to indirect/productivity costs[48]. These variations need to be taken into 

consideration when comparing studies utilising different cost outcome indicators 

and when comparing across conditions.   

The medication non-adherence cost burden is multidimensional in nature traversing 

healthcare professional groups, governments and individuals. However the degree 

of visibility medication adherence occupies within the health policy context remains 

less than ideal, often being overshadowed by other health policy issues due to 

incongruence in demonstrating impact[49]. In order for funding or reimbursement 

for medication adherence to be introduced, convincing and comparable evidence on 

the cost and benefits of medication adherence support needs to be stipulated. This 

framework attempts to homogenise the cost findings, enabling clear communication 

with policymakers to stimulate concerted action to address the economic impact of 

medication non-adherence[49]. When used in conjunction with existing validated 

guidelines and frameworks for health outcomes research (e.g., ABC taxonomy, 

CHEERS, TIDier, EMERGE) it will provide evidence to evaluate the clinical and cost-

effectiveness of interventions to address medication non-adherence, building a 

strong case for investment[8,24,28,49,50].    
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Conclusion 

Economic evaluation can be used to assess the effectiveness of interventions and 

inform health policy. In order to guide policy makers on how to best allocate limited 

healthcare resources in the most efficient and effective manner, it is imperative that 

a comparable method be developed to accurately estimate the economic impact of 

medication non-adherence. The MACE framework streamlines the current disarray 

of cost outcomes that exists in the literature. It provides structure via building on the 

existing foundations to create a classification system taking into account direct and 

indirect costs, that can be used in its entirety or partially dependent upon the 

perspective of the intended audience. Moving forward, future research would be 

recommended to test, validate and advance the MACE framework. The adoption of 

this framework will help to standardize the cost outcome indicators utilized, hereby 

facilitating health policy decisions based on consistent evidence, terminology and 

reporting standards.    
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Summary Points  

Background 

 Medication non-adherence places significant economic and clinical burden on 

patients, governments and healthcare systems. 

 Heterogeneity exists in the methods and cost outcome indicators used to 

report and measure the economic impact of medication non-adherence.  

 The medication adherence cost estimation (MACE) framework is a newly 

proposed model to consolidate the monetary valuation of medication non-

adherence through determination of the cost breakdown of related cost 

outcome indicators described in the literature.  

Methods 

 Secondary analysis of existing literature reported cost data was conducted to 

aggregate cost outcome indicators and their associated monetary value.  

 A weighted-average cost analysis was performed to determine the proportion 

each indicator contributed to total cost. Indicators were ranked to determine 

their relative importance in relation to total cost and the MACE framework 

was developed through utilization of these rankings.  

Results  

 The MACE framework proposes that costs should be classified into two core 

categories: direct and indirect costs, with further subcategorization into 

hospital, primary care, medical test, pharmacy, direct non-medical, societal 

and productivity costs.  

 The three most utilized categories to report the economic impact of 

medication non-adherence were hospital costs (68%), primary care costs 

(18%) and pharmacy costs (72%).  
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Conclusion 

 The MACE framework streamlines the current disarray of cost outcomes that 

exists in the literature. 

 The adoption of this framework will help to standardize the cost outcome 

indicators utilized, hereby facilitating health policy decisions based on 

consistent evidence, terminology and reporting standards. 
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Supplementary table 1: Cost outcome indicators reported and ABC taxonomy classification 
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Supplementary table 2: Studies identified with medication non-adherence costs reported by cost outcome indicator and total cost 

Author, Year, Country Core cost outcome 
indicators  

Subcategory cost outcome 
indicators 

Economic impact of cost outcome indicator (USD, 2018)2 

An et al[1] 
2014 
Korea 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2007 
Cost of Non-adherence†:  TC:$1657.11 ($1986.66), OC: $1413.99 
($1695.70), HC:$243.11 ($291.14) 

Aubert et al[2]  
2010 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Primary Care Costs Currency Year: USD, 2002 
Cost of Non-adherence: THC:$5289.61 ($7239.48), MC:$4908.09 
($6717.23) 

Bagalman et al[3] 
2010 
US 

Indirect costs Workplace costs Currency Year: USD, 2005 
Cost of Non-adherence:  TC:$6894 ($8723.70), STDC:$2134 
($2700.38), WCC:$762 ($964.23), PTOC:$3998 ($5059.1) 

Candrilli et al[4] 
2011 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary care costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2008 
Cost of Non-adherence: 
All cause: 
TC:$ 20436 ($23971.88), IC:$9780 ($11472.16), EDC:$837 ($981.81), 
PC:$2579 ($3025.22), POC:$3483 ($4085.63), AC:$3911 ($4587.69) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$12097 ($14190.04), IC:$7315 ($8580.65), EDC:$552 ($647.50), 
PC:$158 ($185.33), POC:$1865 ($2187.68), AC:$2466 ($2892.67) 

Casciano et al[5] 
2013 
US 

Direct costs Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary Care costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2005 
Cost of Non-adherence†: TC:$16612.44 ($21021.5), IC:$9382.56 
($11872.78), OC:$8605.92 ($10889.97), PC:$2388.24 ($3022.15), 
MC:$15235.80 ($19279.92) 

Cooke et al[6] 
2014 
US 

Direct costs 
  

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2011 
Cost of Non-adherence: 
THC:$18868 ($21282.86),IC:$2700 ($3045.56),OC:$915 ($1032.11), 
PC:$15253 ($17205.19) 

                                                           
2 Cost data adapted from “Economic impact of medication non-adherence by disease groups: a systematic review,” by Cutler et al, 2018 BMJ 
Open;8:e016982. doi: 10.1136/bmjopen-2017-016982 
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Curtis et al[7] 
2017 
US 

Direct costs Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2014 
Cost of Non-adherence:  TC:$38633 ($41143.25),OC:$16964 
($18066.3), PC:$9390 ($10000.13), ACC:$12153 ($12942.66) 

Darkow et al[8] 
2007 
US 

Direct costs 
 
 
 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary Care costs 
Direct non-medical costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2004 
Cost of Non-adherence: 
≥95% adherence: 
THC:$42250 ($55178.33), IC:$1156 ($1509.72), OC:$9299 
($12144.45), EDC:$36 ($47.01), PC:$29056 ($37947.02), MC:$10731 
($14014.64), OtPC:$2462 ($3215.36), OtC:$241 ($314.742) 
90-95% adherence: 
THC:$39236 ($51242.06), IC:$1362 ($1778.76), EDC:$568 ($741.81), 
OC:$11148 ($14559.25), PC:$23693 ($30942.96), MC:$13452 
($17568.25), OtPC:$2091 ($2730.843), OtC:$374 ($488.44) 
50-90% adherence: 
THC:$54770 ($71529.4), IC:$19096 ($24939.3), OC:$14631 
($19108.02), EDC:$104 ($135.81), PC:$18330 ($23938.91), 
MC:$34202 ($44667.68), OtPC:$2238 ($2922.82), OtC:$371 
($484.52) 
<50% adherence: 
THC:$131357 ($171551.7), IC:$81572 ($106532.7), OC:$33956 
($44346.4), EDC:$183 ($238.99), PC:$8733 ($11405.26), 
MC:$116892 ($152660.5), OtPC:$5732 ($7485.967), OtC:$1181 
($1542.38) 

Davis et al[9] 
2017 
US 

Direct costs 
 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2014 
Cost of Non-adherence†:  
All cause, ≥80% adherence: 
TC:$22546 ($24011.32), OC:$7816 ($8323.85), PC:$7954 ($ 
8470.83), HC:$6106 ($6503.09) 
All cause, 50-80% adherence: 
TC:$25545 ($27204.83), OC:$8225 ($8759.43), PC:$6862 ($7307.87), 
HC:$9391 ($10001.19) 
All cause, 30-50% adherence: 
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TC:$24303 ($25882.13), OC:$8365 ($8908.52), PC:$5485 ($5841.4), 
HC:$9171 ($9766.90) 
All cause, <30% adherence: 
TC:$25148 ($26782.04), OC:$8857 ($9432.49), PC:$4395 ($4680.57), 
HC:$10849 ($11553.93) 
Disease state specific, ≥80% adherence: 
TC:$8075.33 ($8600.03), OC:$2194.33 ($2336.91), PC:$4464 ( 
4754.05), HC:$1074.67 ($1144.50) 
Disease state specific, 50-80% adherence: 
TC:$7053 ($7511.28), OC:$1947 ($2073.51), PC:$3345 ($3562.35), 
HC:$1155 ($1230.04) 
Disease state specific, 30-50% adherence: 
TC:$6623 ($7053.34), OC:$1997 ($2126.76), PC:$2307 ($2456.90), 
HC:$1619 ($1724.1) 
Disease state specific, <30% adherence: 
TC:$5644 ($6010.72), OC:$2152 ($2291.82), PC:$1569 
($1670.94),HC:$1405 ($1496.29) 

Davis et al[10] 
2010 
US 

Direct costs Pharmacy costs 
Primary Care costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2001 
Cost of Non-adherence: TC:$18511 ($25582.52), PC:$2684 
($3729.83), MC:$15827 ($21994.11) 

Delea et al[11] 
2008 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Direct non-medical costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2003 
Cost of Non-adherence†:  
≥75% adherence: 
TC:$1564 ($2098.56), OC:$1272 ($1706.76), EDC:$32 ($42.93), 
OtC:$292 ($391.80) 
50-75% adherence: 
TC:$1128 ($1513.54), OC:$852 ($1143.20), EDC:$36 ($48.30), 
OtC:$276 ($370.33) 
25-50% adherence: 
TC:$900 ($1207.61), OC:$600 ($805.07), EDC:$60 ($80.50), 
OtC:$300 ($402.54) 
<25% adherence: 
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TC:$632 ($848.01), OC:$388 ($520.61), EDC:$48 ($64.40), OtC:$240 
($322.02) 

Delea et al[12] 
2011 
US 

Direct costs 
 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Direct non-medical costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2005 
Cost of Non-adherence: 
Adjusted all cause: 
TC:$19686 ($24910.8), IC:$5954 ($7534.22), PC:$6391 ($8087.21), 
OtC:$8795 ($11129.26) 
Adjusted disease state specific: 
TC:$8574 ($10849.59), IC:$3705 ($4688.32), PC:$3850 ($4871.81), 
OtC:$1884 ($2384.02) 
Unadjusted all cause: 
TC:$19362 ($24500.8), IC:$5463 ($6912.91), PC:$6158 ($7792.37), 
OtC:$7740 ($9794.24) 
Unadjusted disease state specific: 
TC:$9156 ($11586.07), IC:$3238 ($4097.38), PC:$3789 ($4794.62), 
OtC:$2129 ($2694.05) 

Diehl et al[13] 
2010 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Pharmacy costs 
Primary care costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2007 
Cost of Non-adherence:  TC:$19093.46 ($22834.47), PC:$7647.40 
($9145.76), SCǂ:$11604.03 ($13877.59) 

Dilokthornsakul et al[14] 
2012 
Thailand 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs Currency Year: USD, 2004 
Cost of Non-adherence:  THC:$1157 ($1511.03), IC:$1019 
($1330.80), OC:$138 ($180.23) 

Dragomir et al[15] 
2010 
Canada 

Direct Costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary Care costs 

Currency Year: CAD, 2006 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
Unadjusted Disease state specific:  
THC:$7165 ($7276.36), PC: $1800 ($1827.97), MC: $1370 
($1391.29), HC: $3995 ($4057.09) 
Unadjusted Hospitalized patients:  
THC: $17397 ($17667.38), PC:$2685 ($2726.73), MC:$2608 
($2648.53), HC: $12104 ($12292.11)  
Predicted disease state specific: HC:$3877 ($3937.25) 
Predicted hospitalized patient: HC:$11715 ($11897.07) 
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Dragomir et al[16] 
2010 
Canada 

Direct Costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary Care costs 

Currency Year: CAD, 2005 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
Unadjusted Disease state specific:  
THC:$6243 ($6511.79), PC:$2506 ($2613.89), MC:$1241 ($1294.42), 
HC:$2496 ($2603.47) 
Unadjusted Hospitalized patients:  
THC:$14725 ($15358.99), PC:$3374 ($3519.26), MC:$2475 
($2581.55), HC:$8876 ($9258.15) 
Predicted disease state specific: HC:$2669 ($2783.91) 
Predicted hospitalized patient: HC$9214 ($9610.71) 

Eisenberg et a[17] 
2015 
US 

Direct costs  Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary care costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2012 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
all cause: 
TC:$7237 ($7961.57), IC:$1986 ($2184.83), OC:$2057 ($2262.94), 
EDC:$258 ($283.82), PC:$2197 ($2416.96), POC:$738 ($811.88) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$674 ($741.48), IC:$334 ($367.44), OC:$77 ($84.71),  EDC:$5 
($5.50), PC:$213 ($234.32), POC:$44 ($48.40) 

Ettinger et al[18] 
2009 
US 

Direct costs 
 
 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary care costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2003 
Cost of Non-adherence: TC:$17817 ($23906.75), IC:$2714 
($3641.63), EDC:$526 ($705.78), PC:$347 ($465.60), POC:$3063 
($4109.91), AC:$8344 ($11195.94), OtPC:$2822 ($3786.54) 

Faught et al[19] 
2009 
US 

Direct costs 
 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2002 
Cost of Non-adherence†: TC:$14417.64 ($19732.17), IC:$6682.28 
($7247.51), OC:$2172.40 ($2973.17), EDC:$405.96 ($555.60), 
PC:$822.40 ($1125.54), OtPC:$4334.60 ($5932.39) 

Gentil et al[20] 
2015 
Canada 

Direct costs Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary care costs 

Currency Year: CAD, 2010 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
Adjusted all cause: 
TC:$11124 ($10352.92), IC:$7419 ($6904.74), OC: $2687 ($2500.74), 
PC: $504 ($469.06), POC:$513 ($477.43) 
Adjusted disease state specific: 
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TC:$4477 ($4166.61), IC:$2836 ($2639.41), OC: $1518 ($1412.77), 
PC⸿: $-444 ($-413.22), POC:$568 ($545.38) 
Unadjusted all cause: 
TC:$14979 ($13940.7), IC:$6351 ($5910.77), OC: $4058 ($3776.71),  
PC: $3503 ($3260.17), POC:$1066 ($992.1068) 
Unadjusted disease state specific: 
TC:$9008 ($8383.59), IC:$2854 ($2656.16), OC: $2654 ($2470.03), 
PC: $2498 ($2324.84), POC:$1002 ($932.54) 

Gilmer et al[21] 
2004 
US 

Direct costs  Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 

Currency Year: USD, 1999 
Cost of Non-adherence: TC:$8168 ($11874.51),  OC:$3464 
($5035.91), PC:$1542 ($2241.73), HC:$3413 ($4961.76) 

Gosselin et al[22] 
2009 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary Care costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2003 
Cost of Non-adherence: TC:$9497 ($12743.02), IC:$2116 
($2839.23), OC:$5458 ($7323.51), PC:$1922 ($2578.93), MC:$7575 
($10164.09) 

Hansen et al[23] 
2010 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2005 
Cost of Non-adherence§:  
All cause: 
THC:$15448.50 ($19548.69), IC:$4242.33 ($5368.27),  
OC:$ 7377.83 ($9283.6), PC:$3828 ($4843.97) 
Disease state specific: 
THC:$3232.33 ($4090.22), IC:$873.50 ($1105.33), OC:$1545.67 
($1955.89), PC:$812.67 ($1028.35) 

Hazel-Fernandez et al[24] 
2013 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Non-adherence†:  
≥80% adherence: 
THC:$21033 ($24190.73), IC:$2198 ($2527.99), OC:$5151 
($5924.33), EDC:$211 ($242.67), PC:$13472 ($15494.58)  
50-80% adherence: 
THC:$25574 ($29413.48), IC:$8448 ($9716.31), OC:$6439 
($7405.70),  EDC:$330 ($379.54), PC:$10358 ($11913.07)   
<50% adherence: 
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THC:$15528 ($17859.25), IC:$4897 ($5632.19), OC:$5806 
($6677.66), EDC:$465 ($534.80), PC:$4361 ($5015.72) 
Fracture related, ≥80% adherence: 
THC:$12670 ($14572.17), IC:$366 ($420.95), OC:$1048 ($1205.341), 
EDC:$6 ($6.89), PC:$10810 ($12432.93)  
Fracture related, 50-80% adherence: 
THC:$9292 ($10687.02), OC:$955 ($1098.381), IC:$830 ($954.61),  
EDC:$9 ($10.35), PC:$7420 ($8533.97)   
Fracture related, <50 adherence: 
THC:$4419 ($5082.43), IC:$1325 ($1523.92), OC:$767 ($882.15), 
EDC:$44 ($50.60), PC:$2068 ($2378.46) 

Hong et al[25] 
2011 
UK 

Direct costs Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 

Currency Year: GBP, 2008 
Cost of Non-adherence†: TC:£5846.29 ($10506.27), IC:£2740.57 
($4925.03),  OC:£1082.86 ($1945.99), PC:£1630.29 ($2929.76), 
HC:£337.14 ($605.86) 

Hong et al[26] 
2011 
South Korea 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs Currency Year: KRW, 2007 
Cost of Non-adherence: TC:₩765453 ($1204.46), HC:₩397549 
($625.56) 

Huybrechts et al[27] 
2006 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Primary care costs Currency Year: USD, 2000 
Cost of Non-adherence: TC:$7200 ($10234.59), MC:$1476 
($2098.11), InstC:$5736 ($8153.55)  

Ivanova et al[28] 
2012 
US 

Direct costs  
 
 
Indirect costs 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary Care costs 
Workplace costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2007 
Cost of Non-adherence†: 
All cause: 
TC:$8079 ($9781.52), THC:$6022 ($7201.89), IC:$1030.50 
($1232.40), OC:$3231 ($3864.05), EDC:$143.50 ($171.61), PC:$1617 
($1933.82), MC:$4405.50 ($5268.67) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$3005 ($3593.77), IC:$505 ($603.94), OC:$1710 
($2045.04),EDC:$37 ($44.25), PC:$753 ($900.54), MC:$2252 
($2693.24) 
Indirect: 
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STDC:$1231 ($1472.19), AbC:$826 ($987.83) 
Jiang et al[29] 
2015 
US 

Direct costs Pharmacy costs 
Primary care costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2011 
Cost of Non-adherence: TC:$14141 ($15307.29), PC:$3971 
($4298.51), MSC:$10170 ($11008.78) 

Joshi et al[30] 
2006 
US 

Indirect costs 
 

Workplace costs Currency Year: USD, 2002 
Cost of Non-adherence¶:  
High adherence: 
TPC:$1210.90 ($1657.25), AbC:$633.70 ($867.28), PrC:$577.20 
($789.96) 
Medium adherence: 
TPC:$1428.50 ($1955.05), AbC:$608.90 ($833.34), PrC:$819.60 
($1121.71) 
Low adherence: 
TPC:$1073.10 ($1468.65), AbC:$474.80 ($649.81), PrC:$598.30 
($818.84) 

Kjellberge al[31] 
2016 
Denmark 

Direct costs Primary Care costs Currency Year: Euro, 2011 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
all cause: 
TC:€4933 ($6547.45),  MC:€3471 ($4606.93) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:€754 ($1000.76),  MC:€426 ($565.41) 

Lee et al[32] 
2011 
US 

Direct costs 
 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Non-adherence: TC:$126996 ($146062.2), IC:$14844 
($17072.56), OC:$101854 ($117145.6), EDC:$734 ($844.19), 
PC:$3244 ($3731.02), OtPC:$9564 ($10999.87) 

Leider et al[33] 
2011 
US 

Direct costs  Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary Care costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2008 
Cost of Non-adherence: THC:$26433 ($31006.49), IC:$6361 
($7461.59), OC:$9734 ($11418.2), EDC:$421 ($493.84), 
PC:$7960 ($9337.26), MC:$1957 ($2295.60) 

Modi et al[34] 
2015 
US 

Direct costs  
 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary Care costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2011 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
all cause: 
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Direct non-medical costs TC:$11749 ($13163.41), IC:$8768 ($9823.53), OC:$3945 ($4419.91), 
EDC:$104 ($116.52), PC:$2981 ($3339.87), MC:$8768 ($9823.53), 
OtC:$997 ($1117.02) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$630 ($705.84), IC:$443 ($496.33), OC:$158 ($177.02), EDC:$3 
($3.36), PC:$325 ($364.12), OtC:$26 ($29.13) 

Offord et al[35] 
2013 
US 

Direct costs 
  

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2008 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
all cause: 
TC:$15400 ($18064.54), OC:$5773 ($6771.85), PC:$3777 ($4430.50), 
HC:$5850 ($6862.17) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$5358 ($6285.05), OC:$858 ($1006.45), PC:$1549 ($1817.01), 
HC:$2952 ($3462.76) 

Pittman et al[36] 
2011 
US 

Direct Costs 
 

Pharmacy Costs 
Primary Care costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2009 
Cost of Non-adherence†:  
>80% adherence: 
THC:$6798.67 ($7914.05), PC:$1767.33 ($2057.27), MC:$4472.67 
($15750.57) 
60-79% adherence: 
THC:$7072.67 ($8233.01), PC:$1789.33 ($2082.88), MC:$4840.67 
($5634.83) 
<59% adherence:  
THC:$7401.33 ($8615.59), PC:$1937.33 ($2255.16), MC:$5138.67 
($5981.72) 

Pittman et al[37] 
2010 
US 

Direct costs Hospital costs 
Pharmacy Costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2008 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
Adjusted, >80% adherence:  
THC:$7261 ($8517.31), OC:$3390 ($3976.56), EDC:$101 ($118.47), 
PC:$2383 ($2795.30), HC:$1386 ($1625.80) 
Adjusted, 60-79% adherence: 
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THC:$7530 ($8832.86), OC:$3705 ($4346.04), EDC:$134 ($157.18), 
PC:$1932 ($2266.27), HC:$1759 ($2063.34) 
Adjusted, <59% adherence: 
THC:$7370 ($8645.17), OC:$3776 ($4429.33), EDC:$172 ($201.76), 
PC:$1509 ($1770.09), HC:$1913 ($2243.98) 
Unadjusted, >80% adherence:  
THC:$7182 ($8424.64), OC:$3396 ($3983.57), EDC:$102 ($119.64), 
PC:$2317 ($2717.89), HC:$1366 ($1602.34) 
Unadjusted, 60-79% adherence: 
THC:$7560 ($8868.04), OC:$3635 ($4263.93), EDC:$131 ($153.67), 
PC:$2034 ($2385.92), HC:$1759 ($2063.34) 
Unadjusted, <59% adherence: 
THC:$7995 ($9378.30), OC:$3887 ($4559.541), EDC:$172 ($201.76), 
PC:$1880 ($2205.28), HC:$2057 ($2412.90)  

Pruitt et al[38] 
2015 
US 

Direct costs 
  

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2009 
Cost of Non-adherence†: 
HIV: 
TC:$15360 ($17880), IC:$3864 ($4497.86), OC:$3948 
($4595.67),PC:$4956 ($5769.11), OtPC:$1764 ($2053.44), 
BHIC:$840 ($977.81) 
AIDS: 
TC:$27648 ($32183.9), IC:$13008 ($15142.16), OC:$5880 
($6844.73), PC:$5640 ($6565.36), OtPC:$2580 ($3003.30), 
BHIC:$528 ($614.68) 

Robertson et al[39] 
2014 
US 

Direct costs 
 
 
Indirect costs  

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary care costs 
Societal costs 

Currency Year: USD,2005 
Cost of Non-adherence†: 
60-91 days covered: 
TC:$28068 ($35318.22), IC:$12168 ($15311.11), OC:$6468 ($ 
8138.74), EDC:$96 ($120.79), PC:$5316 ($6689.16), TCMC:$2100 
($2642.45), PAC:$240 ($301.99), ArC:$780 ($981.47), InC:$888 
($1117.38) 
31-60 days covered:  
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TC:$21720 ($27330.48), IC:$10068 ($12668.65), OC:$4152 
($5224.49), EDC:$108 ($135.89), PC:$3468 ($4363.82), TCMC:$1404 
($1766.66), PAC:$228 ($286.89), ArC:$1032 ($1298.57), InC:$1272 
($1600.56) 
1-30 days covered:  
TC:$21084 ($26530.19), IC:$11376 ($14314.53), OC:$2916 
($3669.22), EDC:$144 ($181.20), PC:$2232 ($2808.54), TCMC:$1596 
($2008.26), PAC:$204 ($256.69), ArC:$1140 ($1434.47), InC:$1476 
($1857.26) 
0 days covered:  
TC:$12516 ($15748.99), IC:$5592 ($7036.46), OC:$2136 ($2687.74), 
EDC:$84 ($105.69), PC:$984 ($1238.17), TCMC:$516 ($649.28), 
PAC:$156 ($196.29), ArC:$1200 ($1509.97), InC:$1860 ($2340.45) 

Robinson et al[40] 
2006 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary care costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2004 
Cost of Non-adherence†:  
all cause: 
TC:$12658 ($16531.29), IC:$3006 ($3925.82), OC:$6118 ($7990.08), 
EDC:$334 ($436.19), PC:$3200 ($4179.18), POC:$178 ($232.46) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$2028 ($2648.55), IC:$102 ($133.21), OC:$734 ($958.59), 
EDC:$18 ($23.50), PC:$1174 ($1533.24),POC:$120 ($156.71) 

Ruetsch et al[41] 
2017 
US 

Direct costs  Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
Primary care costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2013 
Cost of Non-adherence: THC:$16555 ($17920.39),IC:$5657 
($6123.57), OC:$5594 ($58775.97), EDC:$1147 ($1241.60), 
PC:$2365 ($2560.06), POC:$1765 ($1910.57), MC:$14190 
($15360.34) 

Sokol et al[42] 
2005 
US 

Direct Costs 
 

Pharmacy Costs 
Primary Care costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 1998 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
All cause, diabetes 80-100%: 
TC:$8886 ($13102.76), PC:$2510 ($3701.09), MC:$6377 ($9403.141) 
All cause, diabetes 60-79%: 
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TC:$11484 ($16933.61), PC:$2121 ($3127.502), MC:$9363 
($13806.11) 
All cause, diabetes 40-59%: 
TC:$12978 ($19136.58), PC:$1970 ($2904.84), MC:$11008 
($16231.72) 
All cause, diabetes 20-39%: 
TC:$13077 ($19282.55), PC:$1877 ($2767.71), MC:$11200 
($16514.84) 
All cause, diabetes 1-19%: 
TC:$16498 ($24326.95), PC:$1312 ($1934.59), MC:$15186 
($22392.36) 
All cause, hypertension 80-100%: 
TC:$8386 ($11885.73), PC:$1817 ($2679.24), MC:$6570 ($9687.72) 
All cause, hypertension 60-79%: 
TC:$8929 ($13166.16), PC:$1271 ($1874.14), MC:$7658 ($11292.02) 
All cause, hypertension 40-59%: 
TC:$9491 ($13994.85), PC:$1123 ($1655.91), MC:$8368 ($12338.94) 
All cause, hypertension 20-39%: 
TC:$11238 ($16570.88), PC:$952 ($1403.76), MC:$10286 
($15167.12) 
All cause, hypertension 1-19%: 
TC:$9747 ($14372.33), PC:$916 ($1350.68), MC:$8831 ($13021.66) 
All cause, hypercholesterolemia 80-100%: 
TC:$6752 ($9956.08), PC:$1972 ($2907.79), MC:$4780 ($7048.30) 
All cause, hypercholesterolemia 60-79%: 
TC:$8412 ($12403.83), PC:$1736 ($2559.796, MC:$6676 ($9844.02) 
All cause, hypercholesterolemia 40-59%: 
TC:$6756 ($9961.99), PC:$1247 ($1838.74), MC:$5509 ($8123.23) 
All cause, hypercholesterolemia 20-39%: 
TC:$7982 ($11769.77), PC:$1152 ($1698.66), MC:$6830 ($10071.1) 
All cause, hypercholesterolemia 1-19%: 
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TC:$10916 ($16096.07), PC:$1067 ($1573.33), MC:$9849 
($14522.73) 
All cause, CHF 80-100%: 
TC:$22164 ($32681.69), PC:$3107 ($4581.38), MC:$19056 
($28098.83) 
All cause, CHF 60-79%: 
TC:$29785 ($43919.15), PC:$3412 ($5031.12), MC:$26373 
($38888.02) 
All cause, CHF 40-59%: 
TC:$26311 ($38796.6), PC:$2208 ($3255.78), MC:$24103 
($35540.82) 
All cause, CHF 20-39%: 
TC:$19188 ($28293.46), PC:$2055 ($3030.18), MC:$17133 
($25263.28) 
All cause, CHF 1-19%: 
TC:$23964 ($35335.86), PC:$1961 ($2891.56), MC:$22003 
($32444.29) 
Disease state specific, diabetes 80-100%: 
TC:$4570 ($6738.64), PC:$763 ($1125.07), MC:$3808 ($5615.05) 
Disease state specific, diabetes 60-79%: 
TC:$6291 ($9276.32), PC:$404 ($595.71), MC:$5887 ($8680.61) 
Disease state specific, diabetes 40-59%: 
TC:$6522 ($9616.94), PC:$285 ($420.24), MC:$6237 ($9196.69) 
Disease state specific, diabetes 20-39%: 
TC:$7124 ($10456.5), PC:$165 ($243.29), MC:$6959 ($10261.32) 
Disease state specific, diabetes 1-19%: 
TC:$8867 ($13074.74), PC:$55 ($81.09), MC:$8812 ($12993.64) 
Disease state specific, hypertension 80-100%: 
TC:$4871 ($7182.48), PC:$489 ($721.04), MC:$4383 ($6462.90) 
Disease state specific, hypertension 60-79%: 
TC:$5262 ($7759.02), PC:$285 ($420.24), MC:$4977 ($7338.78) 
Disease state specific, hypertension 40-59%: 
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TC:$5297 ($7810.63), PC:$184 ($271.31), MC:$5113 ($7539.32) 
Disease state specific, hypertension 20-39%: 
TC:$6062 ($8938.66), PC:$89 ($131.23), MC:$5973 ($8807.41) 
Disease state specific, hypertension 1-19%: 
TC:$4878 ($7192.79), PC:$31 ($45.70), MC:$4847 ($7147.08) 
Disease state specific, hypercholesterolemia 80-100%: 
TC:$3924 ($5786.09), PC:$801 ($1181.11), MC:$3124 ($4606.46) 
Disease state specific, hypercholesterolemia 60-79%: 
TC:$5541 ($8170.41), PC:$603 ($889.14), MC:$4938 ($7281.27) 
Disease state specific, hypercholesterolemia 40-59%: 
TC:$3825 ($5640.11), PC:$373 ($550), MC:$3452 ($5090.11) 
Disease state specific, hypercholesterolemia 20-39%: 
TC:$4999 ($7371.22), PC:$213 ($314.07), MC:$4786 ($7057.14) 
Disease state specific, hypercholesterolemia 1-19%: 
TC:$6888 ($10156.62), PC:$78 ($115.01), MC:$6810 ($10041.61) 
Disease state specific, CHF 80-100%: 
TC:$12698 ($18755.33), PC:$437 ($644.37), MC:$12261 ($18079.33) 
Disease state specific, CHF 60-79%: 
TC:$13924 ($20531.49), PC:$158 ($232.9723), MC$13766 
($20298.51) 
Disease state specific, CHF 40-59%: 
TC:$11378 ($16777.31), PC:$134 ($197.58), MC:$11244 ($16579.72) 
Disease state specific, CHF 20-39%: 
TC:$7733 ($11402.61), PC:$90 ($132.70), MC:$7643 ($11269.9) 
Disease state specific, CHF 1-19%: 
TC:$9841 ($14510.94), PC:$15 ($22.12), MC:$9826 ($14488.82) 

Stroupe et al[43] 
2006 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy Costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2002 
Cost of Non-adherenceǂ: THC:$6032.5 ($8256.16), IC:$2067 
($2828.92), OC:$3965 ($5426.55), PC:$130 ($177.92) 

Sunyecz et al[44] 
2008 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs  
Medical test costs 

Currency Year: USD, 2005 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
All cause: 
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THC:$23660 ($29939.52), IC:$18839 ($23839), OC:$10061 
($12731.26), EDC:$832 ($1042.27), PC:$6941 ($8783.18), RC:$1079 
($1365.36) 
Disease state specific: 
THC:$1602 ($2027.18), IC:$14074 ($17809.34), OC:$501 ($633.96), 
EDC:$452 ($571.96), PC:$918 ($1161.64), RC:$184 ($232.83) 

Tkacz et al[45] 
2014 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Non-adherence: 
Adjusted:  
THC:$49051 ($56415.13), IC:$26470 ($30444), OC:$14570 
($16757.42), EDC:$4439 ($5105.44), PC:$3581 ($4118.62) 
Unadjusted: 
THC:$47868 ($55054.53), IC:$26043 ($29952.89), OC:$14173 
($16300.82), EDC:$4058 ($4667.23), PC:$3557 ($4091.02) 

Wan et al[46] 
2014 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2009 
Cost of Non-adherence: 
All cause:  
TC:$47411 ($55189.26), THC:$32522 ($37857.57), IC:$17634 
($20527.04), OC:$10909 ($12698.74), EDC:$458 ($533.14), 
PC:$18410 ($21430.35) 
Disease state specific: 
TC:$33652 ($39172.96), THC:$18764 ($21842.43), IC:$12564 
($14625.25), OC:$5890 ($6856.31), EDC:$48 ($55.87), PC:$15150 
($17635.52) 

Wei et al[47] 
2014 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2007 
Cost of Non-adherence: 
90-100% adherence: 
TC:$36407 ($43540.29), IC:$15294 ($18290.58), OC:$10155 
($12144.69), PC:$10957 ($13103.82) 
80-89% adherence: 
TC:$43417 ($51923.77), IC:$21603 ($25835.72), OC:$11838 
($14157.44), PC:$9976 ($11930.62) 
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≤79% adherence: 
TC:$45867 ($54853.81), IC:$24727 ($29571.81), OC:$12889 
($15414.36), PC:$8251 ($9867.63) 

White et al[48] 
2003 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Pharmacy costs 
Primary Care costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 1999 
Cost of Non-adherence:  TC:$11815 ($17176.47), PC:$1123 ($ 
1632.59), MC:$10692 ($15543.87) 

White et al[49] 
2004 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Pharmacy costs 
Primary Care costs 
 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2000 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
Adjusted ≥95% adherence:  
TC:$4835 ($6872.83), PC:$1429 ($2031.29), MC:$3406 ($4841.54) 
Adjusted 75-95% adherence: 
TC:$5314 ($7553.72), PC:$1157 ($1644.65), MC:$4157 ($5909.07)  
Adjusted <75% adherence:  
TC:$5706 ($8110.93), PC:$762 ($1083.16), MC:$4944 ($7027.77) 
Unadjusted ≥95% adherence: 
TC:$4809 ($6835.88), PC:$1402 ($1992.91), MC:$3407 ($4842.96) 
Unadjusted 75-95% adherence: 
TC:$5333 ($7580.72), PC:$1153 ($1638.95), MC:$4180 ($5941.77) 
Unadjusted <75% adherence: 
TC:$5605 ($7967.36), PC:$766 ($1088.84), MC:$4839 ($6878.52) 

Wu et al[50] 
2011 
US 

Direct Costs 
 

Pharmacy Costs 
Primary Care costs  
 

Currency Year: USD, 2005 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
all cause:  
THC:$17807 ($22533.1), PC:$4915 ($6219.47) MC:$12892 
($16313.62) 
Disease state specific:  
THC:$2789 ($3529.22), PC:$489 ($618.78) MC:$2300 ($2910.44) 

Wu et al[51] 
2009 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs  
 

Currency Year: USD, 2006 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
adjusted all cause, commercial:  
THC:$32407 ($39785.38), IC:$12851 ($15492.2), OC:$11888 
($14594.64), PC$7667 ($9412.60) 
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Adjusted all cause, medicare: 
THC:$24622 ($30227.9), IC:$ 6754 ($8291.73), OC:$10598 
($13010.94), PC:$7270 ($8925.22) 
Adjusted disease state specific, diabetes commercial: 
THC:$10024 ($12306.25), IC:$2232 ($2740.17),  OC:$1989 
($2441.84), PC:$1451 ($1781.36) 
Adjusted disease state specific, diabetes medicare: 
THC:$5015 ($6156.80), IC:$2606 ($3199.32), OC:$1231 ($1511.26), 
PC:$1179 ($1447.43) 
Adjusted disease state specific, DPNP commercial: 
THC:$3565 ($4376.67), IC:$1739 ($2134.93),  OC:$362 ($444.42), 
PC:$1464 ($1797.31) 
Adjusted disease state specific, DPNP medicare: 
THC:$2384 ($2926.78), IC:$1048 ($1286.60), OC:$181 ($222.20), 
PC:$1155 ($1417.97) 

Wu et al[52] 
2010 
US 

Direct costs  Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2008 
Cost of Non-adherence: TC:$107341 ($125913.4), IC:$44498 
($52197.14), OC:$34097 ($39996.54), EDC:$248 ($290.91), 
PC:$22846 ($26798.86), OtPC:$5652 ($6629.92) 

Zhao et al[53] 
2014 
US 

Direct Costs 
 

Pharmacy Costs 
Primary Care costs 
 

Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
96-100% adherence: 
THC:$6536.05 ($7517.32), PC:$449.86 ($517.4), MC:$3559.25 
($46270.09) 
90-95% adherence: 
THC:$6493.80 ($7468.72), PC:$439.74 ($505.75), MC:$3666.81 
($4217.32) 
85-89% adherence: 
THC:$6459.40 ($7429.16), PC:$458.83 ($527.71), MC:$3664 
($4214.08) 
80-84% adherence: 
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THC:$6227.47 ($7162.41), PC:$423.15 ($486.67), MC:$3586.58 
($4125.03) 
70-79% adherence: 
THC:$5713.47 ($6571.24), PC:$356.74 ($410.30), MC:$3520.64 
($4049.20) 
60-69% adherence: 
THC:$5875.26 ($6757.32), PC:$371.30 ($427.04), MC:$3551.99 
($4085.25) 
40-59% adherence: 
THC:$5817.58 ($6690.98), PC:$279.21 ($321.13), MC:$3663.65 
($4213.68) 
<40% adherence: 
THC:$5249.12 ($6037.18), PC:$133.92 ($154.02), MC:$3499.95 
($4025.40)  

Zhao et al[54] 
2014 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs  
 

Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Non-adherence†:  
Adjusted, ≥80% adherence: 
THC:$34428 ($39596.76), IC:$7548 ($8681.18), OC:$9312 
($10710.08), PC:$18864 ($21696.13) 
Adjusted, 50-80% adherence: 
THC(50-80):$37956 ($43654.43), IC:$11520 ($1325.18), OC:$12816 
($14740.05), PC:$13116 ($15085.09) 
Adjusted, <50% adherence: 
THC:$31188 ($35870.34), IC:$11556 ($13290.91), OC:$13044 
($15002.34), PC:$7452 ($8570.72) 
Unadjusted, ≥80% adherence: 
THC:$37464 ($43088.59), IC:$7092 ($8156.72), OC:$9900 
($11386.26), PC:$20484 ($23559.28) 
Unadjusted, 50-80% adherence: 
THC:$35076 ($40342.01), IC:$11100 ($12766.44), OC:$11352 
($13056.32), PC:$12624 ($14519.25) 
Unadjusted, <50% adherence: 
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THC:$29484 ($33910.52), IC:$10632 ($12228.18), OC:$11988 
($13787.79), PC:$6864 ($7894.55) 

Zhao et al[55] 
2013 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs  
 

Currency Year: USD, 2010 
Cost of Non-adherence†:  
Adjusted, ≥80% adherence: 
THC:$40212 ($46249.17), IC:$8136 ($9357.48), OC:$12924 
($14864.3), PC:$19392 ($22303.34) 
Adjusted, 50-80% adherence: 
THC:$40512 ($46594.21), IC:$12060 ($13870.54), OC:$14928 
($17169.16), PC:$13908 ($15995.98) 
Adjusted, <50% adherence: 
THC:$40128 ($46152.5), IC:$15444 ($17660.33), OC:$17568 
($20205.49), PC:$8700 ($10378.83) 
Unadjusted, ≥80% adherence: 
THC(≥80):$42768 ($49188.83), IC:$7620 ($8764.06), OC:$14580 
($16768.95), PC:$20568 ($23655.94) 
Unadjusted, 50-80% adherence: 
THC:$36780 ($42301.83), IC:$12228 ($14063.87), OC:$12108 
($13925.83), PC:$12444 ($14312.25) 
Unadjusted, <50% adherence: 
THC:$39792 ($45766.08), IC:$15768 ($18135.34), OC:$15324 
($17624.67),PC:$8700 ($10006.2) 

Zhao et al[56] 
2011 
US 

Direct costs 
 

Hospital costs 
Pharmacy costs  
 

Currency Year: USD, 2008 
Cost of Non-adherence:  
Commercial: 
TC:$20323 ($23839.33),IC:$4808 ($5639.89), OC:$9822 
($11521.42), PC:$5693 ($6678.01) 
Medicare: 
TC:$25282 ($29656.35), IC:$8604 ($10092.68), OC:$10068 
($11809.98), PC:$6611 ($7754.85) 

A: adherent, NA: non-adherent, MA: moderate adherence, LA: low adherence, NC: non-compliance, NE: no exposure, CHF: chronic heart failure,  THC: total healthcare costs, TC: total costs, IC: 
inpatient costs, OC: outpatient costs, EDC: emergency department visit costs, HC: hospitalisation costs, BHIC: behavioural health inpatient costs, ACC: acute care costs, PC: prescription 
medication costs, OtPC: other pharmacy costs, MC: medical costs, POC: physician office visit costs, AC: ancillary costs, PAC: psychiatric assessment costs, TCMC: targeted case management 
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costs, SC: services costs, InstC: institutional costs, MSC: medical services costs, RC: radiology costs, STDC: short term disability costs, WCC: workers compensation costs, PTOC: paid time off 
costs, TPC: total productivity costs, AbC: absenteeism costs, PrC: presenteeism costs, ArC: arrest costs, InC: incarceration costs, OtC: other costs, USD: United States dollar, GBP: Great British 
Pound, EUR: Euro, CAD: Canadian dollar, KRW: South Korean won 

†: extrapolated annual cost; ǂ: subgroups averaged; §: extrapolated annual cost and subgroups averaged; ¶: cost represents losses in workplace productivity; ⸿ : negative value as costs modelled 
against adherent group 
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Abstract 

Background: Scarcity of prospective medication non-adherence cost measurements for the 

Australian population with no directly measured estimates makes determining the burden 

medication non-adherence places on the Australian health care system difficult. This study 

aims to indirectly estimate the national cost of medication non-adherence in Australia 

comparing the cost prior to and following a community pharmacy led intervention. 

Methods: Retrospective observational study. A de-identified database of dispensing data 

from 20,335 patients (n= 11,257 on rosuvastatin, n= 6,797 on irbesartan, and n= 2,281 on 

desvenlafaxine) was analysed and average adherence rate determined through calculation of 

PDC. Included patients received a pharmacist led medication adherence intervention and had 

twelve months dispensing records; six months before and six months after the intervention. 

The national cost estimate of medication non-adherence in hypertension, dyslipidaemia and 

depression pre and post intervention was determined through utilisation of disease 

prevalence and comorbidity, non-adherence rates and per patient disease specific adherence 

related costs.     

Results: The total national cost of medication non-adherence across three prevalent 

conditions, hypertension, dyslipidaemia and depression was $10.4 billion equating to $517 

per adult. Following enrollment in the pharmacist led intervention medication non-adherence 

costs per adult decreased $95 saving the Australian health care system and patients $1.9 

billion annually. 

Conclusion: In the absence of a directly measured national cost of medication non-adherence 

this estimate demonstrates that pharmacists are ideally placed to improve patient adherence 

and reduce financial burden placed on the health care system due to non-adherence. Funding 

of medication adherence programs should be considered by policy and decision makers to 

ease the current burden and improve patient health outcomes moving forward.  

Keywords: medication adherence, community pharmacy, big data, dispensing records, health 

economics   
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Introduction 

Appropriate use of medications remains sub-optimal despite their proven effectiveness in 

preventing and managing chronic conditions1. In an outpatient setting medication non-

adherence is one of the principal obstacles in successful pharmacotherapy, yet often fails to 

be clinically recognised1. The high prevalence of medication non-adherence is associated with 

increased morbidity and mortality, disease progression and increased utilisation of health 

care resources and accompanying expenditure2,3. Nevertheless, medication non-adherence 

remains a neglected element of patient therapeutic management.  

Internationally the economic impact of medication non-adherence has been examined at the 

macro-level in a number of studies, independent reports and grey literature findings. 

Heterogeneity exists in the reported costs with limited information available to determine 

how these values were calculated. The 2013 IMS “Avoidable Costs in US Healthcare” report 

stipulates that annually US$105.4 billion or 3.9% of the nation’s health care spending would 

be avoidable if medication non-adherence were addressed 4. Furthermore, while the 

“Advancing the responsible use of medicines” report specifies that medication non-

adherence contributes 57% of the world’s total avoidable cost due to suboptimal medicines 

use5. The quantification of cost avoidance and the research substantiating these analyses 

implies that better use of medicines can improve quality of life through reduced 

hospitalisations and improved health outcomes such as morbidity and mortality. Figure One 

presents a timeline of the global predictive annual economic burden attributed to medication 

non-adherence reported in the grey literature, highlighting the tendency of medication non-

adherence costs to increase over time.   
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Figure 1: Timeline of macro-level medication non-adherence costs  

Grey literature reports data demonstrating the increasing costs associated with medication non-adherence 

over time. Note: Costs in $ are expressed in US$. 

 

The micro-level economic examination of medication non-adherence within single disease 

state studies supports the determination that non-adherence is largely associated with higher 

health care costs2,6-9 and solidifies big data international projections.4,10  A recent systematic 

review reported the annual adjusted disease specific economic cost of non-adherence to 

range from US$949 to $44,190 per person. Costs associated with non-adherence to cancer 

treatment ($114,101) were substantially higher than costs associated with non-adherence to 

treatment for cardiovascular disease ($16,124), mental health ($16,110) or osteoporosis 

($43,240).11 These micro costing studies however are limited as they only report for a specific 

population and fail to take into consideration recent changes in disease prevalence. 

Additionally the majority of the studies are conducted in the United States (US) where health 

care is generally more expensive, and the health insurance system differs significantly 

between the US and Australia. Scarcity of prospective medication non-adherence cost 

measurements for the Australian population with no directly measured estimates reported 
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makes the generalisability of these results limited in their pertinence to extrapolating national 

cost estimates of medication non-adherence.  

In Australia inappropriate use of medicines costs the Australian public hospital system 

AUD$1.2 billion per year representing 2-3% of all hospital admissions, with this figure rising 

to 20-30% of all admissions in the population aged 65 years and over.12 It is estimated that 

4.7% of total Australian health expenditure is avoidable due to suboptimal medicines use5 

extrapolating to AUD$8 billion annually.13 These costs however do not directly estimate 

medication non-adherence and take into consideration a number of confounding factors that 

contribute to inappropriate medication use. In addition to medication non-adherence these 

avoidable costs arise when patients fail to receive the right medications at the right time or 

in the right way, or receive them but fail to take them. Medication non-adherence has been 

identified as an “opportunity cost” to reclaim current health care spending wastage.4 

Targeted analysis is required to accurately estimate the associated cost of medication non-

adherence in Australia, which is thought to be significantly underestimated. 14-16  

Improvements in health care in conjunction with prolonged life expectancy has resulted in a 

rise in the prevalence of chronic conditions ultimately increasing the burden placed on health 

care systems and subsequently leading to a higher number of prescription medications and 

budgetary spending allocations to manage these conditions. 17 Most illnesses and deaths in 

Australia are caused by chronic conditions with an estimated 1 in 2 Australians (50%) suffering 

from at least one chronic condition.18 Cardiovascular disease and mental health conditions 

are two of the most prevalent chronic conditions, with 1 in 5 (18%) Australians experiencing 

one of these.18 Suboptimal adherence to commonly prescribed medications in cardiovascular 

disease and mental health contribute significantly to disease progression and mortality, 19-22 

increasing the budget impact on the Australian health care system. Increased availability of 

large prescription data sets enhances the analysis and evaluation of patient medication 

adherence, enabling a cost-effective approach to estimate the economic impact of 

medication non-adherence. 23,24  

With up to 30% of prescriptions never being filled and approximately 50% of people with 

chronic conditions stopping their medications within the first twelve months,25 the negative 

financial implications of medication non-adherence are of paramount concern. Evidence 
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supports that community pharmacists are ideally situated to deliver medication adherence 

interventions,26 however further examination is necessary to determine the broader 

economic impact pharmacist medication adherence interventions have in cost savings to the 

Australian health care system. In the absence of a directly measured national cost of 

medication non-adherence, this study aims to indirectly estimate the national cost of 

medication non-adherence in Australia comparing the cost prior to and following a 

community pharmacy led intervention. Utilising population based and pharmacy claims data 

a transparent and replicable model will be developed to determine the national estimate of 

medication non-adherence in hypertension, dyslipidaemia and depression27 prior to and 

following a community pharmacy based intervention through examining medication use of 

three molecules rosuvastatin, irbesartan and desvenlafaxine. 

 

Methods 

Study design and data sources 

A retrospective analysis of de-identified patient pharmacy dispensing data from the GuildLink 

Pty Ltd database was conducted. GuildLink Pty Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of the 

Pharmacy Guild of Australia, which focuses on providing software solutions to community 

pharmacies to aid in the provision and documentation of pharmacy services.  

The MedScreen Compliance program was utilised to identify patients receiving an educational 

based intervention to enhance medication adherence from community pharmacies across 

Australia. This program is designed to help ensure that quality use of medicine is achieved 

and adherence to prescribed therapy is maintained or improved. The service targets non-

adherent patients when a calculated medication possession ratio (MPR) is below 70%. The 

clinical service consists of 1) identifying patient specific barriers and facilitators to medication 

adherence 2) engaging patients in a brief pharmacist educational interaction regarding 

adherence and quality use of medicines, this includes provision of either oral or written 

communication to enhance patient understanding and emphasise the importance of 

adherence 3) goal setting for patient treatment targets 4) recording the interaction and 

making patient specific notes.28 Patients could receive one or multiple interventions across 
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time periods depending on the calculated MPR, alerting the pharmacist to invite the patient 

to the intervention if they remain below the 70% adherence threshold.  

The unique patient identifier allowed patients enrolled in the MedScreen Compliance 

intervention to be anonymously identified and their medication adherence rates tracked. One 

year dispensing history was analysed for each patient who completed the intervention; six 

months prior to the adherence intervention and six months following the intervention. 

Process indicators to validate the fidelity of the intervention were not available.  

Medication adherence  

Descriptive outcomes included adherence measures in patients with a dispensing history 

during the six months prior to the MedScreen Compliance intervention (pre-

intervention/baseline), when the intervention was performed and six months following the 

intervention (post-intervention). For this analysis adherence to three molecules rosuvastatin, 

irbesartan and/or desvenlafaxine was determined using the proportion of days covered 

(PDC). The three molecules modelled disease state prevalence. PDC was defined as the total 

number of days supplied with the medication during the six month period before and after 

the intervention divided by the total number of days in the fixed period. Analysis was 

conducted per trimesters, 6 months before and 6 months after the first pharmacist 

intervention, calculating the average PDC (%) and standard deviation (SD) for all patients in 

each period using descriptive statistics. 29  Adherence was defined as a PDC of 80% or greater, 

the most common threshold for adequate adherence to chronic medications.30 The number 

of non-adherent patients for each condition was determined by multiplying the rate of non-

adherence pre and post intervention with the Australian adult population with the disease.  

This indicator was selected instead of MPR as it does not overestimate adherence, provides a 

conservative estimate and accounts for overlapping days supply.31 

Estimates of the Australian population and number of patients with hypertension, 

dyslipidaemia and depression were collected from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. 18,32-35 

The steps and sources of data used in the cost estimation are depicted in Figure 2 adapted 

from Nasseh et al,27 data input values are presented in Table 1.The prevalence rates of the 

conditions were multiplied by the total Australian population to determine national 

estimates.  
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Cost calculations  

Monetary values attributed to medication non-adherence for hypertension, dyslipidaemia 

and depression were identified from the literature.11 All costs were converted to Australian 

dollars (2018 values) using the Cochrane Economics Methods Group - Evidence for Policy and 

Practice Information and Coordinating -Centre Cost Converter tool.36 The most conservative 

non-adherence cost estimate (minimum reported value) was utilised to extrapolate national 

expenditure attributed to non-adherence across each disease, radical estimates represented 

the maximum reported value in the literature. Comorbidity risk adjustment was undertaken 

to prevent duplication of non-adherence costs across multiple conditions. Within the non-

adherent hypertension, dyslipidaemia and depression population estimations were made for 

the number of patients with only 1 of the conditions and all combinations of 2 or 3 of the 

comorbid conditions. The national non-adherence cost estimate was further evaluated in 

terms of the cost outcome indicators that contributed to the total cost through application of 

the MACE framework 37 examining national hospital cost data,38 and the Pharmaceutical 

Benefits Scheme expenditure data.39  

 

Figure 2: Derivation of the cost of medication non-adherence  
Note: Stepwise approach in the methodology (adapted from Nasseh et al27) undertaken to estimate the 
national cost of medication non-adherence in Australia pre- and post- community pharmacist led intervention 
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Table 1: Derivation of cost process 
Outlines data input values to determine the national cost estimate of medication non-adherence in Australia 

Derivation of cost process Reported Findings 

Australian adult population (2018)18,35  
20,160,000 

 Hypertension33 Dyslipidaemia34 Depression33 

Prevalence rates of conditions (%) 34% 32.8% 17.5% 

Prevalence rates of conditions (number 

of patients) 
6,854,400 6,612,480 3,528,000 

Average PDC 6 months pre and post 

intervention (%) 

Pre 45.5% Pre 45.6% Pre 52% 

Post 37.1% Post 37.6% Post 40.5% 

National prevalence of medication non-

adherence 

Pre 3,118,752 Pre 3,015,290 Pre 1,834,560 

Post 2,542,982 Post 2,486,292 Post 1,428,840 

Disease specific non-adherence cost 

($AUD)11,36,41 
Min $2,386 Min $8,125 Min $3,812 

Max $13,493 Max $14,631 Max $24,717 

Conservative national estimate ($AUD) Pre $1,994,279,728 

 

Pre $6,565,793,975 

 

Pre $1,874,215,848 

 

Post $1,626,104,753 

 

Post $5,413,900,830 

 

Post $1,459,725,805 

 

Radical national estimate ($AUD) Pre $11,277,793,957 

 

Pre $11,823,277,741 

 

Pre $12,152,411,631 

 

Post $9,195,738,241 

 

Post  $9,749,019,451 

 

Post $9,464,859,059 

 

Abbreviations: PDC, proportion of days covered; Pre, pre-adherence intervention; Post, post-adherence intervention
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Sensitivity Analysis 

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to quantify the changes in estimated total cost 

of non-adherence when varying adherence thresholds and cost inputs. As varying 

evidence exists quantifying the range of medication non-adherence rates, we 

conducted a sensitivity analysis using various adherence thresholds. For this 

sensitivity analysis in accordance with Meichenbaum et al thresholds of 0.30, 0.40, 

0.50, 0.60 in addition to pre-intervention and post-intervention thresholds identified 

in this study, were analysed holding all other inputs fixed.40 Additional analyses were 

conducted to examine the effects of conservative versus radical cost inputs to 

estimations at 30% and 50% non-adherence rates. 

Ethical Considerations 

Ethics approval was granted by the University of Technology Sydney Human Research 

Ethics Committee (approval number ETH18-2312). 

 

Results 

Study Population 

The GuildLink Pty Ltd database comprised prescription dispensing histories and 

intervention offerings for 2,530,562 million patients serviced through 3, 318 

pharmacies across Australia, providing in excess of 22 million dispensing records. A 

total of 20,335 patients (n=11,257 rosuvastatin, n=6,797 irbesartan and n=2,281 

desvenlafaxine) from 1,805 pharmacies across Australia, were included in the 

analysis. The average number of patients per pharmacy was 11.27 (SD: 3.77) 

compared to 8.59 (SD: 5.14) across the entire database as patients visited multiple 

pharmacies. 

The average age was highest in patients taking irbesartan 67 (SD: 12.42), followed by 

65 (SD: 11.76) in rosuvastatin and 50 (SD: 15.70) for desvenlafaxine. Female patients 

represented a higher proportion of the population with the distribution of gender 

following a similar trend across molecules. For patients taking rosuvastatin 56% were 
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female and 44% male, irbesartan 61% female and 39% male and desvenlafaxine 70% 

female and 30% male.   

Medication Adherence  

The MedScreen Compliance intervention increased average PDC from 52.3% at 

baseline (SD: 31.4) by 9.3% to 61.6% (SD: 31.7), while from the intervention time 

point average PDC increased from 49.3% (SD: 30) by 12% to 61.6% (SD: 31.7). 

Desvenlafaxine displayed the overall lowest average PDC of the three molecules at 

baseline (48%, SD: 30.3) and post intervention (59.5%, SD: 30.6) however 

simultaneously demonstrated the greatest proportional increase in adherence over 

time following the intervention (PDC 11.5%, SD: 29.3). Similar results were 

established between rosuvastatin and irbesartan with PDC over time increasing on 

average 8% (SD: 30.8) and 8.4% (SD: 31) respectively. Across all three molecules there 

was a trend for medication adherence to decrease from baseline to the intervention, 

peak in the trimester following the intervention before slowly decreasing and 

plateauing (rosuvastatin PDC 62.4% (SD: 31.7), irbesartan PDC 62.9% (SD: 32) and 

desvenlafaxine PDC 59.5% (SD: 30.6)).   

Cost estimation 

The total national cost of medication non-adherence across three prevalent disease 

states in 2018 prior to a community pharmacy led intervention was $10.4 billion 

equating to approximately $517 per adult in Australia. Following enrollment in the 

MedScreen Compliance intervention medication non-adherence costs per adult 

decreased $95 saving the Australian health care system and patients $1.9 billion 

annually. Figure 3 depicts the national cost range of medication non-adherence pre 

and post adherence intervention. Significant reductions in cost expenditure were 

demonstrated across all three conditions with depression exhibiting the greatest 

saving as a proportion of the original expenditure (22%). Dyslipidaemia 

demonstrated the largest dollar figure saving ($1.1 billion), however was the smallest 

as a proportion of the original expenditure (17.5%). The same trends were 

demonstrated when applying the conservative and radical approach.  
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With over 85% of non-adherence costs attributed to medical related expenses, 

application of the MACE framework37 to the conservative extrapolated costs 

facilitates the estimation of the proportion of costs attributed to various cost 

outcome indicators. Of the $8.4 billion annual non-adherence cost post intervention; 

$2.1 billion arose from the outpatient setting, $1.9 billion from inpatient related 

expenses, $1.8 billion on prescription medications and $1.6 billion was attributed to 

medical related costs such as general practitioner visits. If no adherence intervention 

is received the baseline non-adherence cost of $10 billion can be broken down into 

$2.6 billion outpatient costs, $2.3 billion inpatient costs, $2.2 billion prescription 

medication and $1.9 billion medical expenses.  

Sensitivity Analysis 

Similar results were seen when cost estimation was performed using different 

adherence thresholds. Non-adherence costs decreased across all three molecules as 

adherence thresholds increased. Application of the conservative estimation across 

30% and 50% non-adherence thresholds resulted in a total cost range varying 

between $6.7 billion ($333 per adult) to $11.1 billion ($555 per adult) annually. When 

applying the radical costing assumption to estimate disease specific costs, the 

estimated national cost of medication non-adherence rose substantially ranging from 

$22.2 billion ($1,102 per adult) to $37 billion ($1,837 per adult).  
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Figure 3: National cost range of medication non-adherence pre and post adherence intervention 
Bars represent the conservative and radical cost associated with medication non-adherence across three chronic conditions hypertension, dyslipidaemia and 
depression. Chart comparison demonstrates Australian national cost range pre and post community pharmacist-led medication adherence intervention
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Discussion 

The Australian national cost estimate of medication non-adherence across three 

highly prevalent chronic conditions prior to a community pharmacy led intervention 

was $10.4 billion or $517 per adult. Aitken et al5 approximated that 4.7% of total 

Australian health expenditure is avoidable due to suboptimal medicines use 

extrapolating to $8 billion annually.13 This estimate did not directly measure 

medication non-adherence but rather examined inappropriate medication use. The 

extrapolated estimate although 25% higher than the value predicted by Aitken et al 

provides a more accurate evaluation utilising pharmacy claims data, literature values 

and current disease prevalence to determine the cost of medication non-adherence 

in Australia. This cost reduced to $8.4 billion or $421 per adult following the 

MedScreen Compliance intervention. 

Sustainability of the Australian health care system presents a major challenge and 

concern, with current levels of funding set to create significant financial burden for 

governments in the future.41 The emergence of new health challenges, the ageing 

population and the increase in risk factors for chronic conditions in combination with 

the expectation of the Australian population to provide higher standards of care and 

subsidisation fuel this situation. While Australia has a good health system by 

international standards, it is estimated that spending on health care by government 

as a percentage of gross domestic product will nearly double by 2050.42 There are 

fears that the current level of funding is not sustainable and new models need to be 

considered.41 Subsidisation of the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme represents 30% 

of funds administered by the Department of Health and the Medical Benefits Scheme 

52%.43 Funding of strategies including pharmacist led services to improve medication 

adherence, removes wastage and inefficient usage of the current system, resulting 

in more sustainable, cost effective resource allocation. 

Interventions to improve medication adherence have consistently demonstrated an 

improvement in health care outcomes and a reduction in total health care costs.44 A 

recent systematic review conducted by Milosavljevic et al45 found that 

overwhelmingly community pharmacist led intervention improved patients’ 
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adherence contributing to better blood pressure control, cholesterol management, 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and asthma control. However, studies in the 

review, did not report statistically significant effects of interventions on diabetes or 

depression control,45 challenging the results found from improvements 

demonstrated with the MedScreen compliance intervention in depression. Data from 

the GuildLink Pty Ltd database supports the improvement of patient adherence rates 

in hypertension, dyslipidaemia and depression measured through calculation of PDC 

increasing on average 9.3% from baseline and 12% from intervention date. 

Accompanying cost extrapolation data further harnesses these findings with a $1.9 

billion annual cost saving attributable to the MedScreen Compliance intervention 

across the three molecules. While the intervention demonstrates improvements in 

medication adherence rates in the six months ensuing, sustaining improvements long 

term requires further investigation and represents an obstacle in reducing future 

preventable health care expenditure.  

The low number of studies directly comparing adherence interventions thwarts the 

determination of the most effective intervention. A recent network meta-analysis 

likening the effect of all interventions in one single model ranks interventions 

containing an economic component followed by technical component with the best 

results. Educational or attitudinal components were ranked next, with standard care 

always considered the worst option.46 The GuildLink adherence intervention relies 

on educational components to enhance medication adherence. Moving forward 

incorporating attitudinal and technical components into this intervention would 

improve results. Evidence suggests that only 20% of national health interventions 

produce sufficient savings to be at or near budget neutrality.47 A balance between 

intervention costs and achievable savings attributable to the intervention needs to 

be obtained. Financial incentives or rewards are not necessarily a viable long-term 

solution for a national health strategy. While exhibiting some success in improving 

processes in primary care, limited evidence of improved health outcomes or cost 

savings exists with interventions containing economic motivation, often eroding the 

potential economic gain.48-50 Medication adherence intervention programs 
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represent an opportunistic national policy initiative to increase utilisation of 

prescription medication to reduce the preventable burden currently placed on the 

Australian health care system. Pharmacists are ideally placed to implement, modify 

and sustain clearly defined adherence enhancing interventions across a dynamic 

population. This way they can minimise negative therapeutic outcomes due to non-

adherence, while increasing prescription volumes.51    

The strategy developed to quantify the economic impact of medication non-

adherence in Australia was conceptual. To date there has been no specific estimate 

of the cost medication non-adherence poses to the Australian population. This study 

improves upon previous international estimates, despite its limitations. Actual 

medical condition prevalence estimates were applied from latest available 

population statistics.33,34 A national representative sample of non-adherent 

Australian adults were utilised to determine average medication adherence rates 

from prescription dispensing histories. Disease specific per person cost of non-

adherence were derived from the literature employing a ‘conservative’ and ‘radical’ 

approach. This analysis attempted to make estimates within a conceptual model that 

can be further tested and refined. Nonetheless, estimates from this study relied on 

data in the literature and on tertiary health statistics summaries. Moving forward the 

strategy should be tested in a real-life setting incorporating the determination of 

actual costs associated with this health problem. Prospective measurement of 

resource use in patients who receive the MedScreen Compliance intervention versus 

those who do not would address this. Furthermore the current cost estimates only 

take into consideration three chronic conditions: hypertension, dyslipidaemia and 

depression. For a more holistic outlook on the burden medication non-adherence 

places on the Australian health care system additional conditions should be 

examined. Additionally, it would be beneficial to examine the offset of costs 

associated with delivering the service compared to cost saving potential. Currently 

costs associated with delivering the service have not been considered. Despite these 

limitations, analysis of the economic impact of medication non-adherence across 

three highly prevalent conditions, utilising real life data demonstrated the positive 
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impact pharmacist led intervention can provide. Even when a conservative approach 

is employed.     

 

Conclusion 

Medication non-adherence across hypertension, dyslipidaemia and depression costs 

$10.4 billion annually, significantly contributing to avoidable health care costs in 

Australia. Community pharmacist led medication adherence interventions have been 

demonstrated to improve adherence rates by 9.3% over a twelve month period, 

reducing the burden incurred by non-adherence by $1.9 billion. Given these findings 

policy and decision makers should consider funding medication adherence programs 

to improve patient health outcomes and save money. Actively encouraging 

medication adherence through pharmacist led intervention should be a top priority.  
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Discussion 

This thesis has explored, analysed and quantified the economic burden that 

medication non-adherence places on health care systems. The body of work 

emphasises the need for a standardised approach to appraise the cost outcome 

indicators used to estimate the economic burden of non-adherence and proposes a 

framework to overcome the existing heterogeneity within the literature. 

Internationally medication non-adherence is posed as a substantial health care 

challenge, however the lack of research within the Australian health care landscape 

highlighted the need to determine the cost of medication non-adherence nationally. 

Additionally, exploration of the measures available to reduce this cost were explored 

through pharmacist intervention.  A series of recommendations developed from the 

compilation of work presented in this thesis are proposed moving forward.  

Medication non-adherence is an increasingly costly health problem associated with 

higher health care costs than remaining adherent (Aubert et al. 2010; Bagalman et 

al. 2010; Cutler et al. 2018; Davis, Edin & Allen 2010; Diehl et al. 2010; Ivanova et al. 

2012; Knapp et al. 2004; Leider et al. 2011). Moreover, as chronic diseases continue 

to grow worldwide so too does the economic, clinical and humanistic impacts of 

medication non-adherence (Pages-Puigdemont et al. 2016). As the prevalence of 

patients with comorbidities increases, so does the negative consequences on both 

patients and providers, such as loss of treatment effectiveness and increases in 

health care costs attributed to the rising incidence of medication non-adherence 

(Simpson et al. 2006). Across the broad scope of non-adherence studies there has 

remained a tendency to focus on the impact of single disease states thus resulting in 

a failure of the true magnitude of non-adherence to be captured (Pages-Puigdemont 

et al. 2016). Of the seventy nine included studies in the systematic review, Sokol et 

al was the only study to assess the economic impact of non-adherence across 

multiple comorbidities (Sokol et al. 2005). While demonstrating significant financial 

burden, the study was limited to four conditions (diabetes, hypertension, 

hypercholesterolemia and congestive heart failure). Analysis from the systematic 

review supports Sokol et al findings, with generally medication non-adherence costs 
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being higher for all inputs other than pharmacy related expenses; however, goes 

further to demonstrate the economic burden across multiple disease groups 

providing a holistic overview of the current non-adherence challenge. Fragmented 

analysis of the broader economic implications associated with medication non-

adherence exists, resulting in a somewhat disintegrated view of the non-adherence 

landscape and an inclination of the problem to be significantly underestimated due 

to a number of contributing factors such as failure to assess primary non-adherence, 

lack of utilisation of ICD classification for non-adherence and heterogenous analysis 

techniques (Baines et al. 2015; Egede et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2018). In order for a global 

picture of the non-adherence problem to be determined examination of the cost of 

non-adherence was required across disease states and countries (chapter 3), the 

MACE framework can be applied internationally across adherence research to 

minimise heterogeneity in methodological approaches and determine the economic 

impact of non-adherence through use of its costing categories.   

Analysis of non-adherence studies across 14 disease groups (cardiovascular, mental 

health, diabetes mellitus, osteoporosis, respiratory, gastrointestinal, HIV/AIDS, 

parkinson’s, musculoskeletal, cancer, addiction, metabolic and blood conditions) and  

19 countries revealed that the annual adjusted economic impact of medication non-

adherence per person ranged from $949 to $44,190, while the unadjusted cost 

ranged from $949 to $162,699 ($US2015). Wide scoping cost variation was attributed 

to a range of methodological limitations in adherence research including; no 

consistent approach in the estimation of costs, variation in the metric classification 

used to estimate medication non-adherence and the source of data e.g. health care 

claims databases, patient self-report and observational report. Cancer exhibited 

more than double the cost variation of all other disease groups ($114,101) most likely 

due to supportive care costs associated with the condition, while direct costs had 

greater economic bearing than indirect costs across all disease groups. These 

conclusions highlight the scope and weight of the non-adherence problem and 

provide sound basis for the need of inclusion in national health policies moving 

forward. Although this systematic review effectively quantified the reported burden 
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of non-adherence among the literature, the existing heterogeneity in the literature 

restricted the applicability of the results to sufficiently inform health care decision 

making. Application of the MACE framework moving forward will minimise existing 

disparity in costing inputs to generate comparable cost outcome findings enabling 

the potential inclusion of medication adherence initiatives in national health policy. 

Quantification of medication non-adherence among disease groups proves both 

beneficial and problematic at the same time. These findings support the need for 

more effective utilisation of health care budgetary allocations to minimise the 

economic impact of medication non-adherence yet substantial variation in the 

differential cost of non-adherence among disease groups proves challenging due to 

the varying scope of their inclusions, with high cost conditions such as cancer always 

going to incur a greater cost burden due to the enhanced reliance on the health care 

system and resultant increase in both direct and indirect costs associated with the 

condition. Exploration of adherence initiatives such as utilising the role of the 

community pharmacist to improve medication taking behaviour require further 

analysis to determine the cost saving potential, they can provide to the health care 

system.   

A number of sources of heterogeneity in the papers included in the systematic review 

were identified, including: 1) measures of adherence, 2) cost outcome indicator/s 

used to estimate non-adherence, 3) definition/s of what was included in cost 

calculations and 4) costing methodology. This resultant heterogeneity limits the 

ability to truly estimate costs attributed to non-adherence until a streamlining of the 

processes is developed. Despite, the existing heterogeneity medication non-

adherence incurs greater costs for all cost outcome indicators other than pharmacy 

costs as patients require greater utilisation of health care resources to manage the 

complications associated with non-adherence. While individual studies cannot 

independently inform health policy, the scope and breadth of the combined 

literature from the systematic review demonstrates the need for policy intervention 

in this domain to combat the rising economic encumbrance medication non-

adherence is placing on health care systems globally. Achieving the optimal level of 
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adherence to medication is more nuanced than strictly raising adherence rates, 

policy makers should focus on technologies or programs, such as personalised 

medicine that facilitate the inclusion of patients in the decision making process to 

drive optimal adherence behaviour (Philipson 2015). 

Improving medication non-adherence represents an opportunity to enhance health 

outcomes and health system efficiency, especially given the proportion of the 

population who do not adhere to their medications. Analysis of the existing literature 

examining the economic impact of medication non-adherence revealed that 

substantial work is still to be done in the field in terms of strengthening 

methodological rigour. Consequently, the disparity of cost outcome indicators 

reported in the systematic review, were standardised and collated into a single 

costing framework reported in chapter 4.  

 

Recommendation 1: 

Standardisation of methodological processes in medication adherence costing 

studies is required to better inform health policy initiatives.      

 

Increasingly the cost effectiveness of interventions and overall health care gain to 

the population are important to determine the allocation of competing resources 

(Tamás 2010). Economic evaluations are being used to aid decision making, with 

evaluations providing evidence of the feasibility of intervention scalability and 

sustainability and the determination of the costs and benefits of public health 

interventions providing data for health professionals and decision makers to choose 

which interventions are effective, efficient, equitable, scalable and sustainable 

(Rabarison et al. 2015). However, in many instances the input parameters being used 

within the interventions are not comparable, with studies utilising a disjointed 

combination of direct and/or indirect costs, leading to a  “cookie-cutter” outcome 

effect and ultimately resulting in rationing and potential allocative inefficiency 
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(Cutler et al. 2018). Decision making bodies need to consider how best to allocate 

resources in a cost effective manner, so as to aid the improvement of the overall 

populations health. Although the arguments given for using average estimates in 

health care research have been widely accepted, they are essentially pragmatic and 

should rather motivate further methodological development on the estimation 

streamlining of cost outcome indicators (Basu 2009). Decisions based on the average 

might adopt one particular intervention for the whole population, while decisions 

considering heterogeneity can deny the intervention in some patients where it is not 

cost effective (Espinoza 2012). Adequate estimation of cost inputs are imperative to 

be made prior to economic evaluations being conducted. This will facilitate clearly 

reported methodologies in terms of cost outcome indicators, in addition to 

outcomes, analysis perspective, time horizon, robustness of the findings, limitations 

and generalisability aspects, of the findings. This ensures that comparable findings 

can be incorporated into economic evaluations to achieve evidence based results 

that effectively inform decision making.  

Failure to address the issue of heterogeneity across medication non-adherence 

costing studies leads to potentially misinformed decision making in terms of resource 

allocation. Varied methodologies leads to differing cost estimates, even in similar 

settings and across similar time horizons. For example Modi et al estimated all cause 

total costs associated with medication non-adherence in US 2011 dollars as $11,749, 

whereas Eisenberg et al using 2012 dollars, put these costs at $7,237 (a difference of 

over 62%) (Eisenberg et al. 2015; Modi et al. 2015).  As regards the major drivers of 

heterogeneity, descriptions of the epidemiological approach for the majority were 

not explicit, with differences existing even when studies ostensibly adopted similar 

methodological approaches. For example Offord et al in one study utilised time to 

discontinuation as the measure of adherence and reported on total costs, outpatient 

costs, pharmacy costs and hospitalisation costs in measuring antipsychotic 

adherence (Offord, Lin, Mirski, et al. 2013) yet another study on adherence in 

schizophrenia patients, utilised MPR and only measured inpatient costs and 

pharmacy costs (Offord, Lin, Wong, et al. 2013).  Such diversity makes it difficult to 
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compare costs between settings or over time within a single setting,  thus hindering 

comparability and leading to a lack of generalisability of study findings (O. 

Ceilleachair et al. 2013). This problem is unlikely to be confined solely to medication 

adherence literature and is a problem with the methodology used to interrogate cost 

data across cost of illness studies.  

In addressing recommendation one, the MACE framework was developed to assist 

costing of medication non-adherence studies by providing guidance on choices about 

the available cost outcome indicators that are required to be included in an economic 

impact study (chapter 4). The framework utilises core concepts central to cost of 

illness studies presented through the works of Rice and colleagues in 1967  (Rice 

1967)  and subsequently revised (Cooper & Rice 1976; Rice, Hodgson & Kopstein 

1985). It is the first study to classify cost categories in adherence research and 

propose a new methodological approach moving forward.  

The motivation behind the production of the MACE framework stemmed from the 

identification of 35 different cost outcome indicators across 79 studies. The 

heterogeneous reporting of cost outcome indicators in economic impact studies 

questioned the methodological integrity of existing literature and consequently the 

policy value they provide. A consolidated framework was proposed with clear and 

concise category descriptions and examples. The aggregated system contains two 

core categories; direct and indirect costs, seven subcategories; hospital, primary 

care, medical test, pharmacy, non-medical, societal and productivity costs and an 

extensive list of cost outcome indicators. It is anticipated that the MACE framework 

will encourage future economic impact studies to be more precise about what cost 

outcome indicators are included, classified and analysed to determine the economic 

impact of medication non-adherence.   

Economic assessment is a way of informing the importance of a particular 

phenomenon such as medication non-adherence with a primary purpose of 

informing decision makers through descriptive indicators of the magnitude of the 

problem. Additionally, it is a way of estimating avoidable costs that can inform policy 

perspective. The MACE framework incorporates direct and indirect costs. There is no 
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single perspective or measurement focus, instead a menu-based set of 

considerations are presented, determining the approach to costing that is selected. 

The framework can be adopted in its entirety or partially dependent upon the 

perspective of the study. Further inclusion of medication adherence into 

pharmacoeconomic evaluations is required. The standardisation of the costing 

approach used to estimate the economic impact of medication non-adherence 

through the MACE framework will enable current limitations in methodological 

rigour to be overcome and facilitate a more seamless inclusion of adherence into 

economic modelling considerations. Additionally, the MACE framework will benefit 

decision makers, national governments and academic institutions through 

presentation of a uniform framework for assessing the economic impact of 

medication non-adherence. It is hoped that the MACE framework will contribute to 

improve the standards of methodological design, increasing the degree of 

comparability and uniformity between studies to facilitate discussion in the field and 

allocation of funding from health care budgets to counteract the current economic 

burden non-adherence places on health care systems. 

The medication non-adherence cost burden is multi-dimensional in nature traversing 

health care professional groups, governments and individuals. However, the degree 

of visibility medication adherence occupies within the health policy context remains 

less than ideal, often being overshadowed by other health policy issues due to 

incongruence in demonstrating impact (Clyne & McLachlan 2015). Despite the 

diminished health status of the population resultant from medication non-adherence 

(Kim et al. 2016; Morello & Hirsch 2017; Sabaté 2003) the lack of convincing and 

comparable evidence on the costs and benefits of medication adherence restrict the 

true magnitude of the problem being revealed. When used in conjunction with 

existing and validated guidelines and frameworks for health outcomes research the 

MACE framework will provide evidence to evaluate the clinical and cost-effectiveness 

of interventions to address medication non-adherence, ultimately shedding light on 

the economic burden attributed to medication non-adherence and building a strong 
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case for investment (Clyne & McLachlan 2015; Helmy et al. 2017; Hoffmann et al. 

2014; Husereau et al. 2013; Vrijens et al. 2012). 

 

Recommendation 2:  

The MACE framework should be applied in conjunction with existing guidelines and 

frameworks to evaluate the clinical and cost-effectiveness of interventions to 

address medication non-adherence. 

 

The examination of the economic impact of medication non-adherence continues to 

be reported through cost of illness studies and grey literature findings, despite the 

prevailing methodological heterogeneity. On an international scale grey literature 

reports equate medication non-adherence to cost $100-$290 billion in the USA (New 

England Healthcare Institute 2009), €125 billion in Europe (Pharmaceutical Group of 

the European Union 2018) and $700 million in New Zealand (SimplHealth 2016). 

These reports lack transparency and methodological rigour, making it difficult to 

replicate the findings. In Australia, there has been no directly estimated cost of non-

adherence. With the rising burden of medication non-adherence highlighted as 

having a significant economic impact on health care systems, it calls to question why 

budgetary allocations within the Australian landscape have not yet considered the 

financial impact this is causing.  

Rising health care costs and burden of chronic disease among the Australian 

population is placing significant strain on the health care system, with the viability of 

current levels of funding being scrutinised (Taylor 2013). Subsidisation of the 

Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS); the list of medical services which the Australian 

Government subsidises and the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS); the list of 

medications which the Australian Government subsidises, in 2018-19 is estimated to 

cost $35.3 billion (Australian Government Department of Health 2018). Evaluation of 

the effectiveness of this allocation of funding is required if projected medication 
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adherence rates for chronic conditions average 50% (Brown & Bussell 2011; Haynes 

et al. 2002; Sackett et al. 1978), in addition to consideration as to what other 

measures should be funded to curb the rising rate of non-adherence and the 

associated economic complications.  

Cost of illness studies provide a useful framework to assess the economic burden of 

medication non-adherence to society. While medication non-adherence is not 

classified as an illness or disease it provides substantial strain on budgets and health 

care systems. To identify the economic impact of medication non-adherence at a 

national level would help policy makers and managers to analyse the inputs that 

encompass the cost to determine inefficient and/or ineffective functions. Thus 

facilitating the reassessment of the best method to reduce medication non-

adherence through evidence based practices.  

Analysis of whether there is a relationship between cost variability and variables such 

as health care team and system related, condition related, therapy related, patient 

related or social and economic related factors allows policy makers to feed the 

planning process with more accurate information as to the future provision of 

services (Sabaté 2003). Knowing the cost drivers that explain at least partially the 

consumption pattern of resources can be useful when planning the provision of 

health services (Tarricone 2006). For example, the total national cost of medication 

non-adherence across hypertension, dyslipidaemia and depression was $10.4 billion 

annually in Australia. With over 85% of non-adherence costs attributed to medical 

related expenses, application of the MACE framework demonstrated that of the 

$10.4 billion cost; $2.6 billion arises from outpatient costs, $2.3 billion from inpatient 

costs, $2.2 billion from prescription medications and $1.9 billion from medical 

expenses.  Strategies to enhance adherence need to consider the overall impact on 

health care costs, weighing increased medication expenditure against cost saving 

potential. The majority of costs attributed to medication non-adherence arise from 

avoidable hospitalisations and outpatient health care utilisation. Policy makers need 

to examine whether increasing adherence across all conditions and non-adherent 

patients is worthwhile or if they should focus on specific conditions. Increasing 
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adherence in mild illnesses may not make substantial savings, if the cost of the 

medication is relatively high, while the baseline rate of hospitalisations and ED visits 

is low, total health care costs may increase with better adherence (Herndon et al. 

2012; Mattke et al. 2010). Focusing on higher severity patients may shift the balance 

towards cost savings (Iuga & McGuire 2014).   

Cost analysis is an important building block for more complex economic evaluations, 

such as cost effectiveness analyses (Byford, Torgerson & Raftery 2000; Drummond et 

al. 2015; Tarricone 2006), and has the potential to be of value in the rapidly emerging 

area of comparative effectiveness research (Meyer et al. 2012; Sox et al. 2010). 

Collection and analysis of costs associated with medication non-adherence provides 

useful information on primary health needs in addition to indicating the amount of 

funding likely to be required to manage non-adherence through provision of primary 

health services. Specifically cost analysis facilitates 1) accountability, 2) assessing 

efficiency, 3) assessing equity, 4) assessing priorities, 5) ability to make cost 

projections and 6) considerations for cost recovery (Creese & Parker 1994). 

Identifying and measuring costs of the alternative options is a key step in cost 

effectiveness research, with economic costs needing to be determined to enable the 

assessment of true economic efficiency. The MACE framework can be utilised to 

streamline the cost inputs utilised in adherence cost analysis to facilitate the 

comparison of alternative courses of action through cost effectiveness research.  

 

Recommendation 3: 

Cost estimates of medication non-adherence magnitude should be determined 

through utilisation of the MACE framework and used as building blocks to inform 

more complex economic evaluations.  

 

Medication taking behaviour is complex and involves a number of interplaying 

factors that influence the outcome. Multiple interventions strategies have been 
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developed to tackle the non-adherence problem and can be categorised into six 

categories of intervention strategies: patient education, medication regimen 

management, pharmacist led interventions, cognitive behavioural therapies, 

medication taking reminders and incentives to promote adherence  (Kini & Ho 2018). 

Selection of the most appropriate intervention type is dependent upon a patient’s 

individual barriers to adherence (Kini & Ho 2018). Intervention effectiveness is 

dependent upon the availability and feasibility within a given health care system. 

Reasons for medication non-adherence are complex and rather it may be more 

appropriate to address non-adherence across multiple elements of the health care 

system instead of acting in isolation. Improving adherence is about implementing a 

behavioural change, while there may be different reasons underlying non-adherent 

behaviour, understanding these varying reasons is important when changing 

patient’s behaviour. The $10.4 billion burden that medication non-adherence places 

on the Australian health care system across hypertension, dyslipidaemia and 

depression represents 13% of Commonwealth health funding budgetary expenditure 

in 2018-19 (Australian Government Department of Health 2018). The existence of 

interventions to improve medication non-adherence have consistently 

demonstrated an improvement in health care outcomes and a reduction in total 

health care costs (Roebuck et al. 2011). Exploration of the potential benefit 

pharmacist led intervention can demonstrate in improving medication adherence 

liberated $1.9 billion across the three conditions over a six month period, highlighting 

the valuable efforts pharmacists can sustain when included in the holistic approach 

to managing medication non-adherence.  

The delivered pharmacist adherence intervention included knowledge (education), 

self-efficacy (motivation) and awareness functionalities to improve patient’s 

medication taking behaviour (Vrijens, Urquhart & White 2014). Educational 

interventions such as the MedScreen compliance intervention reflect pedagogic 

interventions, verbal or written, with a knowledge based emphasis designed to 

convey information, educate and motivate patients based on the concept that 

patients who understand their condition and its treatment will be more informed, 
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more empowered and more likely to adhere (Demonceau et al. 2013; Roter et al. 

1998; Sapkota et al. 2015). They are the predominant type of adherence intervention 

utilised in research studies (Thoopputra et al. 2015). These interventions are 

relatively inexpensive and easy to implement in the community pharmacy setting, 

demonstrating somewhat effective outcomes due to positive influences on patient 

satisfaction and knowledge (Eussen et al. 2010; Raynor 1992). Despite this 

predominance, emerging evidence suggests that multicomponent and targeted and 

personalised interventions demonstrate the greatest effectiveness compared to 

standard care with additive effect displayed in longer follow up periods (Torres-

Robles et al. 2018; Wiecek et al 2019; Zedler et al. 2011). Multicomponent 

interventions incorporate elements of a variety of intervention designs (e.g. 

educational, attitudinal, technical, reward) into a single service offering. Educational 

interventions while demonstrating greater effect in improving medication adherence 

compared to standard care ranks lower in effect than interventions involving 

economic and technical components or educational, attitudinal and technical or 

economic components (Torres-Robles et al. 2018; Wiecek et al 2019).  Nonetheless, 

the educational intervention delivered in this study improved medication adherence 

across all three conditions increasing PDC on average by 9.3% from baseline and 12% 

from the intervention time point and resulted in a $1.9 billion cost saving. 

Examination of the cost of implementing the intervention compared to the cost 

saving potential must be considered to ensure the cost effectiveness of the program. 

While economic components including financial incentives or rewards may reap the 

greatest improvement in adherence rates, they may not be a sustainable long term 

solution to a national health strategy. Generally, implementation and service costs 

erode the potential economic gain (de Bruin, Baan & Struijs 2011; Flodgren et al. 

2011; Scott & Connelly 2011). It would prove useful in the future to determine the 

added cost saving potential multicomponent community pharmacist led 

interventions have across these conditions and whether the cost saving potential 

outweighs the cost of implementing these services when compared to educational 

interventions. The MedScreen compliance intervention proved effective in improving 

adherence rates, however they only averaged 61.6% post intervention, highlighting 
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the inquiry as to what potential multicomponent interventions have to increase this 

rate further. Even so, medication adherence interventions should be integrated into 

community pharmacy practice, as all interventions prove valuable compared to 

standard care (Tonin et al. 2018; Torres-Robles et al. 2018; Wiecek et al 2019).      

Community pharmacist led interventions contribute to improved medication 

adherence and better disease control. The implementation of pharmacy services 

targeting medication non-adherence represent an opportune national health policy 

initiative to provide a cost effective service to minimise the conservative $10.4 billion 

burden attributable to non-adherence in Australia. While pharmacists have been 

reported as being their own barrier to the effective implementation of pharmacy 

services (Blenkinsopp et al. 2000) this can be overcome through effective pharmacist 

training, policy development and providing sufficient remuneration for the services 

provided (Mossialos, Naci & Courtin 2013). Investigation of barriers and facilitators 

for change relating to the delivery of community pharmacy services by Hossain et al 

demonstrates that engagement of key stakeholders throughout the development, 

implementation and evaluation of health services is crucial to ensure the initiatives 

are effective and successfully implemented (Hossain et al. 2017). The study 

additionally provides an extensive list of barriers and/or facilitators identified by 

pharmacists, patients, GPs and nurses that can be used to assist pharmacy service 

planners and researchers to identify elements that may enable or hinder the 

implementation of community pharmacy services (Hossain et al. 2017).  

Equipping community pharmacists with patient centred responsibilities is justified on 

the grounds of pressing system wide challenges that span demographic, economic 

and public health issues (Mossialos, Naci & Courtin 2013). Community pharmacists 

have the potential to improve patient health outcomes and reduce costs of care 

through an expanded patient-centred role with the expectation that these activities 

will encourage coordinated care delivery across the health care system (Malet-Larrea 

et al. 2016; Smith, Giuliano & Starkowski 2011). Development of such a system will 

require organisational and functional changes in addition to a national policy agenda 

to align the roles, objectives and incentives of health professionals (Mossialos, Naci 
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& Courtin 2013). Moving forward, expansion of the role of the pharmacist within the 

Australian health landscape is required to help ease the burden on the health care 

system and better utilise their skillset to enhance efficiency of the system. This fits 

with the international trend of a more clinical role for pharmacists (Mossialos et al. 

2015). However, increasing the health providing role of pharmacists, might affect the 

physician’s role, thus increased collaboration between pharmacists, physicians and 

other health care providers are suggested when implementing adherence enhancing 

interventions in the community pharmacy setting (Nkansah et al. 2010). Inclusion of 

pharmacists as a member of a patient’s health care team, can help to improve 

adherence holistically instead of acting in isolation. Integration of care offers 

advantages for both the patient through better health outcomes and the health care 

system through better utilisation of health resources and cost saving. Expansion of 

the role community pharmacists hold within the health care sector will help to bridge 

the divide, enhancing continuity of care for patients; implementation of medication 

adherence interventions in community pharmacy is just one example of many as to 

how the pharmacist’s role can be expanded.  

 

Recommendation 4: 

Expansion of the role of community pharmacists is required to enhance patient 

continuity of care and generate cost savings to the health care system.  

 

Recommendation 5: 

Medication adherence interventions should be integrated into pharmacy practice 

to improve medication adherence rates.  
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Methodological Strengths and Limitations 

This thesis examined the economic impact of medication non-adherence across a 

global and national scale. Multiple methodologies were employed to assess, 

determine and analyse the magnitude of the non-adherence problem while 

simultaneously streamlining and strengthening the costing approach used to 

estimate the burden.   

The synthesis of costs associated with medication non-adherence across disease 

states and major health care systems presented a gap in adherence literature.  To 

attain an overview of the current economic impact of medication non-adherence a 

systematic review methodology was employed (chapter 3).   This presented a novel 

attempt to use existing studies to broaden the scope of knowledge associated with 

the economic impact of non-adherence via quantifying the cost of medication non-

adherence across disease groups. An advantage of the systematic approach over 

other methodologies is its ability to synthesise the results from all available studies 

in a particular area addressing a focused, clearly formulated question through 

systematic and explicit methods, thus minimising the likelihood of bias relating to 

selection, interpretation of results and conclusions (Cook, Mulrow & Haynes 1997; 

Pae 2015).  No other systematic review within the adherence literature has 

attempted to encompass all costs and health care systems to provide a global picture 

of the scale of the medication non-adherence epidemic. Limited by the quality of 

research that had already been conducted, accurate estimate of costs attributed to 

non-adherence proved difficult to determine as a multitude of cost outcome 

indicators were utilised. Additionally, the majority of included studies were 

conducted in the USA where health care is generally more expensive. Comparing 

costs across health care systems proves difficult as no two systems are the same and 

sources of funding and reimbursement differ significantly. In order to minimise this 

shortcoming all costs were converted and reported in US dollars and analysis was 

undertaken to compare studies within the USA to other countries. Generally, there 

was an overall agreement that medication non-adherence incurs greater costs for all 

cost outcome indicators other than pharmacy costs despite the health care system.  
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The central theme underpinning this thesis was the concern over the existing 

heterogeneity in medication adherence studies regarding the cost outcome 

indicators utilised to quantify economic burden. Specifically, the lack of reliable data 

has thwarted policy initiatives to support improvements in adherence and resulted 

in an absence of acknowledgement as a global health concern in the health policy 

agenda.  Looking across the body of literature, it was apparent that a considerable 

degree of methodological heterogeneity existed and that studies suffered from a 

range of conceptual deficiencies. In light of these methodological shortcomings, as 

well as the strong continuing demand for economic impact studies, a costing 

framework was developed to appropriately estimate the economic impact of 

medication non-adherence, with the view to enhancing the consistency and 

coherence of studies (chapter 4). The MACE framework consolidates and streamlines 

the inputs that should be included when estimating the cost of medication non-

adherence. It facilitates a more complete evaluation of the economic impact while 

enabling the comparison across studies and disease states. Validation of this 

framework is required to further test and advance its viability. Application of the 

MACE framework to retrospective and intervention studies will improve the 

methodological rigour moving forward and facilitate the inclusion of medication 

adherence into health policy dialogue.  

Rigorous research methods were conducted as a strategy for increasing validity of 

data and strengthening evaluation of research findings. Quantitative methodologies 

were used to inform the development of the MACE framework (chapter 4) and then 

apply the framework to a retrospective pharmacy dispensing database (chapter 5). 

Additionally, the analysis of big data enabled the utilisation of quality performance 

measurements across various means. The use of prescription refill data facilitates the 

analysis of large datasets increasing the reliability of medication adherence analyses 

and provides a viable and economic approach for estimation in real time (Raebel et 

al. 2013; Vik, Maxwell & Hogan 2004). While big data is not sufficient alone, it is 

imperative that rich data is available to inform complex logical deductions from large 

population estimates. The source of data in this case contained over 22 million 
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dispensing records across a national sample, capturing dispense date, quantity 

supplied, medication utilisation and patient specific characteristics thus facilitating 

appropriate calculations of medication adherence rate. Within the adherence field, 

there has been limited use of big data to inform economic, clinical and humanistic 

measures. This study presents emerging techniques to analyse the economic impact 

of non-adherence, paving the way for future research.  

Globally, the economic impact of medication non-adherence has been quantified 

through macroeconomic and microeconomic studies and reports. However up until 

completion of this body of work the economic impact of medication non-adherence 

in Australia had only been projected through inclusion in suboptimal medicine use as 

a proportion of GDP. A novel approach was used to extrapolate the economic burden 

of non-adherence across hypertension, dyslipidaemia and depression given the 

constraints on available data (chapter 5). While traditionally this approach focuses 

attention on one problem without acknowledging that resources saved will likely be 

balanced by increased spending on alternate illnesses, improving medication 

adherence is different (Kennelly 2017). While improving adherence increases the 

spending on prescription medications studies have demonstrated that the net saving 

on reduced health care utilisation (e.g. hospitalisations) substantially outweighs 

increased prescription spending. Quantitative analysis of the role community 

pharmacist led intervention can contribute to reducing the burden further 

strengthened this study. This is the first study within the Australian landscape to 

quantify the economic impact of medication non-adherence and demonstrate the 

cost saving potential of pharmacist led intervention. Pharmacists are ideally placed 

to provide medication adherence pharmacy services as demonstrated through a 

resultant 12% increase in adherence post intervention and potential cost saving of 

$1.9 billion across three disease states. The analyses provided in this study estimate 

a projected cost of non-adherence across three disease states with the strategy 

developed to quantify the cost being conceptual. Utilisation of Australian national 

health data and literature estimates permitted estimates within the model to be 

made. To strengthen the model moving forward it would benefit from the 
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incorporation of real time costs through utilisation of MBS and PBS data and 

incorporation of all molecules within a disease state to determine the true 

prevalence of disease.  

Finally, the works have a shared limitation in the data collection, synthesis and 

analysis, in that all studies were conducted by a single researcher. Procedures were 

put in place to minimise the impact and ensure rigour: 1) systematic review 

definitions were developed in consultation with co-authors, with uncertainty 

discussed among two adherence experts and resolved via consensus; 2) in 

development of the MACE framework independent review of data was undertaken 

by a health economist in addition to providing consultation and discussion around 

the feasibility and applicability of the framework; 3) existing research methodology 

was employed to extrapolate the national cost of medication non-adherence, where 

uncertainty existed in the methodology contact with the original author was sought 

for clarification.  

 

Implications and recommendations for future research 

Public health professionals are interested in improving the health outcomes of the 

population whilst simultaneously minimising costs. In order to complete this feat, 

evidence based research is integral to their decision making process. Existing and 

long term heterogeneity within the adherence literature prevents decision makers 

from exploring public policy options to curb the rising economic burden of non-

adherence. Consistent and comparable economic evidence can provide insight into 

the value of public health investments to the overall health system. With evidence 

suggesting that increased investment in preventable activities and improvements in 

patient health practices can produce measurable and sustainable health gains.  

Medication adherence research has lamented the lack of a standardised approach to 

quantify the economic impact of medication non-adherence. The development of the 

MACE framework has taken steps to address this issue. In order to test the reliability 
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and validity of the framework application to both retrospective and intervention 

based studies across a range of disease states is required for ratification purposes. 

Through streamlining the processes taken to estimate the burden, it will provide an 

opportunity for the evolution of evidence based research that can be utilised in 

economic evaluations to build a strong case for the need of public health intervention 

and health system funding.  

Resulting estimates from this body of work highlight the diminished health status of 

non-adherent patients and the subsequent increased utilisation of health care 

resources. This information can usefully inform decision makers about the overall 

magnitude of economic losses and their distribution across a number of key health 

care settings. Although insufficient as a basis for setting priorities and allocating 

resources in health- for which data on effectiveness is also needed, it identifies 

possible strategies for reducing the cost of non-adherence through community 

pharmacist led intervention. Non-adherence cost estimates should be used as a 

source of information within economic evaluations and cost effectiveness studies. 

Additional economic evaluations incorporating the streamlined costing process are 

required to be undertaken to explore the economic impact of medication non-

adherence.  

Community pharmacist led intervention has been demonstrated as providing 

additional care benefits that increase the health of the population and decrease the 

cost burden on the health care system. Additional exploration into the expansion of 

the role community pharmacists play within the health care system is required, as 

well as effective models of remuneration. Expansion of the medication adherence 

intervention from solely educational to a multicomponent intervention may result in 

greater adherence improvements and cost saving potential.   

The research in this thesis provides a platform to enhance future medication 

adherence study design. The findings suggest there remains room for improvement 

in the methodological evidence base of current costing estimates. Further research 

with longitudinal studies examining the economic impact of non-adherence through 
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use of patient linked health data would be beneficial to more accurately estimate the 

true magnitude of the problem on a national and global scale.  
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Conclusions 

 Medication non-adherence places a significant cost burden on health care 

systems. Current research assessing the economic impact of medication non-

adherence is fragmented and of varying quality, failing to provide adaptable 

data to influence health policy.  

 A framework to streamline the current disarray of cost outcomes that exist in 

the literature has been developed. The MACE framework provides a basis for 

the methodological design of medication adherence costing studies and a 

foundation to support comparable future economic evaluations.  

 The estimated economic burden of medication non-adherence in Australia 

across three highly prevalent conditions is $10.4 billion. Implementation of a 

community pharmacist led adherence intervention resulted in a cost saving 

of $1.9 billion. Models of remuneration and expansion of the role pharmacists 

play in managing health care is required.  
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